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AB STRACT

Outage probability calculations ile presented for the analogue land mobile radio siruation where in

order to obtain satisfactory radio reception both a sufficient CNR and CIR need to be achieved

simultaneously. Such calculations can be used in the design and analysis of mobile radio systems

and may be particularly useful for investigating the effects of cochannel interference in cellular

systems.

The outage probability expressions are derived using previously reported statistical descriptions of

mobile radio propagation. Attention is generally focussed on situations where signals suffer

Rayleigh fading and/or lognormal shadowing. However calculations for Nakagami-m, Rice and

Weibull fading are also considered.

The rapid gxowth in cellular mobile radio systems has stimulated the development of outage

probability calculations for multiple interferer situations. Previously, while single interferer

situations had been treated exactly, multiple interferers had been treated by approximate methods.

In this thesis exact multiple interferer outage probabitity expressions are presented for the Rayleigh

fading and the joint 'fading and shadowing' (Suzuki) situations. Similar expressions, but for more

limited cases, are also presented for lognormal and Nakagami-m statistics. Using results from

these expressions the accuracies of several approximate outage probabiliry methods are assessed

The exact outag€ probabitity expressions for multiple Suzuki interferer situations are closely reiated

to those for multiple Rayleigh interferer situations. Indeed, the exact analytic expressions for

Rayleigh statistics form an integral part of the corresponding outage probabiliry expressions for

Suzuki statistics. These laner expressions can be readily evaluated using Gauss-Hermite numerical

integration. In order to demonstrate the use of such calculations for mobile radio system analysis

several theoretical exa:nples are presented-

Outage probability calculations for multiple interferer systems which employ diversity reception as

a means of improving communications reliabiliry are considered. Similarly, the extension of outage

probabiliry concepts to digital systems is briefly outlined-
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CHAPTER 1

INT RODUCT ION

1-L MOBILE RADIO SYSTEMS .
A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Perhaps the greatest engineering achievements of the Twentieth Century have not been individual

devices, but rather the integration of a number of existing technologies into new systems which

dramatically extend the power and utility of their component parts. Modern mobile radio systems

iilustrate this point. Although motor vehicles, radio and telephony are all inventions of the late

Nineteenth Century it was not until the latter part of this century that the technology was available

to meld these systems into a new system with the potential to change the way we iive and

communicate as we move into the Twenty-first Century.

The Twentieth Cennrry will be remembered as an era of enormous technological development. But

it may also be remembered for another, equally important, reason. During the Twentieth Cennrry,

engineers, and society in general, have come to appreciate that vinually all physical resources are

finite and need to be conserved. From fossil fuels to fresh water, from ozone to open space, all

should be used with consideration to the present and future cost. Even in the field of radio

engineering conservation is an issue. The frequency spectrum suitable-for communications is

recognised as a finite resource which needs to be used wisely in order for it to afford the maximum

benefit to society.

Good engineering design is the science (and the art) of making the best use of finite resources,

both physical and economic, in order to provide the best possible solution to a problem. However,

as the demands of society change, so too must the objectives of engineering design. The design of

mobile radio systems provides a good example of how design goals have altered as the relative

importance of available resources has changed. Since the initial high frequency radio

communication experiments of Hertz during the 1880's [] and the first practical mobile radio

communication demonstration by Marconi in 1897 [2J, the field of mobile radio communication

has grown into a multi-billion dollar indusbry. The development of this indusury has been fuelled

by the demands of the ever growing number of mobile radio users. In order to satisfy these

demands the design objectives of engineers have changed [2,3]. No longer is mobile radio system

design just a matter of selecting the necessary hardware. System reliability, flexibility and spectral

efficiency have now become fundamental objectives.
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It is generally accepted rhat the fint land mobile radiotelephone system was the police car dispatch

service that was established in 1921 by the Detroit Police Depanment [21. This system operated in

the 2 MHz band and the radio equipment was large and cumbersome. However, as the advantages

of such a system became obvious *re channels availabie in the 2lr/fr1a band soon became crowded.

Following the technological advances in high frequency systems fuelled by the demands of World

War II, commercial mobile radio operations began in the 35 MHz and 150 MHz bands in 1945

and 1946, respectively. By 1960, 450 MHz channels were in use and the advent of the transistor

meant that the physical size and power consumption of mobile units was decreasing. Up until this

time, however, all mobile telephone systems operated in the 'manual' mode and required trained

operators to handle all calls to and from mobile units.

1964 saw the introduction of automated systems which improved efficiency and reduced costs.

Operating first at 150 MHz and later at 450 MHz, these systems included automatic channel

selection, allowed customer dialling, and eliminated the need for'push-to-talk'.

The 1960's witnessed the emergence of solid state design techniques and the 1970's saw the

introduction of integrated circuits and low-cost frequency synthesizers. These advances meant that

the size, power requirements and cost of mobile radios continued to deerease. But the reduction in

the size of units, the greater convenience of use, and the larger number of channels available

simply increased the demand for more mobile radio services. Demand exceeded the available

sysrem capabiliries and ir had become apparent that the frequency spectrrrm available for mobile

radio use was a very limited resource. In order to satisfy the requirements of an ever incteasing

number of mobile radio users improved design techniques were needed.

In response to the increasing demand for mobile radio services and the desire to integrate these

services wirh the public switch telephone nerwork (PSTI{) the concept of the 'cellular mobile radio

system' was developed [a]. While radio communication technology provides the basis for cellular

mobile radio systems three other technologies are used in the system; stored pro$am control of a

central computer and switching system, large-scale custom integrated circuits, and

microprocessors [5]. Only during the last decade has such an integrated system become viable.

However, despite the problems associated with inuoducing the new technology, cellular radio

systerns have already proved tremendously successful throughout the world and second generation

digital systems are now being planned for the 1990's.
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T.2 AN OVERVIEW OF CELLULAR MOBILE RADIO
SYSTE MS

As the sophistication of mobile radio systems continues to increase, so must the sophistication of

the techniques used to design and analyse these systems. It has been the relatively recent

emergence of cellular mobile radio systems and their more demanding design requirements that has

stimulated research of the type presented in this thesis. For this reason the relevant features of

cellular mobile radio systems are outlined in this section. However it should be appreciated that

the research reported in this thesis applies to land mobile radio systems generally.

Cellular mobile radio systems must satisfy many technological, commercial and operational

requirements. Consequently, it is not surprising that the systems are very complex [3,4,6].

However the concept of cellular mobile radio systems is relatively simple.

Several rypes of celiular mobile radio system are in operation around the world. For example, the

Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) is used in the USA and New Zealand, and the Total

Access Communications System (TACS) is used in the [JK. However, all systems are designed to

meer very similar objectives and operate in essentially the same manner. The objectives of a cellular

system such as AMPS are [3,4]:

(i) Large subscriber capacity

(ii) Efficient use of spectnrm

(iii) Nationwidecompatibility

(iv) Widespreadavailability

(v) Adaptabiliry to traffrc density

(vi) Service to vehicles and portables

(vii) Regular telephone service and special services, including 'dispatch'

(viii) 'Telephone' quality of service

(ix) Affordability

What makes a cellular mobile radio system different from other mobile radio systems is the manner

in which the first two objectives are achieved. There is only a limited amount of frequency

spectnrm available to any mobile radio system. In conventional mobile radio systems, system

growth must end when that spectnrm is fully used. By contrast, a cellular mobile radio system is

still capable of funher expansion even when all the available spectnrm is used This is possible in a

cellular system because the large service ar€as covered by powerful base stations can be split into a

number of smaller areas each served by their own less powerful base starion. To understand how

this 'cell splitting' process is accomplished, it is fust necessary to understand the concepts of

'cells' and'frequency reuse'.
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The Cellular Structure

If a mobile is to receive satisfactorily rhe signal transmitted by a base station it is necessary that the

mobile is within range of the base station's rransmitter, and vice versa. The area surrounding a

base sration within which reliable bidirectional (duplex) radio communication is possible is lnown

as the base station's oservice area' or 'cell'. If the terrain around a base station is flat and the

morphostrucnre (that is, the nature and distribution of the objects on the land) is constant, then if
omnidirectional antennas are employed the service area of the base station would be circular (see

Figure 1-1).

circular senrice area of
base station in an

idealised environment

Figure 1-1 In an idealised mobile radio system, with flat terrain and omnidirectional

antennas, the area served by a base station is circular. However, for

convenience, in cellular engineering the service area (or cell) is represented by

a hexagon.

A cellular mobile radio system employs a number of base stations to serve a geographical region so

that each base station serves a particular fraction of the region. Because it is not possible to

tesselate (that is cover an area without any gaps or overlaps) an area with circles, the idealised

circular service area is represented by a hexagon, as shown in Figure 1-1. In practice, ofcourse,

the terrain surrounding a base station may not be flat and the morphostructure will not be constant.

convenient hexagonal
represenEdon of the
service area (cell) of rhe

base station

4r\lil
t))

base station
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This means that in practice service areas (cells) do not have a regular shape. However, the use of

the hexagonal ceil stnrcture serves to clarify the concepts involved in cellular engineering.

Each base station in a cellular network is connected to a Mobile Telecommunications Switching

Office (MTSO) which is, in turn, connected to the Public Switch Telephone Network (PSTI\Q.

The MTSO is the central processor of the cellular system and controls the switching operafions

involved in establishing, maintaining and terminating calls. Figure 1-2 illustrates how the cellular

system can be conceptualised using hexagons to represent the cells of the system.

Figure L.2 The stnrcture of a cellular mobile radio system. Each cell is semed by a base

station which is connected to the landline telephone network via the Mobile

Telecommunications Swirching Office (MTSO).

L-2-Z Frequency Reuse

Because the frequency spectrum available for use in a cellular mobile radio system is limited, so

too are the number of channels. For example, in the AMPS system the 40 MHz of available

spectnrm provides a maximum of 666 duplex FM channels with 30 kHz channel spacing.

However, given that most cellular systems will eventually be required to provide simultaneous

sewices to considerably more subscribers than the maximum number of channels in the system

PSTN
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(i.e. 666), it will be necessary to reuse channels, possibly several times, within the geographical

area covered by the system (for example, within and around a large city). The problem with

reusing channels over relatively short distances is that cochannel interference is likely to occur. In

other words, the commnnications between a mobile and a base station in one pan of the system can

interfere with the communications between other mobiles and base starions operating si *1s same

frequency but sifuated in some other pan of the system. Cochannel interference can seriously

impair the transmission quality achievable in a radio system and needs to be controlled if cellular

systems are to provide a quality comparable with that of the standard landline telephone nenrork

Figure l-3 The layout of a 'seven-cell-repeat' cellular mobile radio system.

Every seventh cell reuses the same set of channels e.g. channel set 1 is used in

every shaded cell. CNote: generally there are six nearest cochannel cells

surrounding every cell in a mature cellular system.)

In order to both minimise the effects of cochannel interference and optimise the spectral efficiency

of a cellular system, cochannel cells can be arranged in the manner shown in Figure 1-3. In this

particular example channel goups are repeated in every seventh cell. Such an arrangement is

known as a 'seven-cell-repeat' pattern. Other repeat pattems are possible and the size of the repeat

pattern deternrines the separation distance between cochannel cells (see Appendix A). Larger repeat

patterns result in larger separation distances, but also fewer channels per cell. If a cellular system
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with a large repeat pattern is to provide the same number of communication links (channels) per

square kilometre as a system with a small repeat pattern, it is necessary for the former system to

use a larger number of smaller cells than the latter system. Due to the significant cost of base

station sites, this arrangement may result in a system that is more expensive than one using larger

cells. Hence, cellular mobile radio system designers must compromise between frequency reuse

distance and cell capacity, and ber,reen transmission quality and system cost. The problem for the

cellular system designer is to frnd the best compromise.

t-2-3 Cell Splitting

One of the major features of a cellular mobile radio system is that it is possible to expand the

system to accommodate the demands of more subscribers without requiring additional frequency

spectrum, and to continue to do this as the number of subscribers grows. This is achieved by

splitting large cells into smaller cells served by lower powered transmitters in the slanner illustrated

in Figure 1-4(a).

original cell

boundary

new cells

after cell

split

(b)

By splining large cells into smaller cells (a) it is possible to increase the capacity of
a cellular mobile radio system. Such a system can use several sizes of cell depending

on the density and distribution of traffic throughout the system.

Figure 1-4(b) illusnaps such an arangement for a seven-cell-repeat system.

(a)

Figure l-4
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If new base stations are positioned mid-way berween the existing base stations in a cellular system

then the total number of cells in the system is quadrupled and the cell dimensions are halved. The

new cellular system would function in exactly the same manner as the original system but the total

capacity of the system would be quadrupled. However, in practice it is not necessary for all cells to

be the same (nominal) size. A few large cells can serve areas where there is low subscriber density

(such as rural or semi-rural areas) and many smaller cells can serve areas of high subscriber

density (such as central city areas). In fact, it is possible to have several cell sizes within a cellular

system (see Figr:re 1-4(b)). But to design such a system channels must be allocated carefully and

transminer power levels must be controlled in order to avoid significant cochannel interference.

1.3 THE CONCEPT OF OUTAGE PROBABILITY

Unril recently, mobile radio system design was essentially a matter of ensuring that the mobile

units were within range of a single powerful base station. Reliable communication was primarily

dependent on the transmission power of both the base station and the mobile. Typically, a base

station was located at a prominent geographical location such as a hill-top and transmitted with an

effective radiated power of up to 500 watts (57 dBm). The range of such a system was typically up

to 40 km and large frequency reuse distances (> 200 km) were employed so that cochannel

interference would not be a problem [3]. Today, although it is still used in some places, such an

approach is recognised as being inefficient in its use of frequency spectrum and new design

srategies have been adopted.

In a typical mobile radio situation, illustrated in Figure 1-5, there is not usually a line-of-sight path

between the uansmitter and the receiver. The radio signal is reflected and diffracted by hills,

buildings and other objects so that the actual signal received by the mobile is the phasor sum of
many signals arriving via different paths. The magnitude of the received signal will frequently vary

by as much as 20 to 30 dB over distances as short as a quarter wavelength. This rapid variation of
the received signal is known as'fading'. Because this fading is dependent on the immediate

surroundings of the mobile, it is not possible to predict the level of a received signal at any specific

location exactly and it is necessary to describe the signal in statistical terns. Because the Rayleigh

distribution has been found to model the signal fading reasonably well, this rype of signal

variabiliry is sometimes called'Rayleigh fading'.

The mean level of the received signal envelope, averaged over many fading cycles, also varies, but

much less rapidly than the fading. This slower variation is due to the 'shadowing' caused by

objects in the path of the radio signal such as hills, buildings and vegetation. Once again, it is not

possible to predict the effect of these obstnrctions exactly and the shadowing must also be

described in statistical terms. Usualiy a lognormal distribution provides an acceptable statistical

model of the shadowing and hence shadowing is often referred to as 'lognomral shadowing'.
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The mean level of rhe shadowing cornponenr of a received mobile radio signal is dependent largely

on the distance separating the base station and the mobile. This mean rever is known as the 'area

mean, and is also influenced by factors such as buildings and other obstructions in the signal path'

The area mean of a signal can be estimated using empirical and theoretical models. These models

require specific information about the operating condidons and the environmenl

From this brief discussion (mobile radio propagation is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2), it

can be appreciared that the radio signal received by a mobile is subject to large fluctuations and the

strength of the signal at any location cannot be specified exactly-. Instead, received signal levels

have to be described in statisdcal terrns. For example, it is usually impossible to say that "the

received signal strength at point A will be x dBm", but it is often possible to say that "the

probability that the received signal strength at point A will exceed x dBm is z Vo" '

Figure 1-5 In a typical mobile radio siruation there is not usually a line'of-sight path

between the base station and the mobile. The radio signal is diffracted,

reflected and refracted by obstacles in its path. This results in signirtcant

variability in the received signal snength.

In any radio sysrem the quality of reception is dependent largely on the strength of the desired

signalr at the input of the receiver. Of course, different modulation schemes produce different

Ievels of output baseband signal for the same level of input signal. Generally, however, for a given

modulation scherne, some minimum level of carrier field strength is required in order to achieve

1 tn this thesis the term .signal, has been used as a synonym for the term 'carrier'. To avoid confusion with the

demodulated signa ourpuifrom the receiver, tfre demodulated signal is refened to as the 'baseband signal"
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some minimum level of reception quatiry [7]. The area srurounding a base station in which this

minimum signal level is met at some specified percentage of locations (e.g. 9OVo) is known as tIe

'coverage alea' of the base station-

In cellular mobile radio systems it is also necessary to consider the effects of cochannel

interference on reception quality. When cochannel interference is present, adequate reception can

only be achieved when the received power of the desired signal is sufficiently stronger than the

power of the cochannel interference t8]. Of coruse, the minimum signal requirement must also be

met. Hence, in the presence of cochannel interference, adequate reception requires that the power

of the desired signal is, simultaneously,

(a) greater than the minimum power necessary for adequate reception when cochannel

interference is absent I

and (b) greater than the interference power by a margin known as the interference protection

ratio.

The area surrounding a base station in which both of these conditions are met at some specified

percentage of locations (e.g. 90Vo) is known as the 'service area' of the base station'

One of the objectives of a cellular mobile radio system is to provide a quality of reception

comparable to that of the standard landline relephone nerwork. In meeting this objective, the major

difficulty for the cellular system designer is the estimation of the effects of 'noise' and interference

in any potential system configuration. In an analogue mobile radio system the assessment of

.reception quality' requires subjective judgements. But the analysis and design of a mobile radio

system requires an objective measure which relates the quality of a signal to its level at the

receiver.

Outage probabiliry is a mathematical tool that provides an objective basis for assessing the quality

of service provided by a mobile radio system. Outage probability is the probability that the

instantaneous magnirude of the desired signal envelope is below that required for adequate

reception2. Of course, the definition of what is "adequare" requires a subjective decision (see

Appendix B), but once what is "adequate" is defined and standardised the reccPtion quality

provided at any location in a mobile radio system configuration can be estimated statistically.

One of the important determinants of the minimum required signal level may be the noise power at the receiver'

Hence, for brevity, the term 'noise' is somedmes or"d in tttlt ttesis when what is actually being referred o is

the minimum signal requirement-

The probability of achieving adequate reception is called 'service reliabitty' and is the complement of outage

probabiliry.
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I-4 THE STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS

This thesis is concerned with the deveiopmenr of methods for calculating outage probability.

(Outage probability is defined in mathemadcal terms in Chapter 2). In particular this thesis

addresses the problem of calculating the probability of outage resulting from multiple cochannel

interferers. This problem is particularly relevanr to mature celiular mobile radio systems involving

extensive frequencY reuse.

In some ways there is a strong similarity between the manner in which the results presented in this

thesis are developed and the manner in which a cellular system grows o manrity. tn Chapter 3

this rhesis begins by considering what can be called 'traditional' mobile radio systems in which

ourage is caused by ,noise, alone. Then the effect of a single cochannel interferer is considercd and

rhe outage probability expressions are extended to include the additional outage caused by

inrerference. Finally, the effects of multiple cochannel interferers are considered

The mathematical complexity of an outage probability expression is dependent not only on the

number of cochannel interferers that are considered but also on the statistical description of signal

variability that is used. The research reported in this thesis culminates in Chapter 7 where outage

probability expressions are presented for the case where outage is caused by interference from

multiple cochannel interferers and the received signals suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognormal

shadowing simultaneously. However, the results presented in Chapter 7 are founded upon the

work presented in preceding chapters. Some of this work has been presented by other authors, in

particular the expressions for the probability of outage resulting from 'noise' and/or a single

interferer. Chapter 2 contains both a review of the literature presented by these authors and an

outline of the original contributions of this thesis.

The original work presented in Chapter 4 is particularly relevant to the results presented in

Chapter 7. Chapter 4 considers the effects of multiple interferers but treats the limited case where

signals suffer Rayleigh fading only.

The Rayleigh distribution is not the only staristical description that has been used to describe the

distriburion of multipath fading [9]. Chapter 5 presents oumge probability expressions that are

based on the Nakagami-m, the Rice and the weibutl distributions. (These distributions, and the

other distributions used in this thesis, are presented in Chapter 2.)

In Chapter 6 outage probability expressions are presented for the case where the lognormal

distribution is used to describe the variability of the received signals. These results contribute to the

work presented in Chapter 7. Such outage probability expressions have been used to investigate

mobile radio systems where signals suffer both fading and shadowing but the effects of thc
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multipath fading are mitigared substantially (through the use of diversity reception for

example) [10].

In Chapter g the outage probabiliry expressions derived in the preceding chapters, particularly

Chapter 7, are used to investigate the effect of cochannel interference in mobile radio systems'

Although only simplified mobile rad.io system models are used (these models are presented in

Chapter 2), both cochannel interference and signal variability are shown to be important

deterrrinants of the service areas of mobile radio base stations. Chapter 8 does not present a

detailed investigation of cellular sysrem design but serves to illustrate how outage probability

calculations might be emPloYed.

Chapter 9 illustrares how the concepts of ounge probabiliry can be extended. In particular, the use

of outage probability in digital mobile radio systems is discussed and the relationships between

outage probabiliry and bit error rares are briefly examined. The use of ideal selection diversity

reception as a means of combaning the effects of Rayleigh fading is also examined'

This thesis concludes in Chapter 10 with a summary of the research reported in the previous

chapters.

Appendices A to F contain supporring material. Appendix A discusses aspects of cellular

engineering and is parricularly relevant to Chapter 8. Appendix B discusses the issues of spectral

efficiency and reception quality, and furthers the brief discussion given in this Chapter'

Appendices C to F relate to various mathematical issues and techniques used in this thesis.

1.5 SUMMARY

The demand for land mobile radio services continues to increase but the frequency spectrum

available for such services is limited. This problem has forced engineers to adopt new design

strategies in order to provide spectrally efficient mobile radio systems. tn particular, cellular mobile

telephone systems achieve spectral efficiency by extensive frequency reuse. But in order to prevent

significant cochannel interference occurring in such systems the design engineer requires a tool

which permits the effects of noise and cochannel interference on reception quality to be estimated.

Outage probability is such a tool.
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CHAPTER 2

THE MOBILE RADIO ENVIRONMENT
AND OUT AGE PROBABILITY

2.0 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter ourage probability was introduced as a mathematical tool which could be

used in the design and analysis of mobile radio systems and, in particular, cellular systems. In this

chapter the concept of outage probability is developed into general mathematical expressions which

use statistical descriptions of the mobile radio signals. In subsequent chapters these general

expressions are used to derive outage probability expressions for specific cases. Many of the

simpler cases considered have been presented by other researchers and their work is reviewed in

this chapter. The original contributions of this thesis are also outlined'

The design of land mobile radio systems requires an understanding of radio propagation in the

mobile radio environmenL If outage probability calculations are to be used to determine the likely

qualiry of service provided by a mobile radio system then radiowave propagation must be

described marhematically. In particular, signal variability due to fading and shadowing has to be

described.statisdcally. The next section in this chapter develops the brief qualiutive discussion of

mobile radio propagation presented in Chapter 1 and presents mathemarical models for the received

signal.

Once the mobile radio signals have been described statistically it is possible to define outage

probability more precisely. A mathematical description of outage probability is presented in

Section Z-Z.Thatsection also contains a review of the work of othef, researchers and an outline of

the originat research presented in this thesis.

2.L MOBILE RADIO PROPAGATION

Three elements of mobile rad.io propagation were described briefly in Section 1-3, namely

multipath fading, shadowing, and an average signal strength loss due primarily to the propagation

distance. These three elements are discussed in this section with particular emphasis being given to

the statisrical description of fading and shadowing. It should be understood that the discussion

presented here is intended only as foundation for the development of the outage probability
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expressions that follow in later chapters. Extensive reviews of mobile radio propagation can be

found elsewhere t1-31.

At mobile radio frequencies ( > 30 MHz) radiowave propagation is largely via spacewaves.

Groundwaves are attenuated rapidly and little of the energy of skylvaves is reflected back to earth.

But spacewaves are reflected, refracted, absorbed and scattered by vegetation, buildings and other

objeca in their paths, and also by the earth's sr:rface itself [1]. This makes the precise prediction of

the level of a mobile radio signal at any specific location impossible.

In order to model signal propagation in the mobile radio environment, numerous researchers have

undertaken field measuremenrs wherein the strengths of signals have been recorded at a large

number of locations. The data collected has been processed to yield both empirical and statistical

descriptions of mobile radio propagation t4-221. These measurements have shown that the manner

in which mobile radio signals vary about their 'area means' is essentially independent of the city or

counrry in which the measurements were made. Hence, the variability of the mobile radio signals

can generally be described by the same staristical distributions but with parameters appropriate to

the local conditions [7]. One of these parameters is the 'area mean' of a signal. This mean is

dependent on the large scale featrrres of the local terrain which will, in general, vary from region to

region [23].

2-L-L Pathloss

The difference berween the level of a signal at a transmiaing base station and the mean level of that

signal in the general vicinity of a mobile receiver is known as the 'pathloss'. Both theoretical and

empirical models have been developed to predict the pattrloss. Fifteen such models are presented in

[1]. Generally these models incorporate the effects of the antenna heights and gains, the

transmitting frequency, the propagation distance, the nature of the terrain, and the presence of

buildings, foliage and other local 'clutter'. Comparisons of pathloss prediction methods indicate

that models which include a large number of variables yield greater accuracy than those which

include only a few variablesl24,25l.

The most accurate parhloss prediction models invariably require a detailed topographic database

[16]. However, in cases where detailed information about the topography of an area is not

available, pathloss prediction requires a semi-theoretical model, modified by general geographical

information. Two important theoretical formulas upon which semi-theoretical models are often

based are the 'free-space' Eansmission formula and the 'plane earth'propagation model.
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The free-space transmission formula relates to the situation where the transmitter and the receiver

are in .free-space,, that is where there are no objects in the vicinity that reflect or absorb

transmitted energy. In this situation the power received, Pr, is given by [2]

where pr is the transmined power, l, is the wavelength, d is the length of the propagation path' $6

is the gain of the base station antenna, md g. is the gain of the mobile antenna. Hence, the free-

space formula suggests that the received power is inversely proPortional to borh the square of

transmission frequency and the square of transmission distance.

In the mobile radio situation, unless both the transmitter and receiver are in exposed and elevated

positions, there is likely to be significant signal reflection or absorbtion by the earth or other

objects [26]. In this sinration the 'plane earth' propagation model may be a more appropriate basis

than the .free-space' model. The 'plane earth' model was derived for the case where propagation is

over a smoorh, flat, conducting earth [9]. For situations with parameters qfPical of mobile radio

sifuations, except where the separation (d) between the transmitter and the receiver is small, the

model predicts that over a 'plane earth' the received power, Pr, will be approximately [2]

Pr = ., (+.)'ro r^

I no n-lt
p, = P,L"-l Bu E*

where h6 and h- are the respective heights of the base station and mobile antennas.

...(2-r)

...Q-2)

Unlike the free-space formula, equarion (2-2) predicts that the received signat power will be

proportional to d a and independent of the ransmission frequency. In fact, radiowave propagation

in the mobile radio environmenr is dependent on frequency l27l and thus the 'plane earth' model,

as it appears in equation (z-z), cannot be used as a reliable estimator of received signal strength-

However, the plane earth model is reasonably accurate in its prediction of the distance dependency

of the pathloss, namely 40 dB per decade.

If the received signal srrengrh is proportional to d n then n is known as the propagation exponent-

Measurements have shown that rhe propagation exponent in the mobile radio situation is often in

the vicinity of 4. For example, Kelly's measurements at 820 MHz in the flat' suburban

philadetphia area yielded propagation exponent values in the range 3.2 to 4.2 ll4l- At the same

frequency, but in urban Philadelphia and using lower antenna heights, Ott measured the

propagation exponent to be approximately 3.7 1151. Rowe and Witliamson have presented results

measured ar g5l MHz in Auckland that yield, on the basis of lines of 'best-fit', propagatior-

exponents of 3.78, 3.56,3.11 and 5.32 for rural, suburban, light urban and urban areas
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respectively l22l.However, because of the

exponent of 4 can also be fitted to the data

significant error.

variability in the measured data, a propagarion

from each of the four areas without inuoducing

T7

For rhe purposes of illustraring the application of ourage probabiliry calculations, a modified 'plane

earth' model has been used in the examples presented in Chapters 3 and 8 of this thesis' This

model, first suggested by Egli [5], predicts propagation pathloss using the 'plane earth' model

with an additional loss factor to compensate for frequency and environmeil dependent conditions'

This loss factor is known as a 'clutter factor' and has to be determined empirically. The modified

'plane earth' model can be wrinen as [22]

I no n*l'
P' = P'L .l sbs-P

where p is the clutter factor.

...(2_3)

The clutter factors determined in pathloss studies undertaken at the University of Auckland are

presented in Table 2-1 and illustrate the effect of frequency and the local environment on the

average pathloss U7,L8,22).

Tabte 2-1 Values of Cluuer Factor Obtained by Rowe et. al. in Auckland at 76, 465 and

851MI{z.

76lvftlz 465 MI{z 851 MHz

Urban

Light Urban

Suburban

Rural

- 14.6 dB

- 5.0 dB

- 0.8 dB

- 1.0 dB

- 37.8 dB

- 26.4 dB

- 18.6 dB

- 14.1 dB

- 45.1 dB

- 27.0 dB

-213 dB

- 18.3 dB

These clutter factors illustrate that, generally, the propagation pathloss is greater for higher

frequencies and in more cluttered mobile radio environments.

z-L-Z Descriptions of Signal Variability

The typical mobile radio situation has been illustrated in Figure 1-5. Because there is not usually a

line-of-sight path between the mobile and the base station, the signal arives at the mobile after

being reflected and refracted by obstacles in its path. The presence of these obstacles not only

reduces the mean level of the received signal below that predicted by, say, the 'plane earth'

propagation model but also causes significant variarion in the received signal level over distances
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as short as a few centimetres. As a result, when the mobile moves the strength of the received

signal wiil fluctuate markedly.

If service reliabiliry (outage probability) calculations are to be made, a description of this signal

variabiiity is required. Because it is impossible to predict exactly which obstacles will be factors in

the propagation of a mobile radio signal and where these obstacles will be located, it is not possible

to deterrnine the exact level of a received signal at any specific location. Even if such predictions

could be made , rhe number of different possible mobile locations within the sewice area of just a

single base station would make the use of such predictive methods impossibly difficult to use in

mobile radio systems planning. Fornrnately, signal strength measurements show that the short and

medium-term variability of mobile radio signals can usually be described statistically with enough

accuracy to be useful in mobile radio system analysis and design [1]. Moreover, the same

starisrical descriprions of signal variability have been found to be suitable in many different

environments in rvmy different countries throughout the world. This indicates that, so long as

appropriate statistical pammeters are used, these distributions can be applied generally.

In the remainder of this section the most common statistical descriprions of mobile radio signal

variability are presented. Because most of the research presented in this thesis is based on the

Rayleigh, lognormal and Suzuki probability density functions (pdf's) these distributions are

presented first. The Nakagami-m, Rice and Weibull distributions have also been used to describe

signal variabiliry [1] and are presented at the end of this section.

Rayleigh Fading

If a charr recorder was installed in the vehicle depicted in Figure l-5 and used to record the

strengrh of, say, an 840 MHz signal transmitted from a base station, then the recording of the

received signal strength over just a seven metre stretch of road might well look like that shown in

Figure 2-l 1261. This figure illustrates that the received signal strength undergoes severe changes

over distances as short as a quarter wavelength. This quasi-periodic variarion has been attributed to

the multipath nanne of the signal [2].

In various studies, from 50 MHz to 11.2 GHz, the discribution of the received signal voltage over

distances of a few tens of wavelengths has been found to be well represented by a Rayleigh

distribution f4,7,8,111. Clarke [6] has shown that this distribution of the received signal can be

expiained if the signal at rhe receiver is considered as the sum of a number of statistically

independenr, waves. Each of these waves is assumed to arrive from a random azimuthal direction

and to have a phase which is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2rc. These assumptions are

reasonable given that a mobile is likely to be surrounded by many objects which will reflect the

signal.

18
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rrns + 0
value

dB -10

7 metres

Figure 2-l The short-term variation of a typical mobile radio signal envelope at 840 MHz'

ln many cases the Rayleigh distribution is a satisfactory description of this type

of signal variability (which is attributable primarily o multipath fading).

The Rayleigh probabiliry densiry function (pd0 can be wriuen as[77)t

r- 12 I ...(2-4a)P(r) = ?"*oL"l
or p(R) = 2Rexp (-R3) "'(2-4b)

where F is the average power of the short-term fading 1so thffi is the mts value of r) and R is

the amplitude of r normalised to its rms value, nanely R = {f

'tr
In order to understand properly the oumge probability expressions presented in subsequent

chapters it is important ro realise that the Rayleigh distribution has been found to model the

variabiliry of the received signal envelope when rhat envelope is expressed in volts 2. If the signal

envelope is expressed in watts the appropriate statistical distribution is no longer the Rayleigh pdf

I Nore that equation (1.5-10) n Q|)is inconect, ttut is F should be replaced by F.
2 Received field strength is usually described in terms of electric field srengttr i.e. with units V/m. For brevity, in

this thesis signl srlngrhs are iiscussed in terms of signal voltage and signal power (with units of volts and

watts, respectively). Ttris has no effect on the results burthe concerned reader may assume that whenever signal

strengths are rcferred to, the units quoted are for some arbitrary distance in space e'g' 1 metre'

19
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but rather the exponential pdf. Hence, if 1is the signal-power to noise-power ratio and f is the

average SNR then 1is exponentially distributed, namely

r [-vl
p(y) =F'*oL.l,

and the relationship between r, 1, and R is

...(2-5)

/t\
' ...(2-7a)

...(2-6)

Now equation (2-4) is a statistical description of the received signal voltage and equation(2-5) is a

sratistical descriprion of the received signal power. However, when working with mobile radio

signals it is sometimes convenient to use logarithmic units such as dBm, dBp or dB. For exarnple,

if y = 10 logls(y) then the units of y will be decibels (dB) and the pdf of y, p(y)' will be t28l

...(2-7b)

where C = 10 logle(f). (Note that the distribution shown in equation (2-7b) can also be obtained

from equation QAb) using the transformation y = 20logro(R).)

Once again it is stressed that equations (2-4), (2-5) and (Z-l)s are not the same distributions even

though they all describe the same 'Rayleigh' fading. To clarify this point, consider the means of

these distributions.

The mean value, mr, of the Rayleigh distribution (equation (2-4a)) is

Dr=J.nCrlar=9t[F ...(2-8)

0

and therefore the mean value, rnj, of the normalised Rayleigh distribution (equation (2-4b)) is

^t;
f. fftir mean (ms) is 0.542644 dB higher than the median value of the normalised Rayleigh

distribution (./tr6) and 54.4067o of values are less than this mean.

T=4=n3
ff

3 In this thesis some groups of equations have been numbered with a suffix oa', 'b', or 'c' etc. This implies that

the equarion is essentiaily the iame as the other equation(s) with the same number except that it has been

expressed slightly aifferentty. When reference is made subsequently to such equations without the suffix the

reference is to any (or all) of the equations.
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By comparison, the mean value, m^r, of the exponential distribution (equation (2-5)) is

flT= .(-J2 ...(2-e)

This mean (expressed in dB units) is 1.049101 dB higher than m, (expressed in dB units) and is

l.5gI745dB higher than the median. (63.212Vo of lvalues are less than than rI\.) In other words,

the means of equations (2-4b) and (2-5) are not the same (the medians, of course, are the same).

This clearly illustrates that these distributions are not identical.

Similarly, it can be shown thar equation (2-7) is not the same distribution as either equation

(Z-4b)or equation (2-5).In order to calculate the mean of the pdf given in equation (2-7), my, it is

necessary ro use numerical integration. Using Gauss quadrature integration (see Appendix D), mt

may be found to be [28]

ry = -2.5068158 + 10logt6 (m'y) ...(2-10)

= -2.5068158 +

...(2-1 1)

2l

;4
I vp(v)aY = r = i

J
0

lo log,s [* C*,lt]

= -L.4577145 + 20lo9,6 (mJ .

Hence, m, is less than the dB value of both m, and m.y, and 0.915071 dB less than the median.

(42.962Vo of y values lie below the mean.). This proves that equations (2-7), Q-Q and (2-5) are

not idendcal distributions.

The standard deviations of p(r), p(y) and p(y) are also different. The standard deviation of p(r) is
.I

i{fo - Til 7, while the standard deviation of p(y) is f and that of p(y) is 5.57004 dB t281. If

these values are converted to a common unit (such as dB) it becomes clear that these standard

deviations are not the same.

Lognormal S hadowing

Figure 2-l illustrates the narure of multipath fading over a short distance, but this is not the only

rype of variation that a mobile radio signal suffers. The mean level of the multipath fading signal,

measwed over a few wavelengths, also varies. Figure 2-2 illusrates the narure of this slower

variation over a distance of a few hundred metres. This variation is the result of signal shadowing

caused by obstacles in the signal path such as hills, buildings and foliage. If such factors as the

transmission frequency, the type of environment, the antenna height and the propagation distance

remain relatively constant it has been found that the variabitiry due to 'shadowing' can be desctibed

reasonably well by a lognomral distribution ll,z,?lgl.ln other words, a normal probability density
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function will represenr the distribution of a signal, measured in logarithmic units, suffering from

shadowing . The normal distribution can be written as

p(x) =;l-.*pti#l "'(2-t2)
^tzio ^L 2o" J

where m is the mean and o is the standard deviarion. If the normal disnibution shown in

equation (Z-I2)is used to describe a mobile radio signal then x, m and o will all have logarithmic

units.

22
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FigUre 2-2 The medium-term variation of a typical mobile radio signal envelope is usually

lognormally distributed and is loown as slwdowing.

If the signal expressed in logarithmic units is normally distributed (equation (2'L2)) then the

distriburion of the signal expressed in volts, p(v), is a lognormal distribution, namely [30]

p(v)= 

-P==-.,*1-@ 
.-r,-r3)

rn(10) .Eov ' L 2o" I

If the signal is expressed in watts then the distribution, p(w), is also a lognormal distribution,

namely

p(u')=:$-,*f-@ "Q-r4)
rn(10) ^[Znow 'L 2o" J
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Note that m and o are the mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution presented in

equation (1-12) and retain their logarithmic units. It should be appreciated that m and o are not the

mean and standard deviation of rhe lognormal distributions. (However, because m is both the

mean and the median of the normal distribution, m must also be the median of the lognormal

distributions.) To clarify this point expressions for the means of the lognormal distributions

presented in equations (2-13) and (2-14) are derived below'

The mean of the lognormally distributed signal voltage (equation (2-13)) is

7a

t
I

(v) = | vp(v)dv
J

0

€

J tn(10) rE-o ' L 2o' I
0

I f iln(10) ,- .l
# J "*o Ld= ({? ou * -).1 exP [- u2] ou

Equation (Z-15) implies that the mean of the lognormal distribution p(v), expressed in logarithmic

units, is greater than m and is a function of o. For example, if o = 6 dB then the mean is 2-072 dB

grearer than m. Similarly, if o = 12 dB then the mean of p(v) is 8.289 dB g eater than m.

Using the sarne method of derivation the expression for the mean of the lognormally distributed

signal power (equation 2'14) canbe found, namely

= #*n[W-. ]tqP"]'] I*n[-["-rnll-o)-.rJ'] 
*

= *n[ry-* ]tgp"]']

= lo't *o[]tw"]']

:
I

(w) = | wp(w)dw
,

0

m

= loii.*[+tw']']

...(2- 15)

...(2-16)
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From equation (2-16) it can be seen that the value of (w), expressed in dBm, is greater than m. For

example, if o = 6 dB or 12 dB then (w) is greater than m by 4.145 dB or 16.579 dB, respectively.

(Note that these values i1re greater than the corresponding mean signal voltages converted to dBm.)

In order ro use the lognonnal distribution in mobile radio system design and analysis, reasonably

accurate values of m and. o are necessary. m is dependent largely on the distance separating the

base station and rhe mobile, and empirical and semi-theoretical propagation models (discussed in

Section z-I-D can be used ro estimate its value. The value of o is also dependent on the nanre of

the mobile radio environment and must be determined by empirical models and/or field

measurements.

The standard deviation (o) of the normal distribution (equation 2-I2) tends to be dependent on

frequency and the nanre of the environment in the vicinity of the mobile. Alttrough some variation

has been observed in particular cases [2), o appears to be relatively independent of transmission

path length and antenna heights 1L8,L9,22). Generally the variability of the shadowing is greater in

more urbanised environments. For example, in central New York City, o has been found to be as

large as 12 dB while smaller values (< 10 dB) were measured in the surrounding suburban areas

[31]. Measuremenrs at 820 MHz in urban Philadelphia found o to be in the viciniry of 7 or 8 dB

t1sl.

In Table 2-1 clutter factors obtained from propagation studies undertaken at the University of

Auckland were presented. Values for o obtained from the same studies for three frequencies and

four different environments around Auckland are shown in Table Z'2 [18,t9,22]. These values

illustrate the greater variabiliry of mobile radio signals in more cluttered environments.

Table 2-2 Values of o Obtained by Rowe et. al. in Auckland at 76, 465 and 851 MHz.

o is the standard deviation of the normal distribution that describes 'lognormal'

shadowing (see equation Q-12)).

76MIlz 465 MHz 851 MI{z

Urban

Light Urban

Suburban

Rural

4.3 dB

4.5 dB

2.7 dB

3.1 dB

4.5 dB

3.9 dB

2.6 dB

2.7 dB

7.2 dB

6.1 dB

6.5 dB

3.0 dB

The Distribution of Fading and Shadowing Superimposed

The signifrcant variations which the mobile radio signal suffers have been attributed to multipath

fading and to signal shadowing. The multipath fading causes more rapid variation in the received
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signai voltage envelope than the shadowing and can often be described statistically by a Rayleigh

probability density function. Similsly, the shadowing can be described statistically by a lognormal

distribution. However, because the mobile radio signal suffers both fading and shadowing

simultaneously, in order to describe the total signal variabiliry over a distance of several hundred

wavelengths it is necessary ro superimpose the Rayleigh distribution onto the lognormal

distribution.

The general probability density function that describes a mobile radio signal that suffers both

fading and shadowing is found by "mixing" the Rayleigh and the lognormal distributions together

t32]. In order to perform this "mixing" operation it is necessary to first express the Rayleigh signal

pdf as a function of its own mean value. In the 'fading and shadowing' situation this mean signal

voltage is lognorrralty distributed. Hence the general pdf can be found by multiplying the Rayleigh

distribution by a lognormal distribution and integrating over the range of the lognormal distibution

(namely 0 to -).

Equation Qaa)expresses the Rayleigh distribution in terms of its mean square value, namely 7.

This mean square value is the mean of the associated exponential distribution, namely equation

(2-5). However, in order to perform the "mixing" operation discussed in the previous paragraph it

is necessary to express the Rayleigh distribution in terms of its own mean. Thus, using the

relationship between the Rayleigh mean and the exponential mean presented in equation (2-8) a

variable transformation is made, narnely

r

1f
whereS is the Rayleigh mean (mr) and corresponds to the mean voltage of a Rayleigh distributed

mobile radio signal. Applying this transforrration to equation Q- il yields the form of the

Rayleigh pdf required for the "mixing" process, namely

...(2_18)

Now if S is lognormally distributed then the pdf of S is given by equation (2-13) and hence the

signal pdf for the general 'fading and shadowing' situation is

f
p(s) = I

I
J

0
ln(10) {2no s

7r s I ns2 IP(s)=F '*oL ;?J

sZ..==:s ./n
...(2-r7)

20 o12 I7l os
4 s-l

=o?h"\F"' j
...(2- 19)
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Equation (2-19) is a 'mixture' distribution and is called the 'suzuki' distribution by some authors

116,33,341in recognition of the work of Hirofumi Suzuki [32]. The Suzuki distribution has the

same rwo paramerers (m and o) as the lognorrnal distribution (equation (2-13)) and has been

shown to be a reasonable statistical description of the variability of mobile radio signals measured

indoors as well as outdoors [35,36].

The variable s in equation (2-19) is a voluge. But in this thesis the distribution of the signal power

is often used. This distribution can be derived from equation (2-19) by making the variable

transforrration w = s2. This giues

p(w)
10

= i;(ioT
rw'l--l Os
4 s'.1

or

...(2-20)

p(w) = 
"& 2o2

...(2-21)

where

Other S tatistical Descriptions of S ignal Variability

Other staristical distributions have been used to describe the mobile radio signal [1,37]. They

include the Nakagami-m, the Rice, and the Weibull distributions. Details of these descriptions of

signal variability are summarised below.

(a) The Nakagami-m distribution:

The Nakagami-m distribution is claimed by Wojnar to be one of the most versarile models of the

voltage distribution of mobile radio signals suffering multipath fading, and to best fit the bulk of

empirical data [38]. If s is the signal voltage then the Nakagami-m pdf can be written as [1]

2 m^ ,2m- 
I 
"*n [- + rt]

...Q-22)P(s) =
tr(m) E 

-

where f(m) is the gamma function of m, and E is the mean power. The parameter m is a measure

of the signal variabitity and cannor be less than 0.5. The most severe fading corresponds to

m = 0.5, and the non-fading case corresponds to trl = *. lf m = 1 the Nakagami-m distribution

reduces to the Rayleigh distribution.

1 11
:1 5C.r.p
^lzncz j -u'

fro 
rog,o t+.] - -]

I I *[- sol uo

42u =;s
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If equation (2-22)is transformed into a distribution of a signal power by letting u = s2, then the

Nakagami-m distribution is transfomred into a ganuna distribution [38], namely

P(u) = ...(2-23)
f(m) E ^

If m = 1 the gamma distribution reduces to the exponential distribution.

(b) The Rice distribution a:

The Rice distribution was used by S.O. Rice in the mathematical analysis of random noise to

describe the distribution of noise plus a sine wave [39]. In mobile radio systems the Rice

distribution is useful for describing the case where there is a line-of-sight path to the transmitter or

a srrong specularly reflected component in the received signal [1]. The Rice probability densiry

function is

p(s) = ?*n[-r'2rs2r] u[+]

m m-l I m Im u .*PL Tol

where Io is the modified Bessel function of zero order, B

signal, and A is the 'mean square' value of s. (l'{ote that A

...Q-24)

is the voltage amplitude of the steady

is equivalent to F in equation (2-4a).)

If there is no steady line-of-sight or specularly reflected component then the value for B in equation

Q-24) is 0 and the Rice distribution reduces to the Rayleigh disuibution.

(c) The Weibull distribution 5:

The Weibull distribution is an empirically derived distribution that was developed originally to

study the breaking srrength of materials [37]. This distribution has been used extensively in

maintenance theory and in radar sea clutter models [1]. Like the Rice distribution it has been used

to model signal variability in situations where there is a frequently occurring line-of-sight path to

the transmitter [161. The Weibull probability density function can be written as

...(z-Zs)

The Rice disrribution was also derived independently by Nakagami and ttrus it is also lnown as the Nakagami-n

distribution.

The Weibull distriburion is also known as the Weibull-Gnedenko disribution in the USSR [37]-

P(s) = + t+]*-' "*o[- [*"]']
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wheremisashapeparameter,o=.misanormalisationfactor,andVisthemrsvalue

of s. (Note that V2 is equivalent to 7 in equation (2- a)')

If m = 2, then b = 1 and the Weibull distribution reduces to the Rayleigh distribution 6.

2.2 OUTAGE PROBABILITY

Many researchers have put much time and effort into describing mobile radio propagation with

theorerical, empirical and statistical models. The motives for this research are essentially economic

and relate to the design of mobile radio systems. The cost of mobile radio field measurements can

be extremely high. In the initial stages of planning a large mobile radio system many different

system configurations may be considered. The system designer may have to select suitable sites

for many different base stations, soale of which may use the same frequencies. It would be

extremely expensive, and perhaps unwise, to try out all the possible system configurations in the

field. But by using propagation models the system designer can identify the most promising

system configurations without expensive field testing. Of course, before final site selections are

made, some field testing is probably advisable.

The mobile radio system designer aims to meet predefined requirements. In the case of cellular

mobile rad.io sysrem design, foremost iunong the objectives is the need to provide acceptable

transmission quality in the most spectrally efficient and economically viable manner. The quality

and efficiency of a mobile rad.io system can be related to key design parameters such as the

transmitter powers, the cell size, and the cochannel frequency reuse distance (see Appendix B).

Outage probabitity provides a mathematical tool with which the effects of these pafirmeters can be

investigated.

2-2-L A Mathematical Description of Outage Probability

In Section 1-3 outage probabiliry was discussed conceptually and was related to the strength of the

desired signal If the desired signal is weaker than the minimum signal level required for adequate

reception, or the interfering signals are too strong, then an 'outage' is said to occur 7. Ttre levels of

the desired and the interfering signals can be estimated using theoretical, empirical and statisdcal

models for mobile radio propagation, and some of these were discussed in Section 2-1. Using

Reference [l (page 58)] incorrectly gives rhe value of m for which the Weibull distribution becomes the Rayleigh

distribution as 0.5.

This definition of outage is based on single threshold performance criteria. A performance evalua[ion based on

dual thresholds is presenred in t401.

z8
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these models it is possible to predict the likelihood of the occurrence of outage, that is rhe outage

probabitiry. But, of course, outage probability must be related to reception quality if it is to be

useful to the system designer.

Although the exact relationship berween outage probabiliry and reception quality is dependent on

both statistical and operational parameters, higher outage probabilities imply Poorer reception

qualiry. The subjective experiments of Halpern [41], discussed in Appendix B, illustrate this point.

Halpern made the following general comments on the quality of reception by a handheld portable

receiver under Rayleigh fading conditions in the presence of noise and cochannel interference.

. The most significant call qualiry impairment is the intemrption of conversation

when the receiver captures on noise or interference.

o A clear perception of intetligible crosstalk is produced if the receiver audio path

is not adequately muted when the receiver capnres on cochannel interference.

o Quality perception was highly correlated to the number and duration of audio

dropouts, and not to any particular type of RF impairment.

o Significant improvements in call quality can be obtained by reducing signal

fading wirh diversity. The improvement is proportional to the reduction in

outage.

These findings imply that reception quality is strongly related to the failure to meet both noise and

interference protection requirements and thus justify the use of outage probability as a measure of

quality.

Outage Probability in the Absence of Interference

In the absence of interference, adequate reception requires that the instantan€ous level of the

desired signal (Sd be grearer then the minimum required signal level (So), that is adequate

reception requires that [42]

So > So "Q-26)

If the desired signal has a probability density function p(sJ then the probability that adequate

reception will be achieved (that is the probabiliry of reliable service), Pr"r, is given by

i
so

Drser - p(sd dsd ...Q-n)
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The probabiliry thar adequate reception will not be achieved, Pour, is the complement of Pr* 8 and

hence

Pout = I p(sd dsa ...(2_28)

The variabie S4 may have any units (such as volts, watts, or dBm) so long as the value So has the

same units. The pdf p(sd may be any distribution that adequately describes the signal. For

example, the Rayleigh, exponential, lognormal, normal, Suzuki, Rice, Nakagami-m' or Weibull

disribution might be used.

Outage probability for Single Cochannel Interferer Situations

In situations where cochannel interference is a factor, the calculation of service reliability and

outage probabiliry becomes more difficulr because the distribution of each of the interfering signals

must be considered. In the presence of a single cochannel interferer, reliable reception requires

that, in addition to the minimum signal requirement (namely equation (2'26)), the desired signal

must also be greater than the interfering signal by a margin known as the interference protection

ratio. That is, adequate reception requires that[42)

56 > 51 rp ...(2-29)

where Sa and S, are the desired and interfering signat powers (in watts) and ro is the interference

protection ratio. (The choice of a suitable value for the protection ratio is discussed in

Appendix B.)

Mathematically, the probabiliry of adequate reception in the presence of a single cochannel

interferer may be written as [34]
Sa

rP

i
I

so

...(2-30)

where p(sd and p(sr) are the distributions of the desired and interfering signal powers and So is the

minimum required signal power expressed in watts.

Equation (Z-30) requires that Sa and 51 are expressed in terms of power (with the units of wans).

However, it is a simple matter to modify the expression so that other signal descriptions can be

Pser = 
,l 

n,r.,J ntr,ldsldsa

8 Note thar for all the outage probability expressions presented in this thesis P*, = I - P'.n
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used. For example, if p(sd and p(sr) are the pdf's of the desired and interfering signals expressed

in dBm then equation (2-30) becomes [42]

€ Sa-Rr(
P,", = I p(sd I p(st)ds1ds6

JJ
Sm '€

...(2-31)

...(2-32)

...(2-33)

where R is rhe protection ratio in dB R = l0logro (rp) ), and S. is the minimum required signal

power expressed in dBm (Sm = 10log1e (so) ).

ln situations where outage is anributable to cochannel interference alone (and not to 'noise'), there

is an altemative method for determining the probability of outage [a3]. This method uses the pdf of

the shorr-term s CIR (p(I)), namely
€
(

Pser = | p(tlOl,.
J

rP

Equation (Z-32) is for the case where the short-rerm CIR (1,) is the ratio of signal powers.

However, this method can also be used when the short-term CIR is the ratio (or difference) of

signals expressed in other units such as volts (or dBm), provided that the appropriate change is

made to the lower limit of the integral in equation (2-32).

Outage Probability for the Multiple Cochannel Interferer Situation

If cochannel interference resulrs from several statistically independent interfcring signals then

adequate reception of the desired signal requires that the sum of the instantaneous interfering signal

powers multiplied by the protection ratio, rp, be less than the short-term power of the desired

signal. In otherwords, if there are n interfering signals, 51, 52,... Sr, then adequate reception

requires that [44]

sSa>rpZ S1

j=l

Of course, adequate reception also requires that the minimum signal requirement (equation (2'26))

be met simultaneously.

prior to the research reported in this thesis the probability of outage caused by multiple cochannel

interferers was invariably determined by approximate techniques. Generally these methds

9 The term ..short-term" implies "measured over a few carrier cycles". The phrase "the short'term signal" implies

the radio frequency signal envelope, that is the "instantaneous" magninrde of the signal envelope.
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described the total interference with a single distriburion. However in this thesis exact outage

probability expressions have been derived by considering separate statistical descriptibns of each

of the interfering signals.

In order ro calculate ourage probability exactly in the multiple interferer mobile radio situation the

distribution of the desired signal power ( p(sd ) and the distribution of each of the interfering signal

poweni ( p(s,), p(sJ, ... p(s") ) are required. Using these probability density functions the service

reliability can be expressed mathematically as

Drser - ) ds" ...ds1ds2ds3 ds6 .

...(2-34)

In this thesis, the method for calculating service reliability (and outage probability) presented in

equation (2-34) is referred to as the 'muhiple integral' method However there is another method

which can be used. This second method is referred to as the 'equivalent interferer' method and

involves finding the disuibution of the sum of the short-term interfering signal powers. If this

distribution can be derermined, equation (2-30) can be used to calculate the service reliability. It

musr be noted, however, that finding the pdf of the 'equivalent' interferer can often be just as

difficult as evaluating equation (2-34) directly.

2-2-Z Outage Probability - A Literature Review

The design of any mobile radio system will invariably require some assessment of service area to

be made. Usually theoretical, empirical and statistical models are used to make this assessment.

Therefore, in a sense, any such mobile radio system design process uses the concept of outage

probabiliry. Most srudies of mobile radio system design include some form of outage probability

calculation even though in many cases these may be very approximate (see Appendix B for a list of

papers which use outage probabitity calcularions to assess the spectral efficiency of mobile radio

systems). The main focus of this thesis is the calculation of outage probabiliry rather than the

application of ouuge probability concepts to mobile radio system desigu. Therefore, this literature

review concenrrares on the methods proposed in the past for calculating outage probability rather

than the use of outage probability calculations in mobile radio system design.

The complexity of an outage probabiliry equation and the computational difficulty with which it can

be applied depend upon the nature of the signal variability and the number of interferers being

considered. The research reponed in this thesis culminates in the development of outage

€ f f-,, f-,'-,, *;if,
f x,.l f nc,,r Jntur f x,,i .. Jo,*s".do"o-o
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probability expressions for multiple cochannel interferer situations where all signals suffer both

Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing simultaneously. These expressions include both a

minimum CNR requiremenr and a minimum CIR requirement. The development of these

expressions was founded upon the work of researchers who have considered more limited

siruadons.

Outage Probability Calculations in the Absence of Interference

In rhe absence of cochannel interference mobile radio systems ar€ said to be 'coverage limited',

that is the minimum signal requirement is the only significant limit to successful communication. If
a statistical description of the desired signal is available then equations (2-27) and (2-28) can be

used to determine the probability of reliable service and the probabiliry of outage, respectively.

Equation (2-28) should be recognised as a version of the cumuladve probability density function

(cdf) of the probability densiry function p(s). Hence, in the absence of interference, outage

probability expressions are simply cdf's and, as such, the erpressions are not peculiar to the study

of mobile radio systems. The cdf's for Rayleigh, exponential, gamma, lognormal and normal

distributions are well known and, as will be shown in the next chapter, the cdfls of the Suzuki,

Nakagami-m, Rice and Weibull distributions can be readily derived. (Note that the Suzuki cdf

involves an infinite integral and has to be evaluated numerically. Hansen and Meno [45] have

presented a closed form expression which approximates the Suzuki cdf for small values, that is for

small outage probabilities.)

Outage probabitity calculations for coverage limited systems have been used to deternrine the

'coverage' area of base stations given their operating parameters (such as the transmitter height,

power and gain) [2,3]. Thus, outage probability calculations enable the effect of these operating

paramerers and the effect of the mobiie radio environment (that is, the propagation exponent, the

amount of clutter, and the signal variability) to be estimated.

Outage probability calcuiations for the 'coverage limited' situation also play a role in the study of

cellular mobile radio systems. They have been used to study the problem of 'hand-off' between

cells. In this application, ourage calculations allow the identification of the base station most likely

to provide reliable service [16]. Thus, outage calculations can aid the theoretical investigation of

hand-off criteria. Also, by estimating the extent of signal propagation from cochannel base

srations, coverage limited outage probability equations can assist in the identification of likely

sources of cochannel interference in a cellular mobile radio system [33].

Outage Probability in the Presence of Interference

In the general case when outage is attributable to both cochannel interference and 'noise', the

ourage probability can be calculated from either equation (2-30) for the single interferer situation,
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or equation (Z-i4) for multiple inrerferer siruadons. If outage is due to interference alone then the

ourage probability can be calculated using equarion (2-32). When there are multiple cochannel

interfererS to consider the 'equivalent interferer' method Can also be used.

(a) Rayleigh Fading

Of the ourage probabiliry expressions discussed in rhis thesis the most simple is the expression for

a single Rayleigh interfererl0 situation where ourage is due entirely to interference (rather than to

.noise'). This expression has also been used to calculate the probability of outage due to adjacent

channel interferenc e 146,471.In this latter applicarion a protection ratio which is much less than

unity is used, for example rp = l0-7 ( = - 70 dB).

The single Rayleigh interferer expression for the interference limited situation was used by Engel

[4g] to investigate rhe effects of cochannel interference in a small-cell mobile telephone system

(that is a cellular system). To treat multiple interferen Engel approximated the interferers by a

single Rayleigh inrerferer with a mean equal to the sum of the means of the actual Rayleigh

interferers (these means being determined by a simple distance dependency). Lundquist and

peritsky [43] used a similar method to calculate the outage probability for the siruation where six

cochannel interfering base stations surround a desired base station.

Muammar and Gupta [49] also used the 'equivalent interferer' method. They used a normal

distribution ro represent the disribution of the sum of interfering signal voltages. The mean voltage

of the equivalent normal interferer was found by summing the mean voltages of the interfering

signals. Similarly, the variance of the equivalent interfering signal was found by sumrring the

variances of the interfering signals. However, Muammar and Gupta approximated the sum of

interfering signal voltages rather than the sum interfering signal powe$. Signal voltages should

only be added if the signals are coherent [2]. Because cochannel interfering signals are not

coherent their powers and not their voltages should be summed. Consequently, Muammar and

Gupta's results are excessively pessimistic.

prior to the research presented in rhis thesis it appears that the only treatment presented for the

multiple Rayleigh interferer situation was that given by Chan [50]. However Chan's outage

probability expression is only for the special case where the mean strengths of the interfering

signals are equal and the minimum signal requirement is ignored.

10 The term "Rayleigh interferer" refen ro an interfering signal in an environment where signals suffer Rayleigh

fading only. Similarly, a "lognormal interferer" refers to an interfering signal which suffers lognormal shadowing

only, and a "suzuki interferer" refers to an interfering signal which suffers both Rayleigh fading and lognormal

shadowing, etc.
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(b) Lognormal Shadowing

Lognormal shadowing is somerimes considered independently from Rayleigh fading. Yoshikawa

and Nomura t51l maintain that the distribution of the mobile radio signals can be considered to be

approximarely lognormal when the mobile is fast moving. They argue that in this situation the

effect of Rayleigh fading on the received voice quality is the loss of only parts of syllables which

the human ear will only notice as a general degradation to reception quality.Therefore they suggest

that the minimum performance objectives (that is the interference protection ratio and the minimum

signal requirement) to use in (lognormal) outage probability calculations are the avenge CNR and

the average CIR required when signals suffer Rayleigh fading alone. Moreover, regardless of the

speed of the mobile, if divenity reception techniques are employed to remove most of the Rayleigh

fading from the received signals, the resulting signals may be treated as approximately lognomtal

t441. The investigation of lognormal shadowing alone can also be justified on the basis that it

contributes to the treaunent of the more general 'fading and shadowing' situation.

Numerous authors have presented outage probability expressions for the situation where there is a

single lognormal interferer in an interference timited environment (for which the minimum signal

requirement can be ignored) 11.6,42,52-551. In a mobile radio system there may be some

correlation bet'ween the desired and interfering lognormal signals [13]. The single interferer outage

probabiliry expression can easily accommodate this corelation factor 142,53).

Sachs incorporated the minimum signal requirement into his expression for outage probability for a

single lognormal interferer t42]. Other authors, without reference to Sachs' work, have also

derived the snme expression [56,57].

The treatment of a number of lognormal interferers is complicated by the fact that a closed form

expression for rhe sum of lognormal random variables does not exist [58]. Therefore, attempts to

calculate the probability of outage due to multiple lognormal interferers have to rely on numerical

or statistical approximations.

A very simple approximation to the sum of a number of lognormal random variates is that used by

Chan t501. Chan used the 'equivalent interferer' method to calculate the probability of outage in an

interference limited sysrem for the case where all the interfering signals have the same mean power

and the same variability. He assumed the median power of the equivalent interfering signal to equal

the sum of the median powers of the actual interfering signals. The equivalent interfering signal

was also assumed to have rhe same variability as each of the acrual interfering signals, that is the

value of o was not altered.

An approximation to the distribution of the sum of lognormal variates which is more accurate than

Chan's is known as the 'Wilkinson method' t591. The Wilkinson method approximates the sum of
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several lognormal distributions by another lognormal distribution, with a mean equal to the sum of

the means of the component distributions and a variance equal to the sum of the variances of the

component distributions. The Wilkinson method has been applied to the study of multiple

lognormal interferers in interference limited systems by Daikoku and Ohdate [53], Stjernvall [60]'

and Nagau and Akaiwa [61].

Schwar:tz and Yeh [58] have developed an approximate technique for summing lognormal random

variables which they have shown, by comparison to Monte Carlo results, to be more accurate than

rhe Wilkinson merhod- Like the Wiikinson method the Schwartz and Yeh method approximates the

sum of lognormal random variables by another lognomral random variable. Schwartz and Yeh

have used their method to study the effect of multiple lognormal interferers in cellular mobile radio

systems lW,s4l.The method has also been adopted by other rcsearchen [62' 63]'

(c) Fading and Shadowing

For the general situation where the received signals suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognormal

shadowing, rhar is where the received signals have Suzuki pdf's, French has presented an

expression for the probability of outage due only to a single interferer [52]. This expression

involves an infinite integral and has to be evaluated numerically. Daikoku and Ohdate have also

derived this expression but by a different merhod [53]. For the more general situation where

outage due to a failure to meet the minimum signal requirement is also considered, Williamson and

parsons have published an exact expression for outage probability which involves a two-

dimensional infinite integnl [34].

Lundquist and peritsky studied the effect of fading and shadowing in multiple interferer systems

by numerically generating lognormally distributed random numbers which were used to select the

means of Rayleigh fading signals [43]. These signals were reated using Lundquist and Peritsky's

approximate method for summing signals from multiple Rayleigh interferers.

yoshikawa and Nomura treated multiple interferers in a 'fading and shadowing' environment by

considering the total variance of each received signal and ignoring all but the strongest interfering

signal [51].

Chan used his multiple Rayleigh interferer results as the basis for his calculations of outage

probabiliry in a fad.ing and shadowing environment [50]. His method assumes that the mean Power

of each of the Rayleigh fading signals is lognormally distributed. Moreover, Chan's method

assumes that the mean powers of the Rayleigh fading components are always equal. This latter

assumption is not valid in a general mobile radio environment since the lognormal components of

Suzuki d.istributed signals will be neither perfectly correlated nor constantly equal. However, using

rhese assumptions and his Rayleigh fading ourage probability expression, Chan integlated over
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two lognormal distriburions ro obtain an outage probabiliry expression for the 'fading and

shadowing' situation. The result is similar to French's expression for the single interferer situation

and includes a single infinite integral which has to be evaluated numerically. Because of Chan's

assumption about the means of the Rayteigh fading components of the interfering signals his

results underestimate the actual outage probability, especially when the variance of the lognormal

shadowing is large.

Several researchers have chosen to base their outage probability calculations for multiple Suzuki

interferer situations on results from the corresponding multiple lognomral interferer situation.

Some mobile radio system designers choose to calculate required signal levels assuming that only

lognormal shadowing occgrs and then add a protective margin (7 dB for example) to the results to

allow for the effects of Rayleigh fading [55]. Nagata and Akaiwa [61] used the Wilkinson method

to find the parameters of an equivalent lognormal interferer which they then used in French's

outage probabiliry expression for the single Suzuki interferer situation. Muammar and Gupta [49]

adopted a similar method bur, as they did for the Rayleigh fading case, they summed the

interfering signal voltages rather than the interfering signal powers and thus their results are

excessively pessimistic.

palestini and Zingarelli t63l have used the Schwartz and Yeh method for determining the

approximate distriburion of the sum of a number of lognormal random variables in their study of

bit error rates in digital cellular mobile radio systemsll. They first calculated the bit error rate for

the lognormal shadowing situation. Then they approximated the result for the 'fading and

shadowing' situarion by multiplying the lognormal result by the exponential distribution (namely

equation (2-5)) and integrated the product over the range of the exponential distribution (namely

from 0 to *).

(d) Other Descriptions of Signal Variability

A few single interferer, interference limited, outage probability expressions have been presented

for situations where rhe signal variability is described by other than a Rayleigh, lognormal, or

Suzuki distribution. Nakagami-m fading has been considered by Wojnar [38] and Al-Hussaini

[64], while Oening [65] has presented an outage probabiliry expression for the siruation where the

desired and interfering signals are Rice distributed.

11 Bit error rare (atributable to signal amplitude rather than phase) is closely related to outage probability (see

Section 9-1).
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Chapter 2

The Contributions of this Thesis

The original contriburions of this thesis primarily concern outage probability calculations for the

mulriple interferer siruation 166-731. Exact outage probabiliry expressions have been derived using

both the 'multiple integral' method (equation (2-34)) and the 'equivalent interferer' method-

The research presented in this thesis culminates in Chapter 7 where exact 'multiple interferer'

ourage probabiliry expressions are presenred for the situation where the desired signal and the

cochannel inrerfering signals all suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing

simultaneously. In the general situation where outage results from both 'noise' and interference'

the expression involves a multidimensional integral (which can be easily evaluated numerically)

[69]. However, in the interference limited case the outage probabiliry expression is never more

than a trro dimensional integral. This is a significant advance on previous attempts to treat multiple

interferers which have relied on approximate methds.

The original work presented in Chapter 7 is preceded by similar work for the situations where the

received signats are assumed to suffer either Rayleigh fading only or lognormal shadowing only.

In Chapter 4 exact ourage probability expressions for the multiple Rayleigh interferer siruation are

presented. Although rhe derivation of these results is significantly more difficult than that for the

single interferer case, the resuhing expressions can bc readily evaluated 166,671. This is especially

tme of the outage probability expression for the situation where the minimum signal requirement is

ignored, namely the 'interference only' situation. For the special case where the mean strengths of

the interfering signals are equal this expression reduces to that glven by Chan [50].

In Chapter 6 an outage probability expression for the situation where outage results from npo

lognormal interferen is presented t681. Although this result includes a two dimensional integral it

can be readily evaluated numerically and is useful for assessing the accr:racy of existing numerical

and statistical outage probability approximation methods.

Outage probability expressions for multiple Nakagami-m interferer situations are presented in

Chapter 5. These expressions are ciosely related to the expressions presented in Chapter 4 for

multiple Rayleigh interferer situations. It is shown that an exact expression for outage probabiliry

can be derived when the m parameter in each of the signal pdf s is an integer .

Many of the results presented in Chapter 8 are new, although some of these results have been

derived from previously published outage probability fonnulae. Similarly, much of the work

presented in Chapter 9 is original. In particular, multiple interferer outage probabiliry expressions

are presented for the siruation where M-branch selection diversiry reception is employed to mitigate

the effects Rayleigh fading [70].

38
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2.3 SUMMARY

In this chapter the mathematical foundations have been laid for the outage probability expressions

that are developed in the following chapters. Mobile radio propagation has been described

mathematically and, in particular, statistical models for signal variability have been presented. The

general outage probability expressions presented in this chapter include these statistical

descriptions of the mobile radio signals.

previous researchers have presented exact ounge probability expressions for situations where

outage is attributable to 'noise' and/or a single cochannel interferer. Others have presented

approximate methods for treating the multiple interferer situation. The work of these researchers

has been outlined in rhis chapter. The original contributions of this thesis have also been outlined.

These contributions are primarily exact outage probability expressions for multiple interferer

situations.

In the following chapters the general outage probability expressions are developed for panicular

situations. Although in general outage can result from both 'noise' and cochannel interference, it is

convenient to begin by considering the situation where outage results from'noise' alone. Outage

probability expressions for this situation are derived in the next chapter In subsequent chapters the

effecs of cochannel interference are also considered-
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CHAPTER 3

OUTAGE PROBABILITY
IN THE ABSENCE OF INTERFERENCE

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The mathematical foundations for the study of outage probability in mobile radio systems were laid

in the previous chapter when general outage probabiliry expressions were presented. Throughout

this thesis these general expressions are used to examine specific siruations. This chapter examines

the situation where there is no cochannel interference. Outage probability calculations for this

siruation are appropriate for "traditional" mobile radio systems in which there is no significant

reuse of frequencies.

In this chapter outage probability expressions are presented for six different types of signal

variabiliry. The Rayleigh, Nakagami-m, Rice, Weibull, lognormal, and Suzuki distributions that

were presented in Section 2-l-2, are each considered as descriptions of the desired signal voltage

envelope. Whilst many of the results have been presented previously, they are presented here

collectively for completeness.

Recall that the general expression for calculating outage probability, Pour, in the absence of

interference (equation (2-28)) is

;
Pout=l- f n(sddsa '..(3-t1

s;

where p(sJ is the probability density function of the received signal and So is the minimum signal

level required for adequate reception. In the following sections equation (3-1) is used to derive

outage probability expressions for the six different signal distributions. Results from these

expressions are then presented in graphical form.

3.1 RAYLEIGH FADING

If the received signal voltage envelope is Rayleigh distributed (equation (2-4)) then the power

envelope witl be exponentially distributed (equation (2-5)), namely

tr*o[1-l
f ^LI.lP(Y) = .-.(3-2)
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where yis the signal-power to noise-power rado and f is the avenge SNR (or, more precisely, the

average CNR).

If yo is the minimum required CNR then for Rayleigh fading equation(3-1) becomes [1]

This result can also be derived directly from the Rayleigh distribution. If S is the mean received

signal voltage, then the probability of outage is calculated by substinrting the Rayleigh distribution

shown in equation (2-18) into equation (3-1), namely

poo, = , _ If*n[:.].,
^tro

=,_*,[+.]

= | -"*Pf-d+lL 4s I
where So is the minimum signal voltage required for adequate reception.

u" m m-l fr m u .xPL
rrl-

J f(m) T*lmJ f(m) T---
0

- it, I nszl
Pout = 1 - | 3"*p l-;-l at

J2s L 4sl
so

...(3-3)

...(3-4)

Because the Rayleigh distribution is a special case of the Nakagami-m, Rice, and Weibull

distributions, equation (3- ) is a special case of the outage probability expressions presented in the

next three sections for these more general descriptions of signal variability.

3.2 NAKAGAMI.M FADING

When the Nakagami-m distribution presented in equation (2-22) describes the received signal

voltage, the gamma distribution presented in equation (2-23) describes the received signal Power.

The probabiliry, Pooj, that the desired signal power will be below the minimum power rcquired for

adequate reception, u", is given by

m'l: Ulul
du

where E is the mean power.

...(3-s1
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Appendix E outlines how an integral such as that in equation (3-5) can be expressed as an

incomplete gamma function, Iy(m), namely

Pou,

v

1i
=l r(m) J

0
"^-t .*p F z) dz = Iy(m) ...(3-6)

...(3-7)

. I[U^where y = f,

In general equation (3-6) must be evaluated numerically, but if m is a positive integer then, from

equation (E-6b), P6ul can be expressed as

pour = r - e*n[-*o ]

m-lI
t=0

P(u) = *"*[-t".u*"] t[+G]

[muol t

L ul
t!

When m = 1 the Nakagami-m distribution reduces to the Rayleigh distribution, the ga.mma

distribution reduces to the exponential distribution, and equation (3-7) reduces to an outage

probabiliry expression equivalent to equation (3-3).

3.3 RICE FADING

The general outage probability expression for the situation where the received signal is Rice

distributed is presented in the following subsection. This expression includes a modifiEd Bessel

function which often has to be evaluated numerically (or from tables). Rice has presented an

approximation for the exact expression [2J but in Section 3-3-2 an alternative method for

calculating the outage probability is presented. Although this alternative method involves

evaluating an infinite series, for most cases of interest in mobile radio system analysis only a few

terms need be summed before sufficient accuracy is obtained-

3-3-1 The Exact Outage Probability Expression 
.

The Rice description of the received signal voltage, p(s), presented in equation (2-24) can be

transformed into the distribution of the received signal power, p(u), by making the variable

tansformation u = s2. Hence p(u) is given by

...(3-8)

where Ie is the modified Bessel function of zero order, B is the voltage amplitude of the steady

component of the received signal, and A is the mean signal power.
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Rice has derived the cumulative probability densiry function (cdfl for this distribution by making a

simple variable transformation and integrating by parts [2]. Rice's derivation is shown below.

Makingthetransfomration v = F =
s.fz
{A

the distribution p(v) is obtained, namely

P(v) =

. Bltr
wnere a = lE_

Using the relationship

frn
I znln-1(az)dz = | t"tarl + constant ,
I

J

Rice used integration by parts to determine that

i o*,o" = exP[- rY'?; .2r] 
J, t*]nl,,(uv)J n=

0

Equation (3-11) implies that for Rice fading

pour = "*o[-tu"ts2r] 'i,[+]'r"[4o ]

...(3-g)

...(3-10)

...(3-1 1)

...(3-12)

...(3-13)

where uo is the minimum signal power required for adequate reception and B > 0. (If B = 0 then

a = 0 and equation (3-9) reduces to a Rayleigh distribution which can be integrated directly to find

the outage probability expression, namely equation (3-3).)

3-3-Z An Accurate Approximation for Outage Probability

Rice has presented expressions which approximate equation (3-11) forlarge values of ay [2],

na:nely
v

f ... 1 I -rv-a''l
Jn(v)av 

=i*i""lf)
0

However, in many ounge probability problems small values of ay = + are of interest, that

is the direct signal component is small and there is a substantial margin between the minimum

v exp [- 
," i "t,] t (av)
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required signal power and the mean signal power. In this case, use can be made of the series

expansion of the modified Bessel function of zero order [3 (eqn. 49:6:l)] , namely

Is(x)=r**.*.*+...=i*t# (3-14)
j - 0v',

Hence when x << 1, Io(x) = 1. Therefore when ay < 1 equation (3-11) can be approximated by

yv

J n*, u" = J " ,*;- 
t"2 t a2l]a'

v

f al f [ (',2)1,--
= exP L- z.l I v exp L- =-J o"

0-

| *1 [, _ l- vtl-l= expl--z1 [r - exP L-"J..| .

Equation (3-15) implies that when the mean received power is significantly above the minimum

power required for adequate reception and there is only a small direct signal component (B), then

P6gs csn be approximated by

Pou, = "*[-*] [r -"*n t-*]]
Note that when B = 0, that is when there is no steady component in the received signal,

equation(3-16) becomes the exact outage probabiliry expression for the Rayleigh fading situation.

Using the same method as that used to obtain equation (3-15), an exact outage probabitry

expression can also be derived. For the general case when the product ay is not limited to small

values, the full infinite series expansion of Is(x) (namely equation (3-14)) can be substinrted into

equation (3-9) to glve an exact expression for p(v), namely

p(v) = .*p [- +],i, t*-i + u2j*1 exp l-+l

Making the variable rransformation w = $ fi"Lds a pdf, p(w), which can be integrated more

easily than p(v), namely

...(3-1s)

...(3- 16)

...(3-17)

P(w) = 
"*p [- +] i [+]' # -, exp(-w) ...(3-18)
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Now using integration by parts

x

= - xj exp(-x) - j xj-r exp(-x) + f , A-t, u/-2 exp(-w) dw

/

= - xj 

:::1ll .-,J,I-J:T1 ;,fiilt 
exP(-x)

= j! - j!exp(-x) [#. # . #+ ... + * * r]

l- t-xi ...l= i' Lt ,?o ?.*p(-*)l ..(3-1e)

Using the result of equation (3-19) an expression for the integral of p(w) from 0 to x can be

obtained. Hence, allowing for the earlier change of variable (v to w) by letting x = T ,

equation (3-11) can be written as

i ._. f az1 + rz-ri. f _f vr1 * 1f-.zri1

J 
p(v)dv = expl-il,!,L"rl iLt -'*uL- bJ ,+,iiLFJ J " (3-20)

0

Thus the outage probability expression for the Rice fading situation can be written as

p..', = expt-*l ,it*l'h['-expt-F] I lt*l'] (3-21a)

Note that if equation (3-2La) is tnrncated after just a single term the expression reduces to

equation (3-16). Moreover, it can now be seen that for B = 0 equation (3-16) is exact.

Given that

i fe2lj r fs2l
L^LF.) jT = exP L-2Al '

J=0

equation (3-2La) can also be written as

49

x
f t : ro f ,'
I wj exp(-w) dw = [wj exp(- r) ] : + | j *'-t exp(-w) dw
J-^)00
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p.u, -expt-*l -expt-*l at*f i"*[-F],lh[f]'

- expt # - exp[-ru":e2r],li [;i']' I ilx]' ...(3-21b)

Equation (3-21) is an exact expression and because of the factorial terms in its denominator it

converges rapidly. In most of the situations of interest in mobile radio systems, the rato fl is not

large and the mean power of the received signal is greater than the minimum Power re{fred for

adequate reception, that is * tr less than uniry. In such cases, only a few terms in equation

(3-2I) need to be summed before sufficient accuracy is obtained.

50

3.4 WEIBULL FADING

The Weibull distribution is given in equation !-zs),namely

p(s) = + i!"" ] 
^ -' 

"*n [- t+]'lL - -t
...(3-22)

where m is a shape parameter, b =
of s.

is a normalisation factor, and V is the rms value

Equation (3-22)must be integrated in order to determine the outage probability expression for

Weibull fading. To facilitate the integration it is convenient t6 use a simple variable transformation,

narrrely

1_b s1-w = L'=rl

mbl-bsl*-l ,
so nat dw = TL-'g;-l os

and equation (3-22) becomes

P(w) = exP(- w) .

= | - exp(-y) ...(3-23)

v
INow I p(w) dw
,

0

and so to obtain the outage probabiliry expression from equati on (3-23) let y = l-+]' *hrrcLYJ
So is the minimum signal voltage required for adequate reception. Hence
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pout = 1- exp[- [*, ]'l ...(3-z4J

LI

When m = 2 equation (3-24) becomes the outage probability expression for the Rayleigh fading

situation, namely equation (3-4).

3.5 LOGNORMAL SHADOWING

For the situation where the received signal voltage and power are lognormally distributed, the

distribution of the signal expressed in logarithmic units is a normal disuibution p(x), namely

equation (2-I2)

I [- (x - m)2.lP(x)=ffi "*nlf,J ...(3_2s)

where m is the mean and o is the standard deviation. (x, m and o all have logarithmic units.)

If xo is the minimum signal required for adequate reception the outage probability is given by [4]

x" xo

Po,,,= 
Jnr*ra*= I#"*[szd] *.

As in the previous sections, the integration required to evaluate this expression is facilitated by

making a variable transformation. t.et * = # so that equation (3-26) becomes [41
t2o

xo-fi
fi,o

tl .
Pout = zt- I e*p (- w') dw.,/,t J

tf't
= + I expl-w2;dw + + I r*p1-w2;dw./n J ' UnoJ

= + + l'o[u*r1 .'Q'zla)

...(3-26)

xo-h
t'l2a

z

where erf (z) = + | "*O 
1- w2; dw .

0
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As for the orher outage probability expressions presented in this chapter, equation (3-27a) is a

function of the rario of the mean signal strength and the minimum required signal strength. For

lognormal shadowing situations it is often mathematically convenient to express the outage

probability as a function of the margin, cr, between the parameter m (in equation (3-25)) and the

minimum required signal level expressed in logarithmic units, namely

cr = m-xo = m-20logro(So).

Hence equation (3-27a) can be written as

Since the error function is an odd function, that is erf(-x)

be written as

Drout -

Poo, "o[:l- ].L{2 ol

Alternatively, using the relationship erfc(x) = 1 - erf(x),

also be written as

- l'.,t"f s- 
'l 

.Pout= i L{zor

...(3_27b)

=-erf(x), equation Q'nD can also

...(3-?:7c)

the outage probabiliry expression can

...Q-nd)

11= z+7

+-+*[#

3-6 FADING AND SHADOWING

In the rypical mobile radio situation signals suffer both fading and shadowing simultaneously. The

Suzuki pdf was developed as a model for this signal variability [5] and consequently outage

probability expressions for 'suzuki' signals are of particular interest. Unfornrnately, the Suzuki

pdf contains an infinite integral. Outage probability expressions for Suzuki signals also include this

integral and must be evaluated numerically if an exact result is required. However, for the siuation

where there is no cochannel interference, Hansen and Meno have presented an approximate

expression for small outage probabilities which does not require numerical evaluation [6]. This

approximation is presented in this section but first the exact expression is derived.

3-6-L The Exact Outage Probability Expression

For situations where the received signal is Suzuki distributed, equation (2-2I) describes the

distribution of the received signal power. Equation (}-ZL) can be wrinen in the form
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;
p(w) = I tColR(u,w)du

t

0

...(3-28)

...(3-2e)

...(3-30)

...(3-31)

f I rn r r2-ll- lroroglelt"l-ml I

wnere Ltur = h(lo65 .*vSq1

and R(u,w) = l'*[- F]

The pobability of outage, Ps,o, is found by integrating the signal Pdf, that is

Wo Wo €.f r(
Pour = I p(w) dw = I I I.tul R(u,w) du dw

JJJ000
where wo is the minimum signal pow€r required for adequate reception.

To evaluate equation (3-29) it is helpful to change ttre order of integration so that

€worr
Pout = | I-(") | R(u,w) dw du

JJ00

Now the inner integral in equation (3-30), narnely
wo

f
I R(u,w) dw ,

J
0

is of the type that was encountered earlier in this chapter. That is, equation (3-31) is the outage

probability expression for Rayleigh fading that was presented in equation (3-3) but with w - Tand

u = f. This means that equation (3-30) can be written as

ir
Pou, = 

J 
Lr"l [r - '*n [- ?]]*

0

= t -Jr,(u)ea[-*]*
fr

= , - 
--rq - 1+".,f 

["'"'':[i"] - -] ']".e[-?]0"

0

...(3-32)
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Equation (3-32) can be simplified by making the variable transformation

10. fn Iroglo 
L4'ul - m

y=
{zo

54

and

sotrrat u = **n[qp(m+{Zoyl]
,10

uv - ln(10) u o €

Hence Pout= r-+ il.rur',*nf-?*",0#l o,
''llt J L I

- (o + JToy)l
roTl ay

I

P*oo, = F

# i;,._,r'*of t

du.

= I- ...(3-33)

where g, as in the previous section, is the margin between the lognormal parameter m and the

minimum required signal level expressed in logarithmic units, namely

o = m- l0logro(wo).

Equation (3-33) can be regarded as the expression for outage probability due to Rayleigh fading

when the mean voltage of that fading is lognormalty distributed. In other words, the ratio of the

minimum required signal 
Bower 

and the mean power of the Rayleigh fading signal used in

Section3-1 (that is the ratioe) is given by

-(o+r/-Zoy)It ln l0
4' ^"h.=

f

3-6-Z An Approximation for Small Outage Probabilities

Although equation (3-33) can be readily evaluated numerically, Hansen and Meno have presented

an approximate expression for small outage probabilities which can be evaluated analytically [6].

This approximarion (for the 'fading and shadowing' situation) is based on an approximate outage

probability expression for the situation where the received signal suffers Rayleigh fading only and

the mean power of the signal is significantlV higher than the minimum required signal power.

Using the terrrinology of equation (3-3), when 3 o 1, the outage probability for the Rayleigh

fading siruadon, PRoot, is approximated by

...(3-34)

...(3-3s)
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Before continuing with the derivation of Hansen and Meno's approximate outage probability

expression for the fading and shadowing situation it is important to note that the pdf of the received

signal used by Hansen and Meno is slightly different from that presented in equation (3-28). This

is because Hansen and Meno derived the pdf of the 'fading and shadowing' signal by

superimposing the pdf of the power of a signal suffering fading only (that is an exponential

distribution) onto the pdf of the power of a signal suffering shadowing only (that is a lognormal

distribution) t6l. Equation (3-28) was obuined by superimposing the pdf of the voltage of a

signal suffering fading only (that is a Rayleigh distribution) onto the pdf of the voltage of a signal

sufferin g shadowing only.

The pdf used by Hansen and Meno to describe the received signal power in a fading and

shadowing environment can be written as

",.rI

[10log1q(t)-ml

...(3-36)

4-2where E =; S is the mean power and S is the mean voltage of the Rayleigh fading

component. Because equation (3-36) is slightly different from the Suzuki pdf used in this thesis,

nemely equation (3-28), there is a discrepancy (a factor of n/4) between Hansen and Meno's

approximate results and the results obtained using equation (3-33). Despite this diserePecY,

Hansen and Meno's approximation method remains valid for large a and is presented below.

Using equation (3-28) as the pdf of the received signal, the probability of outage is given by

equation (3-33), namely

10 L I I
P\w/ =h-(ml- | 

-1 ,noz I E' I "-t- El au
2oz

[f"] - 'l6t
I+.*L

0

Ito tog,o

,,

Pout= l-
ln(10) o.'|fr

and for large cr, that is for ff .. 1,

It 'l
lOlog'sliol--

LTI

2o2 '"p[- ff]a"
10

2

.,.rI
ftotog,o F"]-'']

2&
&do
u

...(3-37)Pout =

A variable transformation is now made, namely

y=
,,12a
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so that dv = 10 
= do' In(10)u o r/2

, i 4n -('lSzoYt
and Pout = + | r*pt-y'1f;w, lo 10 dy

1/tt J -

= t#-j'*ur,*p[-W taar] *"ro frav

= t# i"-[-[,.'#,]'] .*[tEPr '+]*.rilfru,

= f,,u",0 
fr"*nlt5Pf '+]

=tro ft,*nltT#f'q

Recalling equation (2-t6),equation (3-38) can be rewritten as

P.o, = r?*'[ tE{P]'.,') ...(3-40)

where L is ttre mean power of ttre lognormal component of the received signal

Except for the factor f,, equation (3-a0) is the approximate outage probability expression

presented by Hansen and Meno [6].
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...(3-38)

...(3-3e)
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3.7 RESULTS

In order ro compare results from the outage probability expressions presented in the previous

sections it is necessary to use some consistent reference. Because Rayleigh fading is a special case

of Nakagami-m, Rice, Weibull, and Suzuki fading, rhe Rayleigh fading case can be used as the

reference. However, because of the different parameters ( S, U, m, and B, for example) used in

the outage probability expressions it is also necessary to use a consistent measure of the ratio of the

mean signal strength to the minimum required signal strength. In this section the parameter cr has

been used as this measure. For the Rayleigh fading case, ct is the difference, in dB, berween the

logarithmic value of the mean signal voltage and the logarithmic value of the minimum signal

voltage required for adequate reception. This is consistent with the definition of cr used in Sections

3-5 and 3-6.

3-7 -L Results f or Nakagami-m Fading

Equations (3-6) and (3-7) can be used to calculate the probability of outage when the received

signal suffers Nakagami-m fading. The exact outage probabiliry expression depends upon the

value of m. Results for some particular values of this parameter are listed below:

57

Itsor m=i

m= t

Pout =

m=2 Pout =

m=3 Porlt =

*[t#dl

1 - exp[- e" 
] [' 

. +.'r [S" ]']

...(3-41)

...(3-42)

...(3-43)

...(3-44)

...(3-45)

Equations (3-41) to (3-45) are all functions of the ratio S , which is related to ct by

cr = 10"r,.[F.o] ...(3-46)

Figure 3-1 shows resulrs for Pou, from equations (3-41) to (3-45) plotted as functions of CI,. The

graph illustrates that outage probability depends not only on the mean level of the received signal

but also on the signal variability. Specifically, for a particular value of cr, the smaller the value of

'"=i

Pour = 1 - exp[-g-J

r-exp[-*o][t. 2 uol
ul
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m (that is the greater signal variability) the higher the outage probability 1. When m = I the

Nakaga:rri-m distribution reduces to the Rayteigh distribution and therefore curve (d) in Figure 3-1

gives the outage probabiliry for the Rayleigh fading situation.

20

a (dB)

Figure 3- l Ouage probability for Nakagami-m fading in the absence of interference.

8irrt=3 b:m=2
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d: m = I (i.e. Rayleieh fading)

qm=1.5
e:m=0.5

I This assumes that the mean signal level is geater than the minimum required signal level.
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3-7 -2 Results f or Rice Fading

Equation (3-2I) is rhe probability of outage for the Rice fading situation and is a function of both
-- ^2
f *A ft. for this situation cr is given by

c = 1ol"g,r[f ?]

59

...(3-47)

Figure 3-2 presents results from equation (3-21) plotted as functions of cr. Curves for five
E2

different ratios of ? are shown. The larger this ratio the greater the strength of the steady signal

component of the received signal and the lower the outage probabiliry. The worst outage

probabiliry occurs when B = 0, that is when there is no steady signal component. For this worst

case the received signal is Rayleigh distributed and curve (e) in Figure 3-2 gives the corresponding

outage probability. (Note that this curve is the sa:rre as curve (d) in Figure 3-1.)

Outage probability for Rice fading in the absence of interference.

10

s
=5(U1
_oo
(L
o
o)(U.r
fo

B2* r=)
a' t' =0.5

u: 
Bo-1 =, B2c: 1'=r

Figure 3-2

., t' = o (i.e. RaYleigh fading)
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3 -7 -3 Resul ts f o r Wei bul I Fading

Like the Nakagami-m and Rice distributions, the Weibull distribution is a two parameter

distribution. The paramerer 'm' in the Weibull pdf is the shape parameter which defines the extent

of signal variabiliry, that is large values of m imply little signal variability. For the Weibull fading

situation the parameter cr is given by

C!= ...(3-48)

Figure 3-3 presents resuits from equation (3-48) plotted as functions of cr. Six different values of

the shape parameter 'm' have been used and again it is apparent that the gteater the signal

variability, the higher the outage probability. When m=2 the Weibull distribution reduces to the

Rayleigh distribution and therefore curve (d) in Figure 3-3 gives the outage probability for the

Rayleigh fading siruadon. (Hence, curve (d) in Figure 3-3 is the same as curves (e) ud (d) in

Figures 3-2 and 3-1 respectively.)

Outage probabiliry for Weibull fading in the absence of interference.

ro r"s,,[f t+l]

be

=E
(uoo
(L
oc')t(u

fo

a:m=5 b:m=4 c:m=3
f:m=0.5

Figure 3-3

d:m=2(Rayleigh) e:m=1
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3-7 -4 Results f or Lognormal Shadowing

For the lognormal shadowing situation, the outage probabiliry is expressed as a function of cr in

equation (3-27). Resulrs from this equation are presented in Figure 3-4. Four different values for o
have been used and again it is apparent that the greater the variability of the received signal, the

higher the outage probability.

Nore that Figure 3-4 does not show a curye for o = 0 dB, that is the case when there is no signal

variabiliry. For this theoretical (and unrealistic) case, the outage probability will be either 0 Vo or

INTo depending on whether the signal level is above or below the minimum required level.

Figure 3-4 Ouuage probability for lognormal shadowing in the absence of interference.

a:o=3dB b:o=6dB c:6=9dB &o=12dB

3-7 -S Results f or Fading and Shadowing

For the sinration where the received signal suffers both lognormal shadowing and Rayleigh fading

simultaneously (that is the signal is Suzuki distributed) the outage probabiliry is given by

equation (3-33). Figure 3-5 shows results from this equation plotted as functions of s (where c, is

defined in Section 3-6). Results obtained using Hansen and Meno's approximation methd
(equation (3-39)) are also shown.
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When o = 0 dB, rhe Suzuki distribution reduces to the Rayleigh distribution and hence curve (a) in

Figure 3-5 is t}re same as curye (d) in Figure 3-1, curve (e) in Figure 3-2, andcurve (d) in Figure

3-3.

Figure 3-5 Outage probability for fading and shadowing (i.e. Suzuki disributed signal) in the

absence of interference. Doced lines represent the resuls obtained using llansen and

Meno's approximate mettrod (equation (3-39)) for o = 6 dB and 12 dB.

a: o = 0 dB (i.e. Rayleigh fading) b:o=3dB
e:o=12dBc:o=6dB d:o=9dB

Figure 3-6 shows the curves from both Figures 3-4 and 3-5 for o = 3, 6 and 12 dB and allows the

effect of rhe Rayleigh fading component of the received signal to b€ seen. If the Rayleigh fading

can be removed or mitigated substantially, through the use of diversity reception for example, the

outage probabiliry can be reduced signifrcantly. That is the outage probability will be reduced from

the level shown by a Suzuki curve in Figure 3-6 towards the level shown by the corresponding

lognormal curve.
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Figure 3-6 A comparison of 'fading and shadowing' (Suzuki) and 'shadowing only'
(tognormal) outage probabilities in the absence of interference.

o= 3 dB: a: 'shadowing only' b: 'fading and stradowing'

o= 6 dB: c: 'shadowing only' d 'fading and shadowing'

o = 12 dB: e: 'shadowing only' f: 'fading and shadowing'

Outage probability calculations can be used to investigate how mobile radio system parameters

affect the quality of radio reception. Consider a base station with an omnidirectional antenna

transmitting in an area with uniform characteristics and where the received signal suffers both

lognormal shadowing and Rayleigh fading. Using the modified 'plane earth' propagation model

(equation (2-3)), assume the base station transmitter power is just sufficient to give an outage

probability of 10Vo at a distance of 3 km when the propagation exponent, n, is 4 and o is 6 dB.

Figure 3-7 illustates how varying n and o (but keeping the transmitterpower constant) affects the

distance at which l\Vo outage probability would occur. Clearly, larger n and larger o decrease the

effective service area of a base station in an interference-free environment
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6

o (dB)

Figure 3-7 Distance of the 107o outage probability contour from a base station in an

interference-free mobile radio system. Base station transmitter power is just

sufficient to give 107o outase probability at 3 km for n = 4 and o = 6 dB.

3.8 SUMMARY

In this chapter outage probability expressions for the mobile radio siruation where there is no

cochannel interference have been presented. These expressions have been derived from the general

'interference-free' outage probability expression and the Rayleigh, Nakagami-m, Rice, Weibull,

lognormal and Suzuki pdf's presented in the previous chapter. Results from the outage probability

expressions have been presented graphically and it has been shown that the outage probability is

dependent on two factors; the margin between the mean of the received signal and the minimum

required signal level, and the variability of the received signal. Specifically, the greater the margin

and the smaller the variability, the lower the outage probability.

In the following chapters outage probability expressions are derived for situations where outage

also results from cochannel interference. Except for the special cases where outage results only

from interference, all these outage probability expressions incorporate the 'coverage only'

expressions presented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

OUTAGE PROBABILITY CALCULAT IONS
FOR RAY LEIGH FADING

4- O INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 1 outage probability was discussed in general qualitative terms. It was stated that in

order to achieve adequate reception of a desired signal it is necessary that the power of that signal

is, simultaneously,

(a) greater than the minimum power necessary for adequate reception when cochannel

interference is absent

and (b) greater than the interference power by a margin known as the interference protection

ratio.

When there is no cochannel interference the laner condition can be ignored and outage probability

expressions for this situation were presented in the previous chapter. But in many mobile radio

systems, and especially in cellular systems, the effect of cochannel interference cannot be ignored.

In this chapter, and in the chapters that follow, outage probability expressions are derived for the

situation where outage results from either cochannel interference or from 'noise' (that is a failure to

meet the minimum signal requirement).

Only the situation where the received signals suffer Rayleigh fading is considered in

this chapter. On is own, the Rayleigh probability density function is not always a good description

of mobile radio signal variabiliry. However, the development of outage probability expressions for

the Rayleigh fading situation is a progressive step in the development of similar expressions for the

more general 'fading and shadowing' situation. Indeed, in Chapter 7 it is shown that the Rayleigh

fading outage probability expressions form an integral part of the 'fading and shadowing'

expressions.

In this chapter outage probabiliry expressions are derived fustly for the single interferer case and

then for the multiple interferer case. The cases where outage results only from interference are also

considered. In all cases the outage probability expressions can be evaluated exactly without

recourse to numerical techniques.

Despite the ease witir which the exact outage probabiliry expressions can be evaluated, approximate

methods for calculating results for multiple interferer situations are also presented in this chapter.
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These approximarions are considered because they play an important role in the approximation of

outage probability in the more general 'fading and shadowing' situation to be considered in

Chapter 7.

THE SINGLE INTERFERER OUTAGE PROBABILITY
EXPRESSION

4-l

The general expression for outage probability in the single interferer situation is given in equadon

(2-30), namely 1

Piu,=l- dyt d*

L€rP
ff
I p(x) | p(v')
JJv0.o

...(+1)

where p(x) and p(yr) are the pdf s of the desired and interfering signal (short-terrr power) CNR's,

yo is the minimum required CNR, and ro is the interference protection ratio.

If both the desired and the interfering signals suffer Rayleigh fading then the exponential

distribution glven in equation (2-5) dessribes their short-term CNR'S, namely

1 r-x']p(x)=F*pLFl ...(4-2)

and p(yr)=+ [-Y'l
,, *nLiJ "(4-3)

I A Note on Nomenclature:
In this and other chapters in this thesis, in order to avoid confusion, a particular nomenclature has been used to

describe outage probability,

If outage is due only to a failure to meet the minimum signal requirement, that is in the absence of cochannel

interference, the probabiiity of outage is written 6 Piut where the superscript '0' implies that no cochannel

interferen contribute to the outage probability.

If a single cochannel interferer is involved then the probability of outage is denoted * Plo, where the superscript

'I' indicates one interferer.

If nvo interferers are considered then the term t2o,r, is used. Similarly, tfo, indicates that n interferers are being

considered-

The difference between the ouuge probability for n interferers and that for n - 1 inrerferen is written as Pf
where the 'd' subscript stands for'difference'. Hence, PX,r, - elu, = f2o.

Service reliability is the complement of outage probability and the same nomenclature has been used. For

example, { is tt" service reliability when n interferfers are considered and P}, = t - Plur

Note that Pl = pl;l - Pl"r.
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r
If A, = = is the mean CIR of the desired signal, then equation (4-3) can be wrinen as'r.

. . Ar [-vr A,lp(yJ=F'*L-, I ..(4-4)

Substiruting the pdf's of the desired and the interfering signals, given in equations (a-2) and (4-4)

respectively, into equation (4-1) gives,

€l
P

Pt,,, =, - I i *' tr=] I f ,*o t+] dy, dx

Yoo

=1_P:o

€6

,(
where p,o = I I "*pf*l* - | I *n[* ft . ]ll*v tr 'Lrl J r 'Lr' 'P'l

To To

=P:"r-Pl .

Now P:* is the service reliability in the absence of cochannel interference and is given by

equation (3-3), namely

P3*, = *pf+]Lrj
Pi is rhe additional outage probability resulting from the single interferer (rather than from a faih:re

to meet the minimum signal requiremen| and is given by

' 71"*nf*f,.-L]l*Pi = J r -LrL ,pJJ
%

= +*pf+ft.L]l ..(4-6)

t*\ ^Lr L 
"llrp

Hence pl",=*o[-+] rt*[+['.iJ] , ..(+7a)

rP

and therefore

...(4-5)
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...(4-7b)

Figure 4-1 shows results from equation (4-7b) plotted as functions of the mean CIR. This CIR has

been expressed in logarithmic units using a parameter t (in dB), where t is the margin in dB by

which the mean power of the received signal exceeds the mean power of the interfering signal

multiplied by the interference protection ratio (rp), namely

t = lotos,rlg'l .

L'ol

Outage probability curves for five different mean CNR values are presented in Figure 4-1 . These

CNR values are also expressed in logarithmic units (as they were for the graphs in Chapter 3).

Results are shown for g = 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB, 25 dB and -, where

cr = _1olor,,[*k]
L TJ

0510152025303540
r (dB)

Figure 4-l Plot of outage probability for a single Rayleigh interferer (PlJ as a

of r and for o = 10 dB, 15 dB,20 dB, 25 dB and *.

Note that s = € conesponds to the 'interference limited' siuration.
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Pfu, = 1 - exp i+] + rt *'[+ 
[' 

. i,]]
rP
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s

=E
(goo
IL
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\
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I
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The effect of a finite CNR is to limit the outage probability to that achievable in the absence of

interference, that is each horizontal asymptote in Figure 4-1 is the 'interference free' outage

probability, Plou for the particuiar value of a being considered. Plu, can be determined from

equation (4-5) and results from this equation have been presented in Chapter 3 (curve (d) in

Figure 3-1, for example).

If only cochannel interference is considered as a cause of outage, that is if outage due to a failure

to meet the minimum signal requirement either does not occur or is ignored, then equation (4-7b)

is simplified considerably, namely

Pfur=rt
fP

...(+8)

...(4-e)

Equation (4-8) is the outage probability expression presented by both Engel [t] and Gosling [2,3]

and corresponds to the curve for c = ". in Figure 4-1.

It is also possible to derive the 'interference only' outage probability expression using equation

(Z-3l),that is by integrating the pdf of the short-term CIR. If l, is the short-term CIR then I = *h
and p(1") can be found by Mellin convolution (see Appendix C). That is, from equation (Ca3) and

using the pdf's of the desired and interfering signals given in equations (4-2) and (4-a)

respectively,

p(X) =
J

0

,f
Pr", = |

J
rP

v,f "*p[*. ]f *nffiur,

(i. + A,;2

Substituting equation (4-9) into equation (2-32) gives the service reliability, namely

^t = ol.
(1. + A,)'

A1

Ar

rn + A1

and therefore the outage probability is given by

...(4-10)
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=l
A,l+-r.
rP

7l

A,

rp + Ar

Equation (4-11) is the same as equation (4-8).This demonstrates that if only interference is

considered, either the method of equation (2-30) or that of equation (2-32) can be used to

deterrrine the outage probabiliry.

4.2 THE TREATMENT OF MULTIPLE INTERFERERS

In Section 2-2-l two different methods of determining the probability of outage due to multiple

interferers were presented, namely the 'multiple integral' method in equation (2-34) and the

'equivalent interferer' method. When these methods are used to treat multiple Rayleigh interferers

both yield the same result, but the form of the results are different. The 'multiple integral' method

yields a 'recursive' expression for outage probabiliry in which the outage probability expression

for n interferers involves that for n - I interferers. (The 'multiple integral' method is the method

used in [a] and [5]). On the other hand, the 'equivalent interferer' method produces an outage

probability expression which is a finite series and does not require recursive evaluation. Both

methods have been used in this thesis, panly to demonsnate their use, and partly to confirm the

respective outage probability expressions.

4-2-l The Multiple Integral Method

An outage probability expression for the single Rayleigh interferer situation was developed in

Section 4-1, namely equation (4-7). The 'multiple integral' method of equation (2-34) can be used

to treat two or more Rayleigh interferers in a similar manner. For example, if two Rayleigh

interferers are involved then the probability of reliable service is given by

Jtser - ) dyzdyt d* ...(4-r2)

where p(x) and p(yr) are defined in equations (4-2) and (4-4), respectively, and p(yJ is the pdf of
the second interfering signal and can be wrinen in the same form as equation (4-4), namely

-- v
€ fp fp rr

rrr
I p(x) | p(y') | p0
ttt

Jv00to

...(4-11)

...(4-13)p(v;)=t*ot#]

where A, is the mean CIR of the desired signal with respect to the second interfering signal.
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Substituting the signal pdf's in equations (4-Z), (4-4) and (4-13) into equation (4-12) gives

6 i i-v'
4o = f l*ot*l i**nt-t+f [**nf+.1 dy2dyldxtr -LrJJr'LrJJr ^Lr)'-

^looo

72

L

= i , .*. r=l i + *n ta+]dy, d,x= J F"*nLFJl rL tr r
Too

L

I I *,[F 
[' 

. ?J]j + *p[r rn, - n,]l dv, d*

YoLL

= pl*-pX. ...(4-14)

4 it the difference between the outage probability when just the first interferer is consideled and

that when both are considered, namely

L

4 = ii,*o[; [' 
. ?J]j t *n[trr, - a,,]lay,o*

YoL

J l"'.n [F['.t]]

...(4-1s)

.l

"'Jr]

.,.(4-16)

I t ,*o [-" [, . &]l
r_&l ,*& ^Lr L 

"JJArL rp

I r .*o f-'o [t . &]l
r_&l ,*{.^LrL 'rllAr- rp

where l! is giu"n by equation (4-6).

rt".np['.
fp

"l
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Substituting equation (4-16) into equation (4-14) gives the expression for the total service

reliability, namely

Note that the presence of the term (l - Ar/A,l in the denominator of equation (+17) means that this

expression cannot be used when Az = Ar. For this special case equation (4-15) becomes

P1". = P; - ft hp,.n [+ [' 
. ;T]]'r]

A,' fp

and therefore the expression for the total outage probability is

4* = p'ou, + + | +e*p[+[t .. &.'|l r'J1tL'.?'LrL "li I

=+[f 
[q.fl*'l+['.]Jl

Lxx
- rp il-Y' ;-Yr-Y'?,(((r

Pi", = | p(x) | n(v') I pOJ I p(vJ dv, dv' dv' d*
JJJJ

v000

...(4-17a)

...(4-17b)

L
;. . 'o

4 = | l,*pl*[r . L]l [ * or,*";f -LfL ,nljoJf

= j;$"*li['.t]]*
...(4-18)

The multiple integral method can also be used to derive expressions for service reliabiliry and

outage probability for the situation where there are three Rayleigh interferers. Specifically, from

equation (3-34),

...(4-1e)

where p(x), p(yt) and p(yj are the signal pdf's given in equations (4-2), (4-4) and (4-13)

respectively, and p(yr) is the pdf of the third interfering signal, namely

A. f-v. AJ
P0,) = i'*nlfl ...(4-20)

where A, is the mean CIR of the desired signal with respect to the third interfering signal.
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When equation (4-19) is integrated with respect to !3 it is found that

p1", = pi* - pi ...(+zr)

where

€ i i-r,' 7 
[,. &1l IA "*ottf n,-n,]] If *tf f n,-n,l]dy2dy1dxP'o= [i*rl*JI LtL 'olj oJ-Lr' 

-'Jn 
...(+zz)

= + [+ [ +".nf*f, . &]l - +,.n |-.g [, . e]l'l
1_&lr_&1 ,*&^LrL "lJ r+!'LrL "ljlArL A'L rp rp I

T [ + ".n [+ [' 
. f]], . 

+' 

"., [+ [' 
. 

",J]] 
]

Using equations (a-Q and (+16), equation (+23)can be simplified to 
"'(4'23)

l- r , F-..r 'r-r I Ip'o= I I t l--:-,.n[*['.+]l ril -pi | ..ro-ro,

'-f|'-+| '*n'-"'LtL-"lJ 
-"| 

|tf' ,t'l rp I _l

Equation (+24) cannot be used when $ is equal to A, or Az but exact expressions can be derived

for these situations. For the special case when Ar = Az - A3 = A, equation (+22) becomes

xx; i'-',
pi =ji*,[F['. *]] # jt dv2dvldx (4-2s)

To

When equation (+25) is integrated, one obtains

ni= +[l.r;+f[1r"J'."*rf+f,.L]ll ...(4-26)

t*al'o - LLtfJ 'LrL 
"JJlrp

where ezo is given in equation (4-18).
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When funher ourage probability expressions are derived for four and more Rayleigh interferers, a

pattem emerges. In general when n interferers are considered

P3o,=Pt-t*Pt ...(4_27)

where Pl = -[-[ L*[o*'[+['.f]ll"-'L n"-'L L ^,L rp

{ {l
Thus the outage probabiliry for a case where there is a total of N cochannel interferers may be

obtained from equations (4-27) and (4-28) applied recursively (that is for n = I to 19. However,

as before, the denominator terrns of equation (4-28) mean that this expression cannot be used to

calculate P[ when A,, is equal to A1, Ar, ... An-2 or An-1. For this situation an accurate

approximation for Pf could be obtained using slightty pernrrbed values of A in place of those

which are equal. Alternatively, * exact result could be obtained from an analytical evaluation of
equation (2-34) for the specific case, but in most practical sinrations the use of the approximate

method would suffice.

Although the approximate method discussed in the previous paragraph can be used to calculate the

outage probabiliry for the special case where all the interfering signals are of equal mean strength,

the exact expression for P[ in this case is presented here for completeness, namely

Pr = rt[i"'.6+tF] "'*n[+['
rp

. t]]] (4.2s,

where Pl = O. Thus the calculation of outage probabiliry for N cochannel interferers of equal mean

strength may be obtained from equations (4-27) and (4-29) applied recursively, that is for n = 1 to

N.

4-2-Z The Equivalent Interf erer Metho d

Outage probability expressions for the multiple Rayleigh interferer situation can also be derived

using the 'equivalent interferer' method discussed in Section 2-2-I. To use this method the
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probability density function of the sum of the interfering signal powers is required- Because each

of these signal powers is exponentially distributed it is necessary to deterrrine the pdf of the sum

of exponential random variables. Laplace transforms can be used for this purpose (see

AppendixC).

In order to deterrrine the pdf of the sum of a number of exponential random variables consider n

exponential distributions of the form

p(xj) = X.; exp(-\x)

where j = 1, 7, ...1.

If g(w) is the pdf of the sum of the n exponential random variables then, from equation (C-29), the

Laplace transform of g(w), I*(g(w)), is

...(4-30)

...(4-31)

From equation (4-30) it is a simple matter to deterrrine that, when no two l" values are the same,

r
g(w) = L ai ?r.i exp(-lriw)

j=1

n

where aj = II + ..(+32)
k * j Aj-'rt
k= I

Now because g(w) is a pdf this imFlies that
ts

r
lg(w)dw - I .

J
0

However, glven the expression for g(w) in equation (+3L) it is also apparent that

t[^tr

[g(*l a* = I a5 [r, *of+w) dw = I .,
ot j=l d j=l

and therefore it can be concluded that

nsL ai = 1'
j=l

...(4-33)
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When there arc n cochannel interfering signals each with an exponential pdf (such as equation (4-

4), (4-13) or (4-20)) then, from equation (4-31), the distribution of the sum of the interfering

signal powers is
11-,, t A; -_l--*t]g(w)= / 8:-exDt-jir*'r -"'L r l

n

__.1^_^ TT Iw'srs 4j-II .; ..(zt-35)
k*j 1_rrkk=l A;

Equation (4-34) can be regarded as the pdf of an 'equivalent interferer' and can be substituted into

equation (4-1) to determine the ourage probability expression, namely

...(4-34)

...(4-36)

...(+37)

L

7, 
rP

Plo' = I - I i *ttf] J 
s(w) dw dx'

v0rO

rNow I g(w) dw =
J

0

which implies that the outage probability expression for the n interferers is

Plo, = Plu, + i ., I I *of* ft . ell*
:?r '-! r 'Lr L 'pjl

To

=Plu,+ I+".n[-*['.1]ljTrl*{i -Lr L 'rLj
rP

0| $ r-jA]
J 

s(w) dw = t - 
,4raj 

e*Plilr I '

L
.P

L
rP i

I e(w) dw
J

0

From equation (4-37) the difference between the outage probability for n interferers and that for

n - 1 interferers (P!) can be determined, namely

pl=4*-pl*
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where 8m = ..At
Am

When equation (4-38) is examined, term by term, it is found to be the same as equation (4-28).

Hence the outage probability expressions deterrrined via the 'multiple integral' method and the

'equivalent interferer' method are in agreement.

Equation (4-37),like equation (4-28), cannot be used to calculate the outage probability when two

or more A values are equal. But, as before, slightly pernrrbed values of A could be used in place of

those which are equal. Alternatively, an exact result could be obtained by determining an analytical

expression for the pdf of the sum of the z exponential random variables from the Laplace

transform of g(w). For example, for the special case where all n interfering signals have the same

mean, the Laplace transfomr of g(w),I-(g(w)), is

I*(g(w)) ...(4-3e)

and by inversion of this Laplace transform it is easy to shown that

78

n-1

II
k*m
k=1

= [ 
j-l'

L'. il

...(4-40)

Now in order to derive an outage probabiliry expression using the 'equivalent interferer' method it
is necessary to integrate equarion (4-40). However, from the discussion given in Appendix E it is

apparent that
x
rp
t
I

I s(w) dw
J

0

is an incomplete gamma function. Generally such a function must be evaluated numerically but in

this case, because n is a positive integer, the need for numerical evaluation is avoided. Using the

result of equation (E-6a), it is found rhat

e(w) =[i]"#,,.e[+]

L
IP

i *f:rA1 * [A.1j-r ^j-tI g(w) dw = 1 - expl 

-l.J "^'Lro r ) i?t lrtoJ C - 1)! '
0

By substituting equation (441) into equation (a-36) it can be dete,rmined that

...(4-41)
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Pl,', = Plu, +

=plu,.,i,[#"

r.. l-r
| ;r-'exp(-bx)dx = 0='1)! . Ir d 't?o

79

I n I 
j-t 

xj-r

L-'J fu4,.

xj-l
ffi1 0x

I r ---[-* [, , a.ll i
) F'*PLF L'. i)) '!'

t I *,[F 
[' 

. nJ]

Now using the same method as that used to derive equation (3-19), namely integration by parts, it

may be shown that

...(4-42)

...(4-43)
(v b)'
tr exp(-by).

Substituting the result of equation (4-43) into equation (4-42) yields the outage probabiliry

expression for n interferers of equal mean strength, namely

4o, = Plo, +

..,(4_44)

With some algebraic manipulation equation (4-44) can be shown to be the same outage probabiliry

expression as that derived in Section 4-2-l for multiple interferers of equal mean strengttr. That is,

equation (4-44) is the same outage probability expression as that obtained from equations (4-27)

and (4-29) applied recursively. Hence the results obtained via the 'multiple integral' method and

the 'equivalent interferer' method are found to be in agreement.

4.3 THE 'INTERFERENCE ONLY' SITUATION

In the mobile radio situation if outage results from a failure to meet the minimum signal

requirement then the probability of outage can be reduced by increasing the mean level of the

received signal strenglh, that is by increasing the transmitter power. However, in a mobile radio

system where there are cochannel transmitters, such as a cellular system, outage may result from

both interference and a failure to meet the minimum signal requhement (that is 'noise'). In this

siruation increasing the power of the transmitters will only reduce the outage resulting from

'noise'. If it is assumed that the power oulput from all the transmitters is increased by the same

amount then the probabiliry of outage resulting from interference is not reduced. Therefore the

lowest outage probabiliry achievable by simply increasing the transmitter power is the probability

of outage resulting from interference only. For this reason it is useful to develop outage probability

expressions for the, so called, 'interference only' situation.

*'[+['. 
t]] ,i [^.J'-'[,. 

nJ",t+[F['.',n]]'
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'Interference only' outage probability expressions for the Rayleigh fading situation are developed

in this section. These expressions are found to be less cumbersome and casier to evaluate than the

corresponding expressions for the situation where outage results from both 'noise' and cochanncl

interference.

4-3-I (Interference Only' Outage Probability Expressions

When ourage is due to interference alone, the outage probabiliry expressions presented earlier in

this chapter are simplified considerably. To determine the 'interference only' outage probabiliry

expressions the ratio f is set to zero.f
Ai

Lening * = Si for convenience, the expressions for P6 evaluatedfrom equation (4-28) for the
Y

the 'interference only' situation can be wrinen as

rl
Fd = T:I:S,

and

A;

...(4-4s)

...(4-46)

...(4-47)

...(4-48a)

h2 lfll'lSt
trd = ;-E'LiE-i-SJ = ffFs-T(Ef 't-s; L

Pi=ffi
and in general for n Rayleigh interferen

ol=

Because * = O the value of P! is also 0, and thusr
Plu, = ei + ei + el +...+r[ .

= 1-S".4

n

,TTSi: r-lf.F,q
l= I

= 1-lI
i= I

This outage probabiliry expression for n Rayleigh interferers can be written more succinctly as

Plu,= 1-

rn+A1
...(4-48b)
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Unlike the outage probability expressions which include the minimum signal requiranent, equation

(4-48b) can be applied regardless of whether any A values are equal. This makes equation (4-48b)

a simple yet universal 'interference only' outage probability expression for multiple Rayleigh

interferer situations.

Equation (4-48b) can be used to derive some interesting results which may aid the understanding

of the effects of cochannel interference in mobile radio systems.

For the special case where all n interferers have the same mean strength, that is when

Sr = 52...= Sr, = S, equation (4-48b) becomes

...(+49)

Equarion (4-49) is essentially the result presented by Chan [6]. However, Chan's result was

presented as a series of terms (like equation (aaO) rather than as a single compact expression.

Equation (4-49) can be rearranged to give

...(4-s0)

This result will be used shortly but for now consider two cases where one group of a interferers

cause outage probabiliry Pfu, and another group of b interferers cause outage probability efr,. tt
may be of interest to know what the total outage probabiliry, P:;1, would be if both groups of
interferers were present This problem is considered below.

Let the 'a' group interferers have the nonnalised CIR's of 51, Sr, Sr, ....S"-r and S", and let the

'b' group interferers have normalised CIR's of Su11, S"+2, Sa+g, .... Sa+br and 5"6. The difference

benreen the outagc probability for both groups combined and that for the 'a' group alone is

P:li - Plu, = Pt*' * P'o*' * P1*' * ...* P;*o

^ ^"[ I S"*, S"+r Sa+z ... Sa+b-t I= s"-rallffi - (iTS;;mTSf; - ? ffi I

-,fr,-b]

plu,= 1- [rh]",

s".e: 
Ir

s".ri.rf.,,

(1 -P:or).P:oil

...(4-s1)
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and therefore

P:il = Plu, * P:- - Pl*.P3", .

82

Hence, in terms of set theory, the total outage probability for both groups of interferers can be

regarded as the union of the outage probabilities for each interferer group considered se,parately.

Now if Sa+l = Sa+2 = Sa+3 .... = Sa+b-t = Sa+b = S, that is if all of the 'b' group interferers are

of equal mean strength, then from equation (451)

p:li - plu, = s".p:[, - [fr;]']
r r s 'ro'l

= (r _ ei,,l lr 
_ 

LGisrl j

Therefore,

[frs]'= '

Oa+b pn
- out - out

...(+s2)

...(4-53)

and thus

1 - Plo,

1-Pili
1-Plo, '

If all of the 'a' group interferers also have equal mean strengths, that is if 51 = Sz = Sr .... = Sa-r

= Sa, then from equations (4-50) and (4-53),

[lrt] 
-'l

...(4-s4)SA
:Fr==Ja Aa

For the special case when a = I,equation (4-54)becomes
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Plu,
...(4-ss)

These expressions can be used to determine the effect of secondary interferers on the ounge

probability in a multiple interferer mobile radio system. Anexample of this application is presented

in the following section.

4-3-Z Results for Multiple Rayleigh fnterferer Situations

To investigate of the effects of multiple Rayleigh interferers it is convenient to study 'interference

only' or strongly interference limited systems. This has the added bonus of simplifying the

calculations since equation (4-48b) is a convenient closed form expression for outage probabiliry.

In planning a radio system a designer may wish to know how much smaller than a primary

interfering signal a second interfering signal must be before that second interfering signal can be

regarded as having a negligible effect on the total outage probability. A second interferer raises the

total outage probability, by Pto , from Plu, to P'o"* h an interference limited environment the ratio

|U/lVcan be derived from equation (4-55), namely
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SA
-=-=J1 Ar

b
Ar

Plu,

P;

Plu,

--T-1 - Pou,
...(4-56)

From equation (4-56) it can be seen that, for a specified Poo, , the ratio lvl/tz is a function of the

difference between P2oo, and Pfu,, namely pl. Figure 4-2 shows results from equation (4-56) as

functions of the ratio Ar/42 (expressed in dB). It can be seen, for example, that if a single

interferer produces a total outage probabiliry of 10Vo (that is Plo, = 107o) then a second interfering

signal must be at least 10dB weaker than the first interferer if the total outage is not to increase by

more rhan lVo (thatis Pfo, 3 1,1Vo). Similarly, if Plour = 5Vo then a second interfering signal must

be more than 3.9 dB below the first interfering signal if the total outage probability is to be less

thanTVo.
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Figure 4-2 Plot of the difference (in dB) benveen the CIR's for two Rayleigh interferers

where the first interferer alone causes outage probability Poo, while both

interferers bgether cause outage probability f*..

Plo, = a:20Vo b: l07o c:S?o d:2vo e: l7o

It is also interesting to consider situations with multiple secondary interferers. The curves plotted

in Figure 4-3 have been calculated from equation (4--<5) and relate to the situation where there are D

secondary interferers of equal strength. The difference, in dB, between the CIR for each of the

secondary interferers and the CIR for the primary interferer is plotted as a function of the

dtfference benveen p*l *d Pfuo h Figure  4(a;) Plu, is 107o while in Figrre 4-3(b) Plo, is 57o.

Results for other cases are presented in [4,5]. From Figure 4-3(a), for example, it can be seen that

if the presence of a single secondary interferer is to increase the outage probability by less than say

4Vo,then that single secondary interferer must be more than 3.8 dB trelow the level of the primary

interferer. Similarly, in order for the total outage probability, P:ll, to be less thut L4Vo each of
three equal secondary interferers or each of six equal secondary interferers would have to be below

the level of the primary interferer by more than 8.6 dB or 11.6 dB, respectively.
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Plot of the difference (in dB) between the CIR's for a single primary and b secondary

interferers, against the increase in outage probability caused by the innoduction of
secondary interferers. The single primary interferer alone causes an outage probability

Pi* and the p'resence of b.secondary interferers with equat mean strength increases the

outage probability t Pf"t.

(a) Pro* = l07o (b) Prou, = 57o

Note: CIR' = CIR: =

and CIRr - CIRI =

... = CIRu = t0logro IAJ

ro ros,,[f].
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APPROXIMATIOI{S FOR OUTAGE PROBABILITY

All of the outage probability expressions presented in this chapter can be readily evaluated and it
might appear that approximate outage probability expressions for Rayleigh interferers would be

unnecessary. However, because of the importance of the multiple Rayleigh interferer outage

probability expressions to the solution of the multiple Suzuki interferer problem to be considered in

Chapter 7, it is worth investigating these approximations.

4-4-l The Constant Interference Power Approximation

In this section the 'constant interference power approximation' is presented. This method does not

appear to have been explicitly presented for the multiple Rayleigh interferer situation before.

However the theoretical basis for this approximation appears to have been used to develop

approximations for the multiple Suzuki interferer siruation [7 (Appendix I)].

In Section 4-2-2 the distribution of the sum of a number of exponentiaily distributed random

variables, g(w), was presented (equation (4-31)). When these random variables all have rhe same

exponential distribution (that is when the mean values of the random variables are the same), the

pdf of their sum is the gamma distribution shown in equation (4-40). For the siruadon where the

means of the exponential random variables are equal, or nearly equal, the standard deviation of
g(w), relative to the mean of g(w), would be less than the standard deviation of the individual
exponential distributions, relative to their means. That is, g(w) would be a 'flaner' distribution
than an exponential distribution. In fact, the larger the number of exponential random variables, the

'flatter' g(w) would become. In the limit, where the number of contributing exponential

distributions is very large, g(w) would be almost flat. That is, the sum of the exponential

distributions would not vary substanrially with respect to its mean. Because the mean of g(w)
would equal the sum of the means of the exponential distributions, the sum of a large number of
exponential distributions with approximately equal means would be approximately equal to the

sum of those means. This forms the basis of the 'constant interference power approximation'.

The 'constant interference power approximation' treats multiple cochannel interferers by trearing

the total short-term interference power as a constant with a value equal to the sum of the mean

powers of the interfering signals. Outage due to interference is defined to occur whenever the

short-term power of the desired signal drops below the product of this constant and the

interference protection ratio (rp). This definition of outage only involves a minimum signal
requirement. Consequently, the outage probability expression for the 'constant interference power

approximation' is very similar equation (3-3). For example, when the cochannel interfering signals

all have the same mean strength the approximate outage probabiliry resulting for the situation
where there are n Rayleigh interferers is given by
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Plu,=1-..r[+]

Dn=l
^ out

1+ A
trrp

where A and rp are defined in equation (4-57).

87

where A is the CIR of the desired signal with respect to each of the interfering signals, and ro is the

interference protection ratio.

4-4-2 A Single Rayleigh Interferer Approximation

Several aurhors have stated that the sum of several Rayleigh signals is also Rayleigh distributEd

with a mean power equal to the sum of the mean powers of the component signals e.g. [8-10].

Strictly speaking, this is not true since the pdf's in equations (4-31) nd (4-34) are clearly not

exponential disributions. However, if an 'equivalent' interfering signal is assumed to be Rayleigh

distributed (that is exponentially distributed with respect to signal power) and the pdf of this signal

is used in a single interferer outage probability expression then the result will be a good

approximation of the exact outage probability. A mathematical explanation for the accuracy of this

method is given in the next section.

For the 'interference only' sinration the 'singie Rayleigh interferer approximation' gives the outage

probability due to n interferers of equal mean strength to be

...(4-s7)

(4-s8)

4-4-3 A Comparison of Exact and Approximate Outage
Probability Expressions

The applicabiliry and accuracy of the methods for approximating the probability of outage due to

multiple Rayleigh interferers can be investigated by examining the expansions of equations (4-57)

and (4-58) and comparing these with the expansion of the exact outage probabiliry expression,

namely equation (4-49).

The exponential expansion of the outage probability expression for the 'constant interference

power approximation' (equation (4-57)) is

"h] - #[oJ'. +[fl'- #[o^]- "l'AJ'
Dnrout - f...= ...(4-5e)
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and the binomial expansion of the outage probabiliry exp'ression for the 'single Rayleigh interferer

approximation' (equation (4-58)) is

+...=

Now the exact 'interference only' outage probability expression for multiple interferers of equal

mean strength is given by equation (449), which may be rewrinen as

Pn=- out ,i ult*rr[i]'"[i] "'[l]'. "'h]'- "-h]' ...(4-60)

t LJ"Plu'= '- l; ;J

="[i] --P[i]' , n(n+ 1 )(n*rl [to'l 
3 

n1n+ I )(n+2)(n+31 f 
trl t 

,r--rlnl--.--rl^j -"'

(4-61)

An examination of the expansions presented above reveals that the first temrs of equations (4-59),

(4-60) and (a-61) are identical and subsequent tenns are of approximately the same magnitude.

This explains why equations (4-59) and (a-60) can be good approximations to the exact outage

probability expression, namely equation (4-61). Moreover, the approximations will be more

accurzrte when A is large and the first terms in the expansions dominate.

When there is a large number of cochannel interferers (that is when n is large) equation (4-59)

closely approximates equation (+61) and hence the 'constant interference power approximation'

will be more accurate than it is when n is small. This trend is consistent with the theoretical

discussion of the 'constant interference power approximation' given in Section 4-+L,

For small values of n the coefficients of the binomial expansion in equation (4-60) will be better

approximations to the exact coefficients in equation (4-61) than those given in equation (4-59).

Hence for small values of n (< 3) the 'single Rayleigh interferer approximation' will often be more

accurate than the 'constant interference power approximation'. It should be noted that in the

general situation cochannel interferers will not all have the same mean level and perhaps only one

or two will be the significant causes of outage. In this situation the assumptions upon which the

'constant interference power approximation' is based lose their validity and the 'single Rayleigh

interferer approximation' may be the more appropriate approximation to use.

=,1 (-lv*r[.]-')[fl'
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Table 4-1 contains a comparison of the results from equations (4-59), (4-60) and (4-61). Results

for three different values of n are presented and the ,atio I is represented by t, where
rP

r = 1o los,,[A.l .

LtP.l

Table 4-l A comparison of exact outrage probabilities with those calculated using the 'Constant

Interference Power' ud the 'Single Rayleigh Interferer' appnoximations.

r (dB) n

Ou

C.LP. approx.

tage Probabiliry

ls.n.r. approx.

vo)

I e*^",

0
5

l0
l5
?n
25
30

0
5
10
l5
n
25
30

0
5
10
15
20
25
30

1

I
I
t
I
I
I

J
3

3
J
3
3
3

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

63.2t2
2'l.ttl
9.516
3.113
0.995
0.316
0.r00

95.02r
61.275
25.9r8
9.051
2.955
0.944
0.300

99.752
85.004
45.119
r7.282
5.824
r.8'79
0.598

50.000
24.025
9.091
3.065
0.990
0.315
0.100

75.000
48.683
23.077
8.66s
2.9r3
0.940
0.299

85.714
65.486
37.500
r5.948
5.660
r.862
0.596

50.000
24.025
9.091
3.065
0.990
0.315
0.100

87.500
56.146
24.869

8.917
2.941
0.943
0.299

98.438
80.768
43.553
17.039
5.795
t.877
0.598

Table 4-2 contains a comparison of the results from the 'constant interference power' and 'single

Rayleigh interferer' approximations for cases where the interfering signals have different mean

suengths. Six Rayleigh interferers have been considered, with the CIR of the desired signal

relative to the jth interfering signal being represented by q where

From equations (4-59), (4-60) and (4-61), and from Tables (4-1) and (4-2) it is clear that the

'constant interference power approximation' always overestimates the probability of outage while

the 'single Rayleigh interferer approximation' always underesnmates the exact outage probability.

In other words, the rwo approximations provide an upper and a lower bound between which the

rj=10t"r,,[f]
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exact outage probability lies. For outage probabilities less than (approximately) 30Vo the difference

between the upper and lower bounds is relatively small and thus the exact outage probability can be

estimated reasonably accurately. This feature becomes very significant when, in Chapter 7, outage

probability estimation methods for the 'fading and shadowing' sinration are considered.

Table 4-2 A comparison of exact outage probabilities with those calculated using the 'Constant

lnterference Power' and the 'Single Rayleigh Interferer' approximations. For six

Rayleigh interferers whose mean suengths are not necessarily equal.

4.5 SUMMARY

This chapter is the first in this thesis to develop outage probability expressions for situations where

outage results from both cochannel interference and a failure to meet the minimum signal

requirement. For mathematical convenience this chapter only considered signals which have

Rayleigh pdfs but later, in Chapter 7, it will be seen that the outage probability expressions for

Rayleigh fading situations form an integral part of the expressions for 'fading and shadowing'

situations.

In this chapter outage probabiliry expressions were also presented for the 'interference only'

situation. This situation is of panicular relevance to mature cellular mobile radio systems in which

outage may be due almost entirely to cochannel interference rather than a failure to meet the

minimum signal requirement. It was shown that the 'interference only' outage probability

crR (dB)

T1h7114tr5k

Outage Probability (7o)

c.I.P. ls.n.r. l.*approx. I approx. I

?020n202020
20 20 20 20 20 15

20 20 20 20 15 15

n2020151515
n2015151515
20 15 15 l5 15 15
15 15 15 15 15 15

30 30 30 30 30 30
30 30 30 30 30 15

30 30 30 30 15 15
30 30 30 15 15 15

30 30 15 15 15 15

30 15 15 15 15 15
15 15 15 15 15 15

10

30

30

28

30

23

30

2L

30

5.824
7.838
9.809
rr.739
13.627
t5.474
r7.282

0.598
3.596
6.503
9.323
12.058
14.7L0
17.282

9.968

3.135

5.660
7,546
9.358
l1.101
12.771
14.392
15.948

0.596
3.533
6.301
8.914
r 1.386
13.727
15.948

9.502

3.087

5.795
7.770
9.703
l1.596
13.449
15.263
17.039

0.598
3.549
6.4t2
9.190
l1.885
14.501
17.039

9.54

3.r24
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expressions are less cumbersome and more universal than the corresponding expressions for the

general situation where outage results from both cochannel interference and a failure to meet the

minimum signai requirement.

Despile the ease with which the exact outage probability expressions can be evaluated, approximate

methods for calculating outage probabiliry in multiple Rayleigh interferer situations have also been

presented in this chapter. Like the exact Rayleigh outage probability expressions these

approximations are panicularly relevant to the research presenrcd in Chapter 7.

In the next chapter outage probability expressions are presented for the sinrations where the

received signals are described statistically by Nakagami-m, Rice, or Weibull distributions. Because

the Rayleigh disribution is a special case of each of these distributions, under certain conditions all

the outage probability expressions presented in Chapter 5 reduce to expressions presented in this

chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

OATAGE PROBABILITY CALCALAT IONS
FOR NAKAGAMI-M, RICE AND WEIBULL FADING

5.0 INTRODUCTION

The Suzuki distribution is recognised as being one of the best statistical descriptions of the

variability of a mobile radio signal. Consequently the research reported in this thesis has

concentrated on outage probability calculations for Rayleigh, lognormal and Suzuki statistics.

However a distribution other than the Suzuki distribution may sometimes be a more appropriate

statistical description of the received signal. Therefore, for completeness it is worth considering

outage probability calculations for Nakagami-m, Rice and Weibull fading signals.

It should be noted that the Rayleigh distribution is a special case of the Nakagami-m, Rice and

Weibull distributions and in general the calculation of outage probabiliry for Nakagami-m, Rice or

Weibull fading is considerably more diffrcult than it is for Rayleigh fading. For this reason only

single cochannel interferer situations are considered in this chapter for the Rice and Weibull cases.

However, because the multiple interferer outage probability expressions for Nakagami-m fading

are closely related to those for Rayleigh fading multiple Nakagami-m interferers are considercd

The Nakagami-m, Rice and Weibull distributions each have rwo parameters; one parameter

determines the mean while the other determines the variabiliry. For some particular values of the

latter parameter the outage probability expressions presented in this chapter reduce to those

presented in the previous chapter for the Rayleigh fading situation. For this reason these special

cases (and a few other cases of interest) are examined specifically in this chapter.

5-1 OUTAGE PROBABILTTY EXPRESSIONS FOR
NAKAGAMI.M FADING

Nakagami-m fading has been discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. It has been shown that if the received

signal voltage has a Nakagami-m distribution then a ganrma distribution will describe the

distribution of the received signal power. In this section outage probability expressions are derived

for situations where the received power of the desired signal and each of the interfering signals is

gamma distributed.
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5-L-1 Single Interferer Outage Probability Expressions

The general expression for outage probability for the single interferer situation was given in

equation (2-30) as

L
:,:

'{lPout = 1 - | p(x) | p0) dydx
JJsoo

m m-l I m Im x e*PL T*.1

invJ-
0

...(5-1)

where p(x) and p(y) are the pdf's of the desired and interfering signal powers respectively, So is

the minimum required signal power, and ro is the interference protection ratio.

If both the desired and the interfering signals suffer Nakagami-m fading then the gamma

disribution presented in equation (2-23) describes their short-term powers, namely

P(x) = ...(5-2)

and p(y) =

nl:Vly'J
...(s-3)

f(n) g 
n

where m and n are positive real numbers, and I and y are the respective means.

ln order to derive an expression for outage probability it is necessary to integrate the gamma

function p(y). This problem was also encountered in Chapter 3 when the Nakagami-m outage

probability expression for the 'interference-free' situation was derived. Hence using the same

method as that used to derive equation (3-6) it is found that

r^ n n-lr-

'*p [- +']

f(m) X 
m

n n-l fn y .xPL

dy = l*(n) ...(s-4)
r(n) f

where Ii(n) is an incomplete gamma function (see Appendix E) and w = H .IpJ

By substituting equation (5-4) into equation (5-1) the singie interferer outage probability
expression becomes

f(m) X 
-i

so

m m-l I m Im x r*PL T*-lPlo,=1- .l*(n) dx. ...(5_s)
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Generally equation (5-5) has to be evaluated by numerical integration. However, it is shown below

that if n is a positive integer then the integral in equation (5-5) can be evaluated analydcally and if
m is also an integer then the entire outage probabiliry expression can be evaluated analytically.

If n is a positive integer then, from equation (E-6b), Il"(n) can be expressed as

mx,=T so

...(s-6)

...(5-7)

...(s-e)

By substituting equation (5-6) into equation (5-5) the outage probability expression is found to be

Pfu,=e!*+e!

where Pf,r, is the outage probability for the interference-free situation which can be determined

exactly from equation (3-7), and Pt6 is the add.itional outage probability resulting from the

cochannel interferer, namely

fmle*p L r *.1mx

n- I
nr I 'S b' f m+t-tP; = ft;t,+oT )' 

- exP((-z(1+b)) dz

a

€ m m-l n-1 [g]'
.'*p[- fol ,!, 

t*;it' * . ...(s-8)Pl= I
so

f(m) X 
m

Now to evaluate equation (5-8) it is convenient to make the variable transforrration

that the expression for P! becomes

rn+t-t,*o(-u)du

, [rS. nA Xwhere n =9 and b = ffi= ffi (where A =+ isthemeanClRofthedesired

signal with respect to the interfering signal).

Now the integral in equation (5-9) can be evaluated analytically using the variable transformation

u=z(1+b),thatis
6€

| {-'1 exp((-z(t +b)) dz = + [ u^"'1 exp(-u) du
J - ---r \\ 

(l+b)m "t",rlo,

Ij'
a(l +b)

( m+t-1lu
J

0

exp (- u) du
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= t(-ltl, lr - Il,,.r,(m+t)] .

11+b1^*t 
L^

Using this result equation (5-9) can be wrinen as

95

n-1
nl I S b' f(m+O r,P; = ;51,a t ffi [t - Il.,.o,(m+t)]

...(5-10)

...(s-11)

...(5- 12)

...(s-14)

In general equation (5-11) must be evaluated using a numerical technique to determine the required

values of the incomplete garnma function. However if m is a positive integer then, from equation

(E-6b), the incomplete gamma function {,,*r,(m+t) can be expressed as

...(5-13)

Thus, given that when m is an integer Pfu, can also be expressed exactly as a finite series, it can be

seen that if n is also an integer the outage probability expression in equation (5-7) can be evaluated

without recourse to approximate numerical techniques.

There are a few special cases of equation (5-7) that are of interest because they relate to other
resuits presented in both this chapter and the previous chapter.

Specialcase:m=n=1

When m = n = I equations (5-2) and (5-3) reduce to exponential distributions and Nakagami-m

fading becomes Rayleigh fading. In this case the outage probability expression given by
equation (5-7) becomes

P1,,,=rf*+r!

mrt-l ;

{,,*r,(m+t) = 1 - exp(-a(l+b)) L (a(l+b))'vf, 
,?o i!

Substituting equation (5-12) into equation (5-11) gives the expression for P! , namely

= | - exp(-a) + S"*01-a(1+b))
SA

where a = + and b = ;, which is the same as the expression presented in the previous

chapter for the single Rayleigh interferer siruadon, namely equation (4-7b).
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S pecial case: m = l, n = positive integer

In practice it is unlikely that the variability of the desired and the interfering signals will be

significantly different, that is the Nakagami m-parameter will be approximately the same for each

signal. However, as will be explained later (in Section 5-1-3), if severai signals are each garnma

distributed with respect to their power, and the mean power of these signals is the same, then the

sum of the signals powers will also be gamma distributed. Hence in some cases it is possible to

consider several interfering signals as a grcup rather than individually and thus calculate the outage

probabiliry for the multiple interferer siruation using the single interferer expression, namely

equation (5-7). To illustrate this point consider the case when m = 1 and n is a positive integer. In

this case equation (5-7) becomes

n-l t

plu, = i - exp(a) + exp(-a(l+b))'f o'+ > (a(l+b))'

t =n (l+b)' - i--e i!
. ..(s- 15)

. ..(5- 16)

...(s-17)

whereu=$ and
. nAo=E

In essence equation (5-15) is identical to the outage probability expression presented in equation

(4-44) for multiple Rayleigh interferers of equal mean signal power. In this particular case,

equation (5-15) is the outage probability expression for n Rayleigh interferers each with an

associated CIR of n A. Equations (5- 15) and (4-M) are identical because the sum of n exponential

random variables (the exponential distribution being a special case of the gamma distribution) wirtl
equal means is a gamma distribution with an m-parameter equal to n.

Specialcase:m=n=0.5

The most severe Nakagami-m fading corresponds to m = 0.5. For n = 0.5 equation (5-4) becomes

*p[-#]''

J
0 ^tw dy ="rf[

and the outage probability expression (equation (5-5)) becomes

J
so

m m-l I m Im x .*PL T*jPfo,=1-
f(m) X 

-

m m-l fm x e*pL
"(=Plot+ I

J
so

ml:XlxJ
f(m) I ^

ry

"'r'[1ffi] a.
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To simplify this expression let r = # so that

where u = +.
For m = 0.5 equation (5-17) becomes

Consider two garnma distributions, namely

P*(x) = # (l*x)'-r exP(-l'*x)
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which can be simplified by making the variable transforrnation w2 = # . Hence

...(5_20)

c
where a = #.

When a = 0 there is effectively no minimum signal requirement and equation (5-20) reduces to the

'interference only' outage probability expression, namely [1]

...(s-21)

(l.{ote that equation (5-21) can also be derived directly from equation (5-30a).)

5-l-2 The glnterf erence Only' Outage Probability
Expression for the Single Interferer Situation.

Equation (5-21) is a specific case of the general 'interference only' outage probability expression

for the Nakagami-m fading situation. The general expression can be derived using the method

shown in equation (2-32), that is by integrating the pdf of the short-term CIR. Mellin transforms

provide a convenient means of determining this pdf (see Appendix C).

P'ou,= r-h 
l.*nt-*'l 

.,o[*.^[+].-
.r/ a

...(s-18)

.. .(s- 1e)

...(s-22)
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, r..and pv(y) = * ([yy)n-'exp(-lyy) .- l(n)

Now the Mellin transfomr of equation (5-22) is

M,(P*(x)) - l'*-'+ll(q+m-l)
f(m)

and, similarly, the Mellin transfomr of equation (5-23) is

6-s+l tr(s+n-l)
vr,(pr(y))

f(n)
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Now if , = I then equations (5-24) and (5-25) can be used to find the Mellin transform of the pdfv
p(z). That is, using equadon (C-47),

Mr(p(z)) = Mr(p*(x)). lvl,+dpy0))

- 2u*-t*1 f(s+m-l) l,rt-l f(-s+n+l)
f(m) r(n)

...(s-23)

...(s-24)

...(s-25)

...6-n)

...(s-28)

[l.*l**t r(s+nr- I ).f(-s+n+ I)= li:l ...(5-26)LtrJ r(m).r(n)

Now given that [2 (p. 196)

(a) if MJf(x)) = f(a+s).I(tss) then f(x) = f(a+b) xn (l+x){=b,

and (b) M,(f(cx)) = c+ Mr(f(x)) ,

it can be determined from equation (5-26) thatp(z) is given by

p(z) = l.5 
*J'{tf)- 

,-'[r * lgft'*' .

LI'J f(m).f(n) L Xv J

p(z) = #r- [;*^]' ,.' [, * ffi]t*."

If equations (5-22) and (5-23) are the pdf's of the desirEd and interfering signal powers then

equation 6-n) is the pdf of the short-term CIR, namely

where A = -1" is the mean CIR, and B(m,n) = gq is the beta function (see
n f" f(m+n)

Appendix F). This result has been presented (without a derivation) by Wojnar [3].
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It is of interest to note that for the special case when m = n = 1, equations (5-22) and (5-23) reduce

to exponential pdf s and equation (5-28) becomes the pdf of the short-term CIR for the Rayleigh

fading situation glven in equation (+9), narnely

l r. .-14 A
P\zt= :tl -it =AL- Al e+tt)z

For the general situation where m ) 0.5 and n > 0.5, the outage probability for the single

Nakagami-m interferer situation can be deterrnined from equatio n (2-32) using the pdf of the short-

term CIR glven in equation (5-28). That is,

dz. ...(5-30a)

(Note that in the most severe fading conditions m = n = 0.5 and equation (5-30) can be readily

evaluated to give equation (5-21).)

Equation (5-30a) can be rearranged to give

Pf,,,= #D it *t'*'[,.ffi]"*'
0

-, , l. -" t*'Pou'= mb JLtrl
0

1
= l-u

...(5-2e)

-(m+n-2) nA

[r * %l m-- dz . ...(s-3ob)L nAJ I nAl'
Lr + E-l

Now in order to simplify this outage probability expression

1letu=-J- sothat Y= u

. nA nA 'i-, lf
I+-mz

nA

and du = -...L- 6r.
I nAl'tz+ 

-l
L InJ

Equation (5-30b) can now be written as

rri
Plu, = mi*t J 

un-r (1 - u)'-r du

0

mz
nA

-nAI +-- Efp

where w =

...(5-31a)
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Equation (5-31) is an incomplete beta function, I,r(m,n), (see equation F-3) and therefore, in
general, the outage probabiiiry expression for the single Nakagami-m interferer situation can be

written as

Pl,, = I*(mn) ..(5-3ib)

Although derived by a different method, this result has also been presented by Wojnar [3].

If either m or n is an integer then equation (5-31b) can be readily evaluated exactly using either

equation (F-4) or (F-5) in Appendix F. In the general situation where m and n are non-inregers an

accurate result can still be obtained quickly using equation (F-6).

5-1-3 Outage Probability Catculations for Multiple
Nakagami - m Interferers

The 'equivalent interferer' method was used in Section dF2-2 to treat multiple Rayleigh interferers.

This method can also be used to reat multiple Nakagami-m interferers. As in Section 4-2-2, the
Laplace transform is used as a convenient means of determining the pdf of the sum of the short-
term powers of a number of interfering signals. If these signals suffer Nakagami-m fading then the

pdf of the short-temr power of each signal will be a garilna distribution.

Consider a general garilna distribution, pr(x), namely

pr(x) = 
=I 

(I1x)',-1exp(-1.,x) . ...(5-32)
r (mr)

It is easy to show that the Laplace transform of this expression, Lr(p1(x)), is

I.(p,(x)) = (rl)*1,
= m; "(5-33)

Now consider n gamma distributions of the forrr

^Pr(x) = * (\x)a-t exp(-\x) ...(5-34)
I (mi)

where j = 1, 2, ..,1.

If g(w) is the pdf of the sum of the z exponential random variables then, using equation (C-29),

the Laplace transform of g(w), I*(g(w)), is found to be

100
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Now g(w) can be determined from equation (5-35) by finding the inverse Laplace transform of
I*(g(w)) (see equation C-29). When the *i values are not integers, g(w) will generally need to be

determined via the numerical inversion of equation (5-35). For this situadon the outage probability

will also need to be evaluated by numerical integration (see Appendix D). However, if the q
values are integen, g(w) can be found analytically.

Provided th" q values are integen and none of the \ values are equal, then g(w) is given by [4]
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+
s(w) = L

j= I t

&I (mi-t)t (t- 1)!

oj,(-lj )

. wnl -' exp(-\ w)

= (1.)"

(r + l.)"

...(5-36)

d,_, I fr*IJql
w'here O:,(t) = 

-l 

-l

dt'-' L I*G(w)) 
-l

Although tedious, it is a straightrorward matter to evaluate equation (5-36) and the resulting

expression for g(w) can be substituted into the single interferer outage probability expression gtven

in equation (5-1). The integral in equation (5-l) can then be evaluated analytically, thus yielding an

exact outage probability expression for multiple Nakagami-m interferers.

The requirement on equation (5-36) that no two \ values are equal is not a limitation because if
two, or more, \ values are equal the respective denominator factors, (r + \)9, can be multiplied
together, for exarnple

(r+ X.)4. (r+ l.)b = (r+ L;a* ...(s-37)

Equation (5-37) reveals an interesting feature of gamma disuibuted random variables, narnely that

the sum of gamma random variables of equal mean is itself a gamma random variable. For
example, if for the n gamma distributions considered in equation (5-34) lr = Lz = ... L = l,
then equation (5-35) becomes

(x)^' (l)^. ... (f,)-"I*(g(w)) =
(r + l,;t't' (r + L;m' ... (r + l,)m"

...(5-38)

where v =

Now the right hand side of equation (5-38) is clearly the Laplace transform of another gamma

distribution, p(y), namely

i*
j=l

p(y) = ! 1l,xy"-rexp(-Ly) .
r (v)

...(s-3e)
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This resuit has implications for the solution of the multiple Rayleigh interferer problem discussed

in Chapter 4. For example, equation (4-40) should be recognised as a garnma distribution, that is

the sum of the short-term powers from n Rayleigh interferers has a gamma distribution of the forsr

shown in equation (5-39) with the v-parameter equal to n. This explains why equation (5-15) gives

the outage probability expression for multiple Rayleigh interferers when the mean strengths of the

interfering signals are equal.

For the more general multiple Rayleigh interferer situation where the mean strengths of some of the

interfering signals may be equal, an exact outage probabiliry expression can also be derived using

the method for treating multiple Nakagami-m interferers. In this siuarion, a gemma function would

describe the distribution of the sum of the short-tenn powers of each group of interfering signals

with the same mean strength. Therefore, using the Laplace transfomr method glven in equation (5-

35) the pdf of the sum of all the short-term signal powers can be found. If this pdf is substituted

into equation (5-1) the outage probability expression can be evaluated analytically.

5.2 AN OINTERFERENCE ONLY' OUTAGE PROBABILITY
EXPRESSION FOR RICE FADING

Oetting [5] derived an 'interference only' outage probability expression for the single interferer

siruation where signals suffer Rice fading by using Mellin convolution (namely equation C-43) to
find the pdf of the short-term CIR of the desired signal. This pdf must bc integrated (in the rnnner
shown in equation (2-32)) in order to determine the outage probability. In general the integration

must be performed numerically. Oening's general method of derivation is presented below.

In the Rice fading situation the distribution of the desired signal voltage, p(x), is given by equation
(3-8), namely

.,.(5-40)

where Io is the modified Bessel function of zero order, Bo is the voltage amplinrde of the steady

signal, and ,{6 is the 'mean square' value of x.

Similarly the distribution of the interfering signal voltage, p(y), is given by

P(Y) = u
A ",.p [_ o[+] ...(5-41)

where B; is the voltage amplitude of the steady signal, and At is the 'mean square' value of y.

I
v

If p(z) is the disribution of the rario then [5]
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+ 12t;
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2zlt,
P(z)= w

[ - (n.oexeLTl
z2+lt

riA
A

:
+

rd
.,

z-

z2

[['.

2!ArariT

Ie(a)+ aI,(a)]

...(s-42)

where 
^ = f, ro = *, r, = *, *d a =

Equation (5-42) is the pdf of the ratio of two signal voltages. Using the variable transfomr o = ,2

the pdf of the ratio of the desired and interfering signal powers, p(u), is obtained, namely

F1

p(u) = * *n[ -#l 
I f t . :ls-. ^''j rq(a) + u r,(") 

I- (u+A)' -L u+A I lL u+A I
,- 

t-tt 
' I

...(5-43)

, ZtiArari
wnere a = .............:.u+A

Now the 'interference only' outage probability expression for the single interferer situation is given

by equation (2-32), namely

(s-44)

Because of the nature of the integrand equation (5-44) usually has to be evaluated by numerical

integration. However, when neither the desired signal nor the interfering signal has a steady signal

component, that is when Ba = Bi = 0, the Rice distributions reduce to Rayleigh distributions and

equation (5-43) reduces to equation (+9), narnely

rp

,f
Poo, = | p(u) du .

J
0

...(5-4s)

In this situation equation (5-4l reduces to the outage probabiliry expression given in equation
(4-11).

5.3 AN OUTAGE PROBABILITY EXPRESSION FOR
WEIBULL FADING

An expression for outage probability in the absence of interference for the Weibull fading situation

was given in equation (3-24). An outage probability expression for the single Weibull interferer

situation is derived in this section.
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From equation (2-30) the outage probability in the presence of the cochannel interfereris grven by
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For the Weibull fading situation the pdf of the desired signal voltage, p(x), is given by equation

(2-25), namely

p(x) = +t+:]*-',*of-t+:l-l (5-46)

L- J

wheremisashapeparemeter,u'=1ffiisanomtalisationfactor,andA1istherms
value of x.

Similarly the pdf of the interfering signal voltage, p(y), is a Weibull distribution, narnely

p(v) = t tPJo-'.*of tU'] ..(s-47)

wherenisashapeparameter'u,=1ffiisanomralisationfactor,andA,isthermsvaluE
of y.

+
,;lt

Pou = I - I p(x) | p(v) dydx
JJSoo

where p(x) and p(y) are given by equations (5-46) and (5-47) respectively, So is the minimum

signal voltage required for adequate reception, and rn is the interference protection ratio.

Now to facilitate the evaluation of equation (5-48) let

x
t-

.V tp

f
I P(Yl
I

0

" = [H]n ,o thut oo = *.t!*" ]n 
-' 

o,

[^ft1"
dy = 

J"*n,-.,, 
oo = 1 - expf-t*]']

If equation (5-49) is substituted into equadon (5-48), the outage probability expression becomes

Plu,=Plu, + PL

where Pfo, can be found from equation (3-24) and P! is given by

...(5-48)

...(s-4e)

...(5-s0)
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namely
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,, = J* t*il* 
-',*oI 

f*^J-] *n[t 
f t]'] *

"=[*]' sothat * =*ttsJ'-'*
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...(s-s1)

...(5-s2)

and equation (5-51) becomes

Pl = i*r[-" [, . " 
*- ' r A,bz .t'l] 

dz

' L L L;'bGJ-ll

where . = [H]-]'.

If m = n, then br = b and equation (5-52) can be evaluated analytically, namely

pl=- 1 -.[-fsnEl'f,.1 1.,A,=1'"ll ..(s-53)
, * ;- _o,:l^ ' "*nL l-el L' " L ACI JlLn,Gl

If m= n=2, then b1 =b = 1, equations (5-46) and (5-47) reduce to Rayleigh pdf's, andthe
outage probability expression becomes

Plur=Plo, + p!

=, - ".'[ [Fj'] . ft7,.n[-[h]' [' 
. 

t 'fr]']]LAz{rpl
...(5-54)

r n' -2 
-term mean cIR (na ''1*'l' is the ratio ofRecognising rhat 

L fr j is the short-term mean cIR (namely A), and nat 1i,., 
^rthe minimum required signal power to the mean of the desired signal power (namely f ), eeuation

(5-54) can be recognised as the outage probability expression for the singlc Raylcigh interferer

situation, namely equation (+7b).
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5 -4 SUMMARY

Although this thesis concentrates on situations where mobile radio signals suffer Rayleigh fading

and/or lognormal shadowing, for completeness outage probability expressions have been

presented in this chapter for three other qpes of signal variability, namely Nakagami-m, Rice and

Weibull fading. Although there are some special cases for which exacr outage probability
expressions can be derived analytically, in general it has been found that the ourage probabiliry

expressions for Nakagami-m, Rice and Weibull fading situations are considerably more

complicated than those for the Rayleigh situation and must be evaluated using approximate
numerical methods.
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CHAPTER 6

OUTAGE PROBABILITY CALCULATIONS
FOR LOGNORMAL SHADOW ING

6.0 INTRODUCTION

The research reported in this thesis has been focussed primarily on the general mobile radio
situation where signals suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing. However, as

progressive steps towards the development of outage probability expressions for this general

situation the Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing situations have also been considered
separately. In Chapter 4 outage probabiliry expressions were presented for the Rayleigh fading
situation while in this chapter the lognormal shadowing siruation is considered

Some authors have used outage probability calculations which implicitly treat only the effects the

lognormal shadowing to investigate the effects of cochannel interference in the general mobile
radio situation where signals suffer both fading and shadowing t1-41. These authors have either
assumed that the effects of Rayleigh fading are mitigated substantially, through the use of diversity
reception for example, or they have allowed for the effects of Rayleigh fading by using a higher
interference protection ratio than would be used if the outage probability expressions implicitly
treated both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing together.

The following section presents outage probability expressions for the situation where there is just a

single lognormal interferer. These expressions are relatively simple, although the general outage
probability expression (in which the minimum signal requirement is included) must be evaluated
by the use of numerical integration. However, outage probabiliry calculations for the multiple
interferer situation are more difficult and in general these calculations must rely on approximate
methods. The accuracy of these methods is examined in Section G3 by comparing results to those

obtained from an exact outage probability expression for the situation where there are two
lognormal interferers [5]. This exact expression is presented in section G2.

6.L SINGLE INTERFERER OUTAGE PROBABILITY
EXPRESSIONS

In this secdon outage probability expressions are presented for the single lognormal interferer
situation. These results have all been reported previously but are presented here collectively for
completeness. Section 6-1-l considen the general case whsre outage is due to a failure to meet the
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minimum CNR or CIR requirements and in Section 6-1-2 the situation where outage is due entirely

to cochannel interference is considered.

In some lognormal shadowing situations there may be some degree of correlation benreen the

received signals [6]. For the most part only uncorelated signals are considered in this thesis

because, given the same mean signal levels, outage probabilities for correlated signals are lower

than those for uncorrelated signals. Hence the treatrnent of uncorrelated signals can be considered

as a 'worst case' analysis. In order to illustrate this point a few simple outage probability

expressions for correlated signals are presented in Section 6-1-3.

6-1-1 The General Outage Probability Expression

In the general situation where outage is attributable to either cochannel interference or a failure to

meet the minimum signal requirement, equation (2-30) can be used to derive the outage prcbability

expression. However for the situation where both the desired signal and the interfering signal

suffer lognorrral shadowing, it is more convenient to use equation (2-31), nanely

Plu,=1- ...(6-1)

where R is the protection ratio in dB (R = l0logro(rd ), S* is the minimum required signal power

expressed in dBm, and p(x) and p(y) are the distributions of the desired and the interfering signals,

respectively, a14 are of the forrn given in equation Q-12), namely
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p(x) = ffia*

R

p(y) dy =

f- t. - o,*)tl
eXDl-l'L 2e*" I

sothat O"=# and

- x-Rr(
I p(x) | p(y) dy dx
JJ

S- -6

b

t(
I.VtE J

...(6-2)

...(6-3)

Now in order to facilitate the evaluation of equation (Gl) it is convenient to let

Y-mvU=#
''12 o,

x-

I exp(- u2; du ...(6-+1
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x - (m, +R)
where b = 

-

fro,
Now, like equation (3-27), equation (64) can be wrinen as

x-R( t [x-(m"+R)l
lP(Y)dv = 1- ierfcl I

J - L fr6v l'

S"Urt*rir]g equation (6-5) into equation (G1) gives

Pfo,= Pl", + P!

, 1 ; r [-(x--*)21 [*-(-"+R)l
where ?i = i | =-elpt-Z-; 

€rrcl;:-t dlx

,j {zoo' 'L 2e.*" I L ^12o, I

P1,,,=l*rlH*]

1 -[ c I= 2"""lil"J
where ct = tnx - Sm.
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and P!* is the outage probability in the absence of interference given by equation Q-Tlc),narrely

...(6-s1

...(c6)

...(G7)

...(6_8)

...(6-e)

Now the expression for Pt6 (namely equation (6-7)) can be simplified by making the variable
transformation

o = ffi sothat du =

...(6_10)

-0
\2o,

dx

- 

an(l
{2 o*

r1(Pa= i,- IZ\TE J
exP(-uz) e,fclff " + #j o"

where t = rnx-(mr+R). ...(6-1 1)

Note that a andt are related to the mean CNR and the mean CIR, reqpectively. s is the nargm (in
dB) by which the mean of the desired signal voltage exceeds the minimum required signal voltage,

while t is the margin (in dB) by which the desired signal mean power exceeds the product of the
interfering signal mean power and the interference protecrion ratio (r/.
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In summary, the outage probability expression for a single interferer in the lognomral shadowing

situation is

...(6-12)

{2o*

Equation (6-12) is equivalent to that presented by Sachs in 1971 [7] and by Jasinski t8l and

Hata [9] ten years later.

Figure 6-1 is a plot of the outage probability grven by equation (6-12) as a function of the

Parameter t. As in Figure 4-l (which is a similar graph but for Rayleigh fading), outage
probability curyes for five different cr values are presenred; c = 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB, 25 dB and

".. The variability of the desired and interfering signals has been taken to be the same, namely

O*=Or=6 dB.

The effect of a finite CNR is to limit Pfo, to Plo, , that is the horizontal asymprotes in Figure 6-1

are the 'interference fiee' outage probabilities, Plo,. These outage probabilities are given by
equadon (6-8) and are plotted in Figure 3-4.
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6-L-Z The 'Interference Only' Outage Probability
Expressi on

There are several ways of deriving the outage probability expression for a single lognormal

interferer in an interference limited environment but perhaps the easiest method is to determine the

pdf of the short-term CIR and to use this in equation (2-32). To find the distribution of the ratio of
two lognormal random variables Mellin transforms or Mellin convolution can be used (see

Appendix C). However, in this case, it is more convenient to find the pdf of the difference
bet'ween the nomtal random variables x and y (where p(x) and p(y) are defined in equations (6-2)

and (6-3) respectively).

If. z = x - y, then because p(x) and p(y) are norrral distributions p(z) will also be a normal
distribution [10]. The mean of p(z) will be the difference in the means of p(x) and p(y). Similarly,
the variance of p(z) will equal the sum of the variances of p(x) and p(y). In other worrds, if
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, [- e-^)zj
Pizi=@"*o|- 

1

then Dz = ttr* - f,y

...(6-13)

...(6-14)

and 6z=

Now in an interference limilsd environment the outage probability can be found from

Dl
^out - p(z) dz

R

J

R | . -t-'rI f I l-tz-m")-l
: | 

-g^yt--r 

u&.trn J !2o, 'L zo," J

Equation (6-14) is equivalent to the outage probability expression presented by French [11] for the
'shadowing only' case but derived by a different method. Equation (6-14) can be expressed in
terms of the error function by lening

z-fr2u =-# sothat du =
',17o"

P1,,,
1

fi

dz

"12o"

duand

R-m"
.{To"

la

I exp(- u')
t
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1=z+

1=7_

1-= 7efic

...(Gls)

where t is given by equarion (611).

For the special case when the variability of the received signals is the same, that is when 6x = ov

- o, equation (6-15) becomes [12]

, 1 [t''l
Piu,= Terfcl ^ | ..(616)

Lzo )

Figure 6-2 is a plot of results calculated from equation (G16). Notice that, for a given value of t,
the grcater the variabiiity of the desired and interfering signals, the higher the outage probability.

6-L'3 Further single rnterferer outage Probability
Expressi ons

Equation (6-16) can be used as part of an outage probability expression which includes both
nfnimum CNR and CIR requirements, that is an outage probability expression which is equivalent
to equation (GL2). This alternative outage probabiliry erpression is found by rearranging equation
(6-1), namely

Now the temr

=l:-:f+-l1 
L{z o-t + zorz I

-1 ; "r* ti *r*
Pout=1- lp(xl lp$)dydx + lp(xl lp(v)dydx ...(6-17)

JJJJ

E x-RrrI - | p(x) | p(v) dy dx
JJ
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Figure 6-2 Plot of outage probability for a single lognormal interferer el"J as a function
of t in an interference limited environment, that is for o = oo.

The variability of the desired and the interfering signals has been assumed to
be the same i.e. o* = 6y = 6, and equation (6-16) has been used O calculate

the outage probability.

is the outage probabiliry for the 'interference only' siruation, namely equation (6-16), and therefore

equation (6-17) can be rewritten as

113

E
g10
b
(g
-clo
(L
o
tJ)(9 

1

=o

Plu, = l ro"f
L

p(x)
2c*2 + 2or2 ]+

s*

J

x-R
I

I P(v) dYdx .

J
...(6_18)

Using a method similar to that used to derive equarion (6-12) the double integnl in equation (6-18)
can be evaluated so that the complete outage probability expression can be wrinen as

Plu, = L """1ffi . ** J 
*ne o2; e,rc Li' . # u,

12o*

"'(cle)
For all the outage probability expressions presented thus far in this thesis, the desired and the

interfering signals have been assumed to be independent, that is it has been assumed that there is
no correladon between the signals. However, in some siuations, perhaps where the desired and
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the interfering signals arrive from the same direction, the lognormal variability of the wo signals

may be correlated [fl. This correlation factor can be taken into account in the outage probabiliry

calculations. If p is the correlation coefficient then the general outage probability expression for the

iognormal shadowing siruarion is [7,13]

1,r4

, r t- o l, I | . ,, ^[o.(poy+ox)Pour = 7 ertcl-l i ;-; I expi- u-) erfcl *-,- +L L{2 o*J z^ln _) 
I \ 

L 
"r^/ 

r - Ot

-
12 o*

which can also be written as

tl
I

.Eor{L-p')

...(6-20)

Pfu, .rf" 
I

1=7 rF
12 (o*' + or')(l - p)

1 r 
u2) erfc I 

u'(P o' + o^) 
++ ,{" ) exP(- 

L o, { r_pz+
12 o*

,fzor1[-4 I."

For the 'interference only' situation the outage probabiliry exp,ression is [13]

D1^out -

...(6-21)

...(6-22)

When P = 0 equations (6-20), (6-2L) nd (6-22) reduce to the outage probability expressions for
uncorrelated signals, namely equadons (6-12), (6-19) and (6-15) respectively. Nore that for
positive t outage probabilities for correlated signals are lower than those for uncorrelated signals.

Hence the treatment of independent, that is uncorrelated signals, can be considered to be a nworst

case' analysis, and it is this situation which with the exception of this section is treated exclusively
in this thesis.

6.2 AN OUTAGE PROBABILITY EXPRESSION FOR THE
DOUBLE LOGNORMAL INTERFERER SITUATION

In order to develop an outage probability expression for the situation where two lognormal
interferers are present, consider the distributions of three lognormal signals expressed in
logarithmic units.

l_r:,I' 
L{z (o_z * or2xt - p) I
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Let p(x), p(yr) and p(yJ be the distributions of the desired signal and each of trro cochannel

115

interfering signals respectively, namely

r [- (x - .o)2.lp(x)=u5;;exel-fj ,

t [- (y, - t,)2.lp(yr)=u'';'.nl]pj ,

t [- $r- ^)21and PgJ = ffie.rfEl .

...(c23)

...(6-24)

...(6-2s)

In order to treat two lognormal interferers the general 'multiple integral' outage probabiliry
expression given in equation (2-34) is applied, but for convenience logarithmic units are used,

Hence equation (2-34) becomes

...(c26)

...(cn)

_, i *l* i
Poot = 1 - | p(x) | p(y') | p(VJ dy2dyldx

JJJS- -€ -€

where R is the protection ratio in dB (R = t0logro(rd ), S* is the minimum required signal power
expressed in dBrn, and

[ *-n v,-'l

a = rolog,ofto to lotoj .

Now if o = 
Y'- -t then au = 

jt- 
and,l2ot 

^12c,

ab
ltf
) v(D aY" = # J '*0,- 

u2) du

1

= 1 - rerfc(b)z

[ *-n L]
tologlo Lto 

to 
l otoj- n2

where b -
'12o,

Substituting equation @n) into equation (G26) gives

P3o,= Plu, + Pi ...(6-28)
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where Pio, is the outage probability expression for a single lognormal interferer, namely

equation (6-12), and

- x-R
tlrlYa=i lp(x) lp(y,)erfcft)dy,dx ..(GZ9)_sj .!

Now ro facilitate the evaluation of equation (G29) let o = 
t5 -t 

so that ao = 9yt''l?ot ',12o,

x- R {7o,
frf-rand 
J 

p(y1) erfc(b)dyr = # J exp(-u1 "'r"ffi au

-€ L I

I x-R ./7o.u+-, I
where z = totog,oltoT- to--J -rr2 .

similarly ler v = i# so rhat dr = J*- and equation (E-zg)becomes

4=*

tlf
4t =;" J *na-*,

-o:-
112 60

r^
I exp(-v')

J

o" m"- m. -R-v + -J-+-
or \t26r

[ ,*t-o'l .'r' f+Ll dudvJ 
Lnzoz)

O"q
-t|3-q' Eq

.J "*e'1 *.ltr] dudv

...(G30)

...(6-31)

...(G32a)

.fi|ao

l- fo."+m"-m,-R ./7o,ul
where z = totog,oftoT- r0-To-l -m2+mr

Asinequations(6-9)and(6-11),let cr=rno-Sm, trr=rDo-(mr+R), and t2=rrls-(mr+R),
so that equation (G31) becomes [5]

l- {-2o0"+r, {To,ul
where z= totog,ofto,..........iF- lo-io-l +rz-,.1
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This expression must be evaluated numerically and Causs-Laguerre quadrature integration is an

appropriate technique to use (see Appendix D). To make equation (6-32a) comparible with the

form of the integral shown in equation (D-4), make the simple variable transformarion u = -u so

that equation (G32a) becomes

4= ...(6-32b)

.lTc,

Lrn)
-ct:,,l2oo

expl-v2;

-oo
o,

I

| {Toov +t,

where z = totog,oflo 10 
10

:xecu1 

*.[#r] dudv

- {-zo,ul

-ro 
J *1,2-tr;

Section 4-3-2 addressed the problem of determining how much smaller than a primary interfering

signal a second interfering signal must be before that second interfering signal can be regarded as

having a negligible effect on the total outage probability. Figr:re 6-3 is a plot of the same rypc as

Figure 4-2 but for lognonnal shadowing rather than Rayleigh fading.

\\
rt

o=6dB

I
I

\ J

-e-

-E-
--

81012141618
P:, P* f/")

Plot of the difference (in dB) between the mean cIR's for r'wo lognormal
interferers when the fust interferer alone causes outage probability plu, and

both interferers together cause ouhge probability t'*,.
Plo, = a:207o b: lAVo c:57o d:29o e: LVo

15

10

CD'iC .

;tr.
O(

I

E'c
6

-10

-15

Figure 6-3
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If the ounge probability for a single lognormal interferer is Pfu, then the effect of a second

interferer would be to raise the total outage probability to Pfu,. The increase in the ourage
probability , P'd, , can be calculated from equation (6-32). The magnirude of the increase is
dependent on the strength of the second interfering signal relarive to rhe firsr Figure 6-3 is a graph

of the difference between the mean CIR with respect to the second interferer (CIRJ and the mean

CIR with respect to the first interferer (CIR1), rhat is CIR, - CIRI = rz- rr, ploned as a function
of Pl. For the desired signal and both of the interfering signals o has been taken as 6 dB and a
value of a has been chosen large enough to have no significant effect on the outage probability,
that is the results are for 'interference limited' systems. It can be seen, for example, that if a single
interferer produces a total outage probability of I}Vo, then a second interfering signal must be more

than 11 dB below the first interferer if the total outage probabiliry is to be increased by less than

IVo, narnaly P'ou, SIIVo.If for all of the signals o was 9 dB instead of 6 dB the margln would
have to be 13dB.

6.3 APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE MULTIPLE
LOGNORMAL INTERFERER SITUATION

Exact Outage probability expressions for multiple lognormal interferers can be derived but the
formulae will always include multi-dimensional integrals which must be evaluated numerically. In
fact an outage probability expression for n lognormal interferers will involve an n-dimensional
integral. Moreover, although Gauss-Laguerre numerical quadrature can be used to evaluate such
integrais the form of the integrand is not well suited to this rechnique and a large number of
abscissae are sometimes required in order to obtain sufficient accuracy. Consequently,
approximate methds for treating multiple lognomral interferers have been used [l-4,13-16].

The Chan, Wilkinson, and Schwartz and Yeh methods for rreating mukiple lognormal inrerferers
are outlined in the following sections. All of these methods involve approximating the distribution
of the sum of muitiple lognorrral random variables by a lognormal d.istriburion but the methods
differ in the rlanner in which the mean and variance of this distribution are determined. In Section
6-3-4 the accuracies of the approximation techniques are assessed by comparing approximate
results for nvo lognormal interferers with the results from the exact outage probabiliry expression,
namely equation (6-28).

6-3-1 The Method Used by Chan

Chan used the 'equivalent interferer' technique to investigate the effect of multiple lognormal
interferers in cellular mobile radio systems [14,17]. He only considered rhe case where all the
cochannel interferers had the same mean power and the same variability, that is for n interferers

1i8
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7t=xz='.-=t" andor=oz=...=o,.Chanletthemedianof theequivalentinterferingsignal
equal the sum of the medians of the acrual inrerfering signals, that is

. .. (6-33)

where t* is the t value which Chan used in his equivalent of equation (6-16). Chan also assumed

that oeq = ol = os where oq is the o value of the desired signal.

For the purpose of comparing results with rhe approximation methods to be presented in Sections

6-3-2 and 6-3-3, Chan's method has been extended in this thesis to includ.e the more general case

where the t values of the cochannel interfering signals are not necessarily equal (but the o values
are). For this case equation (6-33) becomes

l- =]r"q = -l0losrol_n.to 
tol

6-3-2 The Wilkinson Method

One approximate technique for determining the distribution of rhe sum of a number of lognomral
random variables is known as the 'Wilkinson' method and has been presented in relation to scaner
radio propagation transmission systems by Fenton t181. In essence this method determines a

lognormal distribution with the same moments (first and second) as the exact sum-distribution.
These moments can Lre determined exactly from the distributions of the individual lognormal
componenrs. The details of this method are suuu&rised below.

The lognormal distribution was discussed in section 2-l-2 and ttre distribution of signal power was
presented in equarion Q-14), namely

r"q =-10r"s,.[,|,,,01

10
P(w) =

ln(10) ^lfr,ow

[- f tO logro (w) - rr)2-lexl1ffi.

...(6-34)

...(6-3s)

The mean of this pdf (that is the first moment) is given by equation (z-16),namely
a
f

(*) = | wp(w)dw
J

0

= 10fr,.r[[w] '+l ...(G36)
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Similarly the second moment is given by

^;(*r) = | w2 p(w) dw
J

0

ro?,*p[try, ]'ro,l
Hencc the variance of p(w), nfl, ,it

ul = (*2) (*)2

= ro?. 
"*p(udy[exp1a 

or) - rlLJ
__.1^_- l-ln(1012wnere u = LtO-J

r20

When the distributions of the lognormal components are known, that is when m and o are known
for each distribution, the means and variances of these disributions can be determined from
equations (6-36) and (6-38), respectively. The sum of the componenr means is the mean of the
equivalent lognormal distribution an4 similarly the sum of the semponent variances is the variance
of the equivalent lognormal disribution. In other words, the approximate distribution of the sum
of z lognormal random variables, wi, is a lognormal distribution, p(wuq), with a mean, (wud,
given by

...(t3t)

...(6-38)

...(c3e)

...(G40a)

...(6-40b)

...(6-41)

g:r
(*"q) = 10ril. .,.e[ tW]' ry]

(wi)

,'ffi,.r[[w] '+l
$imilsfly the variance, D!, of p(w"o) is given by

" + ^rDa = 10 ' . exp(a (oudz) 
| 
exp(a (o*)2) _

I
i=1

nIi=l

1l

n

= Ioi
i=1

...(6aZa)
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+9
= ) rot . exp(a (oJ2)[exp(a(oJ2) - rl . ...(642b)

i=l L J

The problem is to find the values of meq and o"o that satisfy equations (6-39) and (6-41)
simultzureously.

n2u^
Now if O = -* then, using the expressions for D"2o and (."q) given in equations (6-39)- (w"d,
and (G41) respectively, Q can be wrirten as

a-
-:9.

5
10 " . exp(a (o"q)2) [exp(a (o"*)2) - 1]

&x
10 

5 
. exp(a(o.q)2)

= exp(a(orq)t) - t

and therefore

.F-a-- = *n[]ro.qlz] .

A value for Q can be found using the values tor Ol and (w*) calculated. from equations (G40) and
(6-42), respectively. Using this value of Q in equarion (6-44) enables the value of o.o to be
determined namely

1n
o"q = Etio'' {ln(t +Q)

Equation (G39) can be rearranged to give

roTf = (w.o)

".n E ro"ql2] 
'

and substituting the result of equation (G44) into equation (646) gives

m.q = tol"g,r[,ffiJ.

&.
, ^ lo (w"q)

=
'FQ-'

which implies thar

...(6-43)

-..(6-u1

...(6-4s)

...(G46)

Hence meq can be determined using the value of (w"q) calculated from equation (6-40).

...(c47)
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When using the Wilkinson methd to find the sum of a number of interfering signals it is not
necessary to use absolute values for the parameter m. The equations presented in this section can

also be used if the m paftImeteni are replaced by the negative of the T pirnrmeter (where t is given in
equarion (6- 11)), that is equarion (6-40b) becomes

(w"q) = i,r#.*o[try] '+],
equation (6-42b) becomes

-x;

l0 s 
. exp(a (oJ2) [exp(a (oJz) I ] ,

and equadon (6-47) becomes

*q= t
i=l

[ (*"d Ireq = -totosrol_Jffi=l . ...(6-50)

Hence the Wilkinson method provides a convenient means of determining the parameters of an
approximate equivalent interferer that can be used in an outage probability expression for a single
interferer situation, such as equation (6- 15).

6-3-3 The Schwartz and Yeh Method

Schwartz and Yeh [19] developed their technique for approximating the distribution of the sum of
a number of lognormal random variables as a more accurate alternative to the Wilkinson method
(and other existing approximation methods) in the range 4 dB < 6 < lZ dB, the range commonly
encountered in mobile radio situations. In essence the Schwartz and Yeh method develops exact
expressions for the moments of the sum of two lognormal components which are used in a nested
fashion to obtain the moments of the desired sum.

The parameters of an approximate equivalent lognormal interferer, t* and oeqr ciill be determined
from the paramete,rs of a number of actual lognormal interferers by first detemrining the equivalent
pfiameters ofjust two interferers. The equivalent parameters thus found can then be used (in the
same manner) to determine a second pair of equivalent parameters when a third interfering signal is
also included- This Process can be repeated until all the interfering signals have been included-

To find the parameters, teq and oeq, of an equivalent lognomral interferer from the parameters of
nvo actual interferers (namely or , tr , o2, and t2 )

...(6-48)

...(6-4e)

t22
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iet rnw=7r-Iz

and O*2 = 612 + OrZ .

Then from the Schwartz and Yeh mettrod [19]

Tuq=Tr-Gr

and o"f = o,2 - Gr' - 2pz G, + Gz

where

exp(- *'1. rn Il

123

...(6-s1)

...(Gsz)

...(6-s3)

...(6-s4)

...(6-5e)

Gr= --]] * ...(6_ss)

Gz=
[ "['

...(6-56)

**]

* -*]
...(6-s7)

...(5-s8)

If there is any corelation bemreen the interfering signals the only change is to equation (6-52),
namelv

c*2 = or2 + a] - prz oroz

where pr z is the correlation coefficient.

+exp[.'Eo** *

+ exp 
[.rz 

o* * * -*]]] *exp(- x2).

rl
{nJ

r(
I.v7r J

^c*2frr3 = 
- 

I exp(-x2).1tt J

f-
exnl{2owx +

1 +exp[.Eo**
dx

-O1=
qil

Schwartz and Yeh have presented a numerical technique to evaluate equations (6-55), (6-56) and
(6-57). Because of the fomr of these equations, Gauss-Hermite quadrature integration can also be
used (see Appendix D).

Schwartz and Yeh [19] have compared the results obtained from their method for summing
lognormal random variables with those obtained from the Wilkinson merhod and with Monte Carlo
results. They found their method to be more accnrate than the Wilkinson method and to be very
accurate at predicting the mean power for up to 30 lognormal components when for each
component 2 dB s o < 14 dB. The method was also found to be accurare at pred.icting the stand.ard

deviation of the sum distribution for up to eight components when for each component o < l0 dB.
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6-3-4 A Comparison of the Approximate Methods

In this section, the Chan, Wilkinson, and Schwartz and Yeh methods are used to determine the

parameters, r* and o*, of an equivalent lognormal interferer when there are two actual lognormal

interferers. These equivalent pafilmeters are used in the single interferer, 'interference only' outage

probabiliry expression, namely equation (6-15), in order to obtain an estimate of the probabiliry of

outage due to two lognormal interferers in an interference limited situation.

Table.6-1 presents the equivalent interferer parameters, tr* and o*, for a selection of values of t1

and t2 for the case when oo = or =cz= o. Using these equivalent interferer parameters the

probabiliry of outage due to two lognormal interferers has been estimated. These approximate

ourage probabilities are presented in Table 6-2 along with the exact outage probability calculated

from equation (6-28). From these results it can be seen that, in general, the Schwartz and Yeh

method provides the most accurate approximation of outage probabiliry while the Chan method is

generally the least accurate.

Table 6-1 Equivalent interferer parameters determined by the Wilkinson, the Schwartz

and Yeh, and the Chan methods. (AIl Values given in dB)

It has been assumed that o, = e,2= 6,

124

Actual Parameters

olr,h
Wilkinson

O€qYeq

Schwartz & Yeh

Oeq'eq

Chan

T€q o€q

3
J
4
J
)

6
6
6

t2
12
t2
t2
t2

55
510
10 l0
10 20

10 l0
10 2A
20 20

l0 l0
10 20
20 20
20 30
30 30

1.53 2.24
3.48 2.49
6.53 2.24
9.45 2.79

5.78 5.05
9.26 5.76
15.78 5.05

5.49 tt.4
9.19 l r.86
t5.49 tt.44
19.19 11.86
25.49 tr.44

r.52 2.21
3.44 2.38
6.52 2.21
9.40 2.68

5.42 4.62
8.77 5.16
15.42 4.62

2.s5 9.62
6.50 10.02
12.55 9.62
16.50 10.02
22.55 9.62

r.99 3
3.81 3
6.99 3
9.59 3

6.99 6
9.59 6
16.99 6

6.99 12
9.59 r?

16.99 t2
19.59 12
26.99 L2
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A comparison of outage probabilities calculated for two lognormal interferen in

the interference limited situation. Approximate outage probabilities have been

calculated using the Wilkinson, the Schwartz and Yeh, and the Chan methods.

The exact, outage probability, calculated from equation (6-28), is also shown.

It has been assumed that oo - ol = 62 = o.

6.4 SUMMARY

The treatment of the situation where received signals suffer lognorrral shadowing alone can b€

regarded as a progressive step towards the development of outage probability expressions (or

methods) for the general mobile radio situation where signals suffer both lognonnal shadowing

and Rayleigh fading simultaneously. Outage probability expressions for the single lognormal

interferer situation have been presented by several authors but the treatment of muldple interferer

situations is more diff,rcult and approximate techniques must generally be used. However an exact

outage probability expression for the situation where there are rwo lognormal interferers has been

presented in this chapter. Although the evaluation of this expression requires numerical integration

it provides an exact result which has been used to compare the accuracy of the approximate

methods considered in this chapter, namely the Chan, Wilkinson, and Schwartz and Yeh methods.

Of these methods it appears that the Schwartz and Yeh method is the most accurate.
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CHAPTER 7

OUTAGE PROBABILITY CALCULATION S

FOR FADING AND SHADOW ING

7.0 INTRODUCTION

Among the d.istributions considered in this thesis generally the Suzuki distribution best describes

the statistical variabiliry of mobile radio signals and, for this reason, outage probability calculations

based on Suzuki's statistical description of mobile radio signal 'fading and shadowing' are of

parricular interest. This Chapter presents outage probability expressions of this type and in

particular the multiple interferer situation is considered.

The nexr section in this chapter presents the general multiple interferer outage probabiliry

expression for the siruation where outage resuls either from cochannel interference or a failure to

meet the minimum signal requirement. The corresponding 'interference only' expression for the

multiple interferer situation is discussed in Section 7 -2. To demonstrate the application of these

expressions a few specific cases are considered. Using the general multiple interferer expression

the ouuge probability expressions for the single interferer situation that have been presented

previously fl,2l are derived. The general outage probability formulae are also used to derive

specific expressions for situations where there are two, three or four Suzuki interferers.

Although rhe outage probability expressions presented in this chapter involve multidimensional

integrals the expressions can be evaluated reasonably quickly and accurately using numerical

integration. This is especially true of the 'interference only' outage probability expressions which

can always be written as two dimensional integral expressions. However, when there are a large

number of interferers and outage is due to both 'noise' and cochannel interference, a faster,

approximate method for calculating outage probabiliry may be desirable. Several approximate

methods are compared in SectionT-6.

7.L THE GENERAL MULTIPLE INTERFERER OUTAGE
PROBABILITY EXPRESSION

In Section 3-6-1 an expression for outage probabiliry in the absence of cochannel interference was

derived. A very similar approach is used to develop an outage probabiliry expression for the

general situation where outage is due to both 'noise' and the effecs of multiple interferers [3]. For

the situation where signals suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing simultaneously,
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equation (3-28) gives the general statistical description of
namely

where Io(u) =
ln(10)uo, ffi

128

each of the received signal powErs,

...(7-1)
f
I

p(wJ = | I+(u) Rr(u,wJ du
t

J

0

Iro 
rog,

",.rI
10

frc
o L4u

;a
- -2
.l - ''l

and R1(u,wi = f *n[- +]
For n cochannel interfErers the outage probability is given by equation (2-34), namely

wo wo wo IO - 'i;,6 t T'- 
*' il - *''tt' rp - i?f i

_rrtfr
Plu, = 1 - | p(wo) | n(w') | p(w'l I n(wr)... I n(wJ dwn...dw3dw2dw1dws

JJJJJsoo00o
...(7-2)

where So is the minimum required signal power, rn is the interference protection ratio and the

subscripts '0' to 'n' correspond to the desired signal and each of the interfering signals

respectively.

When the probability density functions p(wJ shown in equation (7-1) are substituted into
equation Q-2) the result is a (2n+2)-dimensional integral expression. Generally a numerical

evaluation of such an expression would require a large amount of computation time. However, by

changing the order of integration equation (7-2) can be rewritten as

_rtrrr
4*=l- llrfu.l ll,(o,) lUf"rllt*torl ... lUt""lJJJJJ00000

wo lO wo --.rp t''*' I--*'-*'rfrl
I Ro(uo,wo) | R1(u1,w1) | Rz(uz,wr) | R3(u3,w3) ...
JJJJso000

ws o;1

T - ,i,*'
r
I 

Rn(un,wJ dw,. ...dw3 dw2 dw1 dw6 dur, ...du3 du2 du1 dus

0

...Q-3)
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The innermost n+l integrals of equation (7-3) are exactly those which were encountered in Chapter

4 when the multiple Rayleigh interferer situation was considered. These integrals can be solved

analytically to glve the service reliabiliry in the presence of n Rayleigh interferers, Ptr*, where the

mean values of the received signals are u0, u1, ... and ur, , namely

r29

wo Ig-w. &-*,-*.
Frprprp

pl
^ Rser | -' -. | -. J J 

--'-"' "
s;doo-

P r*.,
'P t''

x I Rn(urr,w; dwtt ...dws dw2 dw1 dwo

oJ

Hence equation (7-3) can be rewrinen as

l-rr 1l0logtsliur l- rn1
LfJ

plo, = 1 - [u,*, f r,,u,, [u*, ... f t*; PF*", du,,...du2du1dus - ..-(7-5a)

did{
Alternatively, if Pfi.out is the probability of outage (for the desired signal with mean u6) resulting

from n Rayleigh interferers with meanS U1, u2, ... and u,r, then Pil.ou, = 1 - Pi.r", and equation

(7-3) can also be wrinen as

...(7-sb)

Equation (7-5) can be evaluated using Gauss-Laguerre numerical integration (see Appendix D),

however by making a simple change of variable for u0, ul, ... and u. equation (7-5) can be written

in a form more suitable for numerical integration. That is, for k = 0, l, ... n, let

plo, = it,*, ir,*; ita, i t,*) pftou, du,, ...du2 du1 duq

doto'{

...Q-4)

(7-6)
JK

^12 
o,

so that u1

and dyt
ln(10) ur 6r { 2

= *"*[Y#(mn+{zo'Yo]
10

du.

Now applying these variable changes to equation (7-5) yields
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+€ +€ +€
l^f.fr.
I e*p(-yo') | e*p(-yt') | exp(-yr')...
JJJ

+€r.
... x I r*p(-y"') Pft.oo, dyr, ...dy2 dy1 dye .

J

Pftoo, can be calculated from an appropriate outage probability expression for the Rayleigh fading

situatio:r such as equation @-n) or equation (+37-). However it is fint necessary to express the

ratios 5 *a * in terms of the parameters y and o. The rutio $ can be written as
I-rpf

130

- (n+1)

prl12
  - JLoul

...Q-7)

^lro

F

10.lo91s(So)

=S.=tnT g
tt" rv '4

-(mo + fiooyo)
10 10

-(mo- tOjogro(So) + frooyo)
1l

=*to 10
+

-(a + fiooyo)
:=tnT

4

where cr is defined in Chapter 6 and is given by cr =
is equivalent to equation (G9) because 10lo916(5o) =

 
Similarly the ratio ff .- be wrinen as

&= uo 4,^@lF& g
rp rpui = t'10 rL 'T'

rno- mr -n + {2 (oo yo -or yt)

...(7_8)

me - l0logto(So). (Note that this expression

S-.)

- (mr + rl2 or yr)

10 10

...(7-e)

_R

.1010

=10

=10

10

where t, is defined in Chapter 6 and is given by tr = mo - (m. + R).

Using the result of equation (7-9) the *tio * can also be expressed in terms of the parameters y

and o, namely A'

tr+'r/2(ooyo-oryr)
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tr-tir12(oiyi-or.yr)

131

&=
A

10 l0 ...(7-10)

Because equation (7-7) includes the tenns

the outage probability expression is well suited to Gauss-Hermite numerical integration (see

Appendix D). Indeed, when o 3 6 dB sufficient accuracy can be obtained by using only a few

abscissae (typically 5 to 8) foreach integral.

An important result of equation (7-5b) is that the structure of the expression for Pftoo, also

manifests itself in the expression for {u, . For example, because a relatively simple expression

exists for determining the difference between Pf;.ou, and P[-j",, namely ptlt, 
" 

corresponding

expression exists for calculating Pt, namely

- (n+l)

Pl= n2

Piu dyn...dy2dy1dy6 ...(7-11)

where Pfto can be calculated from equation (4-28) if the conversions given in equations (7-8),

(7-9), and (7-10) are applied first.

7-2 ,INTERFERENCE ONLY' OUTAGE PROBABILITY
EXPRESSIONS FOR MULTIPLE INTERFERER
SITUATIONS

'Interference only' outage probabiliry expressions for multiple Suzuki interferer siruations can be

obtained directly from equation (7-7) when the factor Pftou, ir the corresponding expression for
multiple Rayleigh interferers, namely equation (4-48). If there il'g 2 $u2rrki interferers, equation

(7-7) will involve a (n+1)-dimensional infinite integral and can be evaluated easily using Gauss-

Hermite numerical integration. Numerical integration is particularly practical in this situation

because equation (4-48) is not dependent upon the mean short-term CIR values (that is the y values

in equation (7-7)) being different from one another. More imponantly, as a result of the form of
equadon (4-48), the variables yr to y' in equations (7-7) and (7-11) are decoupled from each

other. Consequently the integral expression is always two-dimensional and can be quickly

evaluated by Gauss-Hermite numerical integration regardless of the number of interferers.(This is

-1. €
(.
I e*P(-Y.')
I

t6 +€ +€r^f.(.
I exp(-yo') | e*p(-y'') | "*p(-yr")...JJJ

+€
In... x I exp(-n")

J
-@
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l1o y, y, ... Yr, ]r, x = [ x6 x1 x2

r32

unlike the more general expression for the probability of outage due to both 'noise' and

interference which is (n+1)-dimensional and requires a large amount of computation time when n

is large.) This feature of the 'interference only' outage probability expressions is illustrated by the

examples presented in ttre following sections.

When outage is due to interference only it is also possible to solve one of the infinite integrals in

equation (7 -7) or (7- I l) analyticaily. [n practice this is only useful when there are less than three

cochannel interferers but for completeness the technique is presented below for the general

situation where there are n cochannel interfercrs. Speci{ic examples of the technique are presented

in the following sections.

Consider fust the situation where there are n cochannel interferers and os - ot = o,2= ... - o" . In

order to evaluate one of the integrals in equation (7-7) nalytically an (n+1)dimensional rotation of
the variable axes is used, namely let

X = Ax ...Q-12)

... xr lt, and A is an (n+1) by (n+1) matrix,where Y =
namely

[=

1l
'/(rrl)n',1(rrl)(n-2)

I
.v 12

I
112

I

"l 12

-3
.,112

:

I
1n(n+l)

1

1V n+l

1

[n*r
1

r/n+1

[n+t

tl
''/ n+ I 1n(n+l)

lt
r/ n+1 1n(n+l)

lll
'l/ n(n+l) .r/(n-l)n .r/ (n-lXn-2)

111
r/ n(n+l) rrl(n-l)n 

'r/ (rplXrr2)

1

'rl 2

-1
'rl2

I
16

I
.'/ 6

-2
v6

I 1 {n-l)
1fn*r .fi(*t) .G-rX

-n
',/ n(n+l)

1

rrl n+l

ll
{n(n+l) { 1n-t;n

''/ (n-l)n

1

1(n-l)n

I
t/(n-l)(p2)

:

t
t/ (n-l)(n-2)

-(n-2)

"ft*lX*a
0

0

(Note that when n is less than 3, row I and row 2 of matrix A should be reversed.)

...(7-13)
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The Jacobian of this transformation is unity (that is the determinant of matrix A is unity) and

therefore

dyo dy, dy, ... dyn = dxo dxt dx, ... dx" . ...(7-14)

Also the elementsof A are such that yJ +yrz +y? +...*y? = * **rt +*] +... +x^2 .

From equation (7-12), the difference beween yo and the other y1 variables in equation (7-9) can be

expressed in terms of x variables, namely

Yo-Yr = fra
3Yo-Yz = fr**t+rEn

Yo-Ys =6x*r*G**t*17*
n-i-=,--3jly r 1 I

Yo - Yn-i = 5frffi*r - .ffixi+' I "'- G"'"-t - s,O
n n-l I 1 I

Yo - Yo = Tm*t * ffixz + "' ? 
JE:XF - G*"-t 

* E"''
Because these difference expressions are independent of xe the infinite integral involving x6 can be

soived analytically, namely

r33

1

178

+€
(^
I exp(-xo') Axo = I .

In the general case where the o values are not necessarily equal, equation Q-12) still applies but

the matrix A, although of the same size and form, is more complicated, namely

a(l,n+l) 
I

.::', ]

8--
r=0 i=0

i*r

...(7-1s)

In this case the elements of A are not simply numerical constants, as they are equation (7-13), but

are constants determined by the o values. To determine the elements of A

let ...(7-16)
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and h-=+lI"i.omi:o

Now the elements in column 1 of matrix A in equation (7-15) are

a(i,l) = # 1I",,

The elements in column 2 of matrix A are

a(i,Z) = 1fr;
a(i,Z) - -onBn-t

'rl 8o 8n-t

The elements in columns 3 to n of matrix A are

a(ij) =g
1r, ga+Z_j &+r_j

a(ij)=p
V 8a+2-j 8o+l-j

a(ii) = 0

And the elements in columrr n+l of matrix A

{for 1(icn+l}.

{forlSiSn}

{for i = n+1}.

{forl<i<n+3-j}

{for i = n+3-j}

(forn+3-j<i<n+1].

{for i = 1}

{for i = 2}

{for2<i<n+1}.

...9_r7)

...(7_18)

...Q-re)

...(7-20)

...Q-2t)

a(i,n+l) = #
a(i,n+1) = #
a(i,n+l) = 0

(Note that when n is less than 3, row 1 and row 2 of matrix A should be reversed. This has the

effect of swapping the first two elements of column n+1).

As expected, when oo = 6r = c,2=... = or equation (7-15) reduces to equation (7-13).

The determinant of matrix A in equadon (7-15) is unity and therefore

dyo dyt dyz ... dy' = dxo dxt dxz'.. dxo

Also, theelementsof Aare suchthat yol +yr2 +y] + ...+y: = xo2+xr2 +xr? +...+xo2.
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From equation (7-12), the difference between the tenns o6!s and the other o1!1 terms in

equarion (7-9) can be expressed in terms of the variables xr, Xr, ... X' , that is independently from

x6. This allows the infinite integral involving the factor exp(-xoz) to be evaluated anatyticatly.

To clarify the use of the method of derivation discussed in this section, 'interference only' outage

probability expressions are derived in SectionsT-3-2,74-2 and 7-5.

7.3 EXAMPLE: THE SINGLE INTERFERER SITUATION

In this section ourage probabiliry expressions for a single Suzuki interferer are derived using the

general methods discussed in Sections 7-1 and 7-2.T\e expression derived in Section 7-3-l is for

the situation where oumge results from both cochannel interference and a failure to meet the

minimum signal requirement. This expression, although derived by a different method, has been

presented by Wiiliamson and Parsons t2l. The 'interference only' outage probability expression

derived in Section 7-3-2 has been presented by French [1] but, again, a different method of

derivation is used here.

7 -3-1- The Probability of Outage Due to 'Noise' and
Inte rference

The outage probability expression for a single Suzuki interferer can be obtained from

equation (7-7)by letting n = 1. In this case Pfiou, is given by equation (+7b), namely

Pl,oo,= Po*ou, + Plo

13s

where Phou,= t-expt+".]

...Q-22)

...9_23)

...Q-24)

rP

Using rhe conversion relationships given in equations (7-8) and (7-9), equations (7 -23) nd (7'24)

can be written in temrs of the y and o values used in equation Q -7). Hence equation Q -23) can be

written as

Pi.oo, = 1 -

. \]l
'oll

6o Yo).E
t0,*[- f 10

and equation Q-2a) can be written as

-(s +

...1-zs)
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[ - (a + €oo vd [ ,, * {l (ogiro - o, v,lll
.*n 

[_- f, 
ro ro [r * ro 10 

Jl
...1t-26)

t, + {2(ooyo-oryr)

1 + 10 lo

Substituring equations (7-25) and (7 -26) inro equation (7-7) gives the outage probabiliry

expression for the single Suzuki interferer siruation, namely

Plo, =Plu,+Pl ...Q-27-)

Pla =

where poo,r, is the outage probability in the absence of interference given in equation (3-33)'

namelY 
+ € +6

p9^ = + fr*p(-yo') [r*p(-y,t)Pftou,dy,dysroul i' J J

f o-o I
| .*p(-yo')P[ou, dys 

-,=J t'l 7t

'r-4= + | r*p(-yo2)Plo.*dyo
17t J

1

==
.,/ tl

i'€r^
I exp(-y1') dyl

J

= r-#i"-(-yo2)*r[-f ro

+€ +€

-r I f , .'. I t.-r r,- r--Pl = + | "*p(-yo') I 
e*p(-y'') Pi6 dyl dys .

JJ

For the special case when oo = <lr = 6, eeuation Q-27) reduces to the outage prcbability expression

presented by Williamson and Parsons [2].

Figure 7-l is a plot of the outage probability given by equation(7-27) as a function of the

pafitmeter r. As in Figures 4-t and 6-1 (which are similar graphs but for Rayleigh fading alone and

lognormal shadowing alone, respectively), outage probability culves for five different u values are

presented; g = 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB, 25 dB and "o. The variability of the desired and the

interfering signals has been taken to be 6 dB (that is oo - or = 5 dB).

- (o + frooyo)

dyo , ...Q-28)

...Q-2e)
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Once again, the effecr of a finite CNR is to limit Plo, to Plo, , that is the horizontal asymptotes in

Figure 7-l arethe 'interference free' outage probabilities, Plru These outage probabilities can be

determined from equation (7-28) and are plotted in Figure 3-5.

\
\

6=€ dB

o 10 dB

\

15 dB

\
20 dB

\

Cf,=€

25 dE

q.

r37

r00

0510152025303540

a (dB)

Figure 7-l Plot of outage probability for a single Suzuki interferer el"J at a function of

t and for o = l0 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB, 25 dB and *.

Note that o = € coresponds to the 'interference limited' sinradon.

7-3-Z The 5lnterference Only' Outage Probability
Expressi o n

The expression for outage probabiliry in an 'interference limited' environment can be derived from

equation (7-18) using the 'rotation of axes' variable transforrration method discussed in Section

?-2' when the minimum signal requirement is ignored Poou, = 0 and equation Q-n) becomes

, 1 i- "*;Pf* = + lr*p(-yot) lt*p(-y,t)Plou,dy1dy6 ...(7-30)
'J J

where Plo,r, can be deterrrined from equations (21-8) and Q-g),namely

be

=
-o(uoo
L
otrD1
(d
fo

.1
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I

138

...Q-31)

...Q -32)

...(7-33)

...Q-34)

...9-36)

Ptnou, = r, * {7(ooyo-o, y,)

1 + 10 lo

The term (oo yo - or yr) in equation (7 -31) includes both the y variables but by rotating the variable

axes in the manner discussed in Section 7-2 this tenn can be transformed into one which includes

just a single variable, namely x1. Th€ required variable Eansformation can be written as

[:]

f.l
Lr'l

l-o,<, Il^F^Fll'l
l6nGnl

L Xffil \F -l

so that dyo dyt = dxo dxt,

ooyo -oryr = -1/oot+o,

and yo? + yr2 = xo2 + xrz

Applying this variable transformation to equation (7-30) gives

xlt

+€ +€r^
I exp(-*o') dxodxtDrlI out IE

I exp(-xr2)

) ", - {T.F*aT '*,

exp(-u2l 
. dutr-2ou

1 + 10 lo

1 + 1o ro

which after the analytical evaluation of the infinite integral involving exp(-xo2) becomes

exp(-x,2)

r,-{2.(ooE5,xr . dxl ...(7-35)

41+10-

For the special case when oo = or = o, equation (7-35) reduces to the result presented by French

[1], namely

Plu,= #l

,l(
Porr, = + |17t J

ln the special case where c = 0 there is no lognormal shadowing and the received signals suffer

Rayleigh fading only. In this case equation (7-36) can be evaluated analytically to give the
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,interference only' outage probability expression for the Rayleigh fading situation, namely

equation (4-8).

Figure 7-2is a plot of results from equation (7-29). As in the lognormal shadowing case (see

Figure 6-2), for a given value of t, the greater the variabiliry of the desired and interfering signals,

the higher the outage probabiliry. Also note that, for a given value of o, the outage probabilities for

fading and shadowing combined (Figure 7-2) ue significantly higher than those for lognormal

shadowing alone (Figure 6-2).

Figure 7-2 Plot of outage probability for a single Suzuki interferer Cpl; ts a function of

t in an interference limited environment, that is for ct = -.
The variability of the desired and the interfering signals has been taken ro be

the same (i.e. oo - 6r = o) and equation (7'36) has been used o calculate the

outage probability. When o = 0 the Suzuki fading becomes Rayleigh fading

and the outage probability can be calculated from equation (a-8).

It should be noted that equation (7-36) can also be derived if the assumption that o6 = 6r = o is

made ar rhe beginning of the derivation rather than at the end. That is, instead of making the

variable transformation given in equation Q-32)let

r39

"-g 10

.=
E
(U

-oo
(L
(Dl
of(!
5o
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so that dyo dyt = dxo dxr ,

Yo -Yr = -fr*, '

and yoz + Yrz = xo2 + xr?

Applying this transformation to equation (7-30) yields the same result as that given in equation

(7-36), namely

[:] [; r] [:]

f€

1l
: I exp(-xo')
.vl

i€

rf
= 'Jr )

Dlr out

+€
l^
I e*p(-*t") dx, dxo

...(7 _37)

...(7-38)

...Q-3e)

tr-26xr
t+10 lo

expl-x,2;
. dxr@

1 + 10 10

7-4 EXAMPLE: THE PROBABILITY OF OUTAGE DUE TO
TWO SUZUKI INTERFERERS

When two Suzuki interferers are considered the Suzuki outage probability expressions are derived

in the s:Lme manner as the single interferer expressions.

7 -4-1- The Probability of Outage Due to 'Noise' and
Inte rf er enc e

The outage probability expression for the situation where there are io'q $u2rrki interferers can be

obtained from equarion (7-7) by letting n = 2. The factor P|,oo, in equation (7-7) is given by

equation (4't7b), namely

P'Roor= PLoo, + P'Rd

where Plou, is given by equation (7-13) and P2s6 is given by equation (4-16). When the

appropriate parameter conversions are made to equation (4-16) (namely those given in equations

(7-8), (7-9) and (7-10) the outage probability expression for two Suzuki interferers is found to be
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4*= Pl* + P'u

where Pfu, is grven by equation (?-18) and

+{ +€

4 = # J*nt-'*' J*'u"" I
+€

exp(-y22)

141

...(7-40)

10

rr, {2(oo yo -ozy)

-10

- (a + ./2o6ys)

2 (ooyo -ozy)

x dy2dy1 dy6

where et*o is grven by equation Q-24).

Equation (7-41) can be evaluated using Gauss-Hermite integration but an evaluation routine must

take special action, such as using slightly pernrbed y values, whenever

rz -at*fr(oryr-ozyJ = 0.

7 -4-Z The 6lnterference Only' Outage Probability
Expr essi o n

Equations (7-l2t and (7-15) can be used to de:ive an 'interference only' outage probabiliry

expression for the situation where there are Wo Suzuki intcrferers.

From equation (?-9) and using the expression for y'soo, glven by equation (4.48) the 'interference

only' outage pirobabiliry expression can be written as

+s +6
exp(-yr2)

1

I
L

l_r'*l

I
...(7-41)

dYt

XI
- tr2 - {Z(oo yo-c.zy)

r0

4ut=1-#Jon<-r,1 J

+4

-4 
1+10

exp(-y22)

-11 -{z(ooyo-oryr)

trz-tr * {T(o, !r-ozy)

--
1+10

dyz dyo ...(7-42)
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Alternatively, using the expression for Pzpou,

outage probability exp'ression can be written as

4,,r= ei*+e!

where eto* is given by equation (7-35) and

o3or2 ,

g1" en by equation (4-45) the

t42

'interference only'

exp(-y12)

_6 
-€

- 11 - {z (ooyo-dr yr)

l0t+10

exp(-y22)
dyr dyo ...Q-44)

t2 + {2(ooyo-ozyz)

1 + 10

Equations (7-42) and (7-4Q both involve two-dimensional integral expressions (even though at

first glance they might appear to be three dimensional integral expressions) because the integral

over the variable y1 does not include the variable y2 and the integral over the variable y2 does not

include the variable y1. This implies that Gauss-Hermite numerical integration can be used to

evaluate these expressions quickly and efficiently.

It is also possible to rotate the y-variable ores (in the manner discussed in Section 7-2) to reduce

equations (7-35) and (7-37) into expressions which include just nvo variables, namely x1 and x2.

That is, applyrng equations (7'12) and (7-15) let

ooor2

fg'gt

oo2G,

figtgt

-oz 8r

''l8r 8z

where, from equation (7-16),

gr = oo2+or2

and Ez = or2o] + oo2o] +

and from equation (7 -45)

dY6dY1dY2 = dxodxldxz

.i€+€3r
4 = I I"*rrr*, I dYt

...9_a3)

...(7,45)

...9-46)

...Q-47)

xl
)

r0

[ll

{L
''/ 8r

6o

.,/ 8r

or oz

''l 8z

oo oz

[ll^l E,

6oor
.,/&
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and y3+yrz+y] = xo2+xr?+*]

Now from the transformation given in equation (745) it is easy to show that

ooyo -oryr = -G*,

and ooyo - ozyz = P*, - .ft] *, ,
.,1 gr

and therefore equation Q42) becomes

exp(-xz2)

- 11 * .,16 *,
1 + l0 'v

exp(-x,2)
dxr dxz ...(7-48)

+€
,1r%*=1-; I

J

Ixl
J -1,2-./t|.g-, -+-,'l

L'tl gt 'v 8t J

r01+10

and equation 0 -44) becomes

4=t t(
lrJ

exp(-xr2)

1

+€
(xl
)

+10
-t1 *"lS*2

-ld-
exp(-xr2)

,, *.l1.lp-, -+-, I
L''J gr 'V 8t J

dx1 dx2 ...Q-4e)

dx1 dx2

t€

1 + 10

Equations (7-4S) and (7-49), like equations (7-42) and (7-43), are two-dimensional integral

expressions. However, equations (7-48) and (7-49) can usually be evaluated numerically more

rapidly than equations (?-42) and (7-43) because there is just one inner integfal to evaluate.

When Oo = Or = c,2= O equation (748) becomes

+€

^2.lfexP(-x2z)tsour=r_i l@
-- ln

1 + 10 rv

exp(-x,2)

-tz -o({3xr-xz)
r0

1 + 10

...(7-s0)
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and equation 0-ail becomes

exp(-xrz) exp(-x,2)
dxr dx, ..(7-51)

Il*o(fixr-xz)
1 + 1o lo

If the outage probabiliry for a single Suzuki inrerferer is Pfo, then the effect of a second interferer

would be to raise the total outage probabiliry to P1,,. The increase in the outage probabiliry, d ,

can be calculated from equation (Z-51). The magnirude of the increase is dependent on the strength

of the second interfering signal relative to the firsr Figure 7-3 is a graph of the difference between

12 and 11 plorted as a function of p26. For the desired signal and both of the interfering signals o

has been taken as 6 dB and a value of cr has been chosen large enough o have no significant effect

on the outage probability, that is the results are for 'interference limited' systems.

\ o=6dB

N
,\

\

\
<.

b

c

J
-9

I 10 12 14 '16 '18

Pi,, PJ, %)

Figure 7-3 Plot of the difference (in dB) between the CIR's for two SYe interferers

when for the frst interferer alone ttre outage"Probability is Plo, and for both

interferen together the ouage probability is Piou

Results have been calculated from eqution (7'51) for o = 6 dB.

Plu, = a:20Vo b: lTVo c:57o d:Z%o e: l9o

IM

.l' €
F

p2.= I I_o Tt ) -t1 +2Ox2
rn

I + l0 rv

co
E

bt
I

N
P

15

10

-5

-10

-15
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7 -5 EXAMPLE: TI{E PROBABILITY OF OUTAGE DUE TO
THREE AND FOUR SUZUKI INTERFERERS

The general outage probabiliry formulae, presented in Sections 7-1 and 7-2, were used in Sections

7-3 and 7-4 to develop outage probability expressions for one and two Suzuki interferers

respectively. The general expression for the probabitity of outage due to both 'noise' and

cochannel interference was shown to be a simple extension of the corresponding Rayleigh fading

outage probability expression. However, the multiple interferer 'interference only' outage

probability expressions may require a little more discussion in order to clarify why the expression

derived by the 'rotation of axes' method is surpassed (in terms of the resulting computational

efficiency) by the simpler expression which can be derived directly from equation (7-7) (or

equation (7-t 1)). In this section only the 'direct' expressions for outage probability (namely {r)
are presented because the 'indirect' outage probability expressions (namely P[) tt"rr" essentially the

same form.

7 -5-t The (Interference Only' Outage Probability
Expression for Three Interferers

From equations (448) and (7-9) it is a simple matter to show that

Plur=1- exp(-y12)

-11 - {z(ooyo-oryr)

I + l0

exlel2)
- r,2 - { z (os yo -ozyz)

1+ 10
10

exp(-y32)

-"c3 - {z(coyo-osyr)
dytdyrdyt dyo ..Q-52)

1 + 10

145

+€ +€
r(.(
+ I exp(-vo') IIE-J J

-€ -€

+€
Ixl
I

rxl
I

Jil
k=l

+€r(
I exP(-Yo

't/tt J

l0

l0

Because the variables

rewritten as

P'ou, = I -

yr, yz and y3 are decoupled from one another, equation (7 -52) can be

,) I"(yo,yt) dyo ...(7-s3)
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1 r- exp(-ykz)
where rr(yo,yd=#J _rr-.5dvr. -..(7-54)

-€1+1oT

Equation (7-53) is only a nro-dimensional integral and can be readily evaluated by numerical

integration.

If the .rorarion of axes' method is applied to equation (7-52) the resulting outage probability

expression is found to be

-11 -{zet x,
-€

1 + 1o 10

exp(-xr2;

1+ 10

where Br and gzarcglven in equations (7-46) aoridQ-47) respectively, and

gs = arzo]orT + o?a?o? + olor2or2 + olor2orz "(7-56)

Now equation (7-55) is a three-dimensional integral and will take longer to evaluate numerically

than equation (7-53). Therefore, unlike the sinrations where there are one or nvo cochannel

interferers, there is no advantage to be obtained by rotating thq variable axes.

7 -5-2 The 'Interf erence Only' Outage Probability
Expression for Four Interferers

For the situation where there are four cochannel interferers the outage probability expression is

derived in exactly the same manner as in the previous section and it is found that

exp(-x:2)
+€

-lfhJt^lfout=r-; I
I

rxl
- 12 -./Z [9., * +x' I

LV gr 'tl$r J
r0
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Plu, = I I.(yo,y.) dyo
tr-+ | exp(-vo2) fI.,/n J k=l

-"/rfF.,
L'v &

...(7-s7)

where I.(yo,yJ is given by equation (7-54).

Once again, this outage probabiiity expression is only a two dimensional integral and at most it

only takes a third longer to evaluate numerically than the corresponding expression for the situation

where rhere are three Suzuki interferers, namely equation (7-53). (Note that if tt = trt it will not

take any longer at all.) By contrast, for the general situation where outage is due to both 'noise'

and interference the outage probability expression for n interfere$ takos many times longer to

evaluate than the expression for n- I interferers. (For example, if 16 point Gauss-Hermite

numerical integration is used then the expression for n interferers will take 16 times longer to

evaluate than the expression for n- I interferers.)

The 'interference only' outage probabiliry expression derived by the 'rotation of otes' method for

the sinration where there are four Suzuki interferers also takes many times longer to evaluate than

the corresponding expression for the situation where there are three Suzuki interferers, namely

equation (7-55). The former outage probability expression can be wrinen as

D4rout -
exp(-&2) exp(-xu2;

-:

,-r"a- 7t)

-;

xl

- t1 - {zgr xo ***. It/gr I
-tr2 - ./r|-F*,

L'{ 8rl0I + 10
l01 + 10

exp(-xz2)

- !3 *$*, *
"v Br 8z #..]

l01 + 10

rxl exp(-x,2)
dxr dx2dx3 dx4

-t,o -lz

1+10
...(7-s8)

where gr, Bz and Br are given in equations (7-46), Q-47) and (7-56) respectively, and

go =or2olor2of +ololor'oo'* olot2or2o? + of,or2olooz +olor'olor'. ...(7-59)

[F*,.
Lt'/ &

4--= -4---- '+*--l
''/ gz 8r ',i 8r 8z a 8r J

r0
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7.6 APPROXIMATE METHODS FOR TREATING
MULTIPLE SUZUKI INTERFERERS

prior to the research reported in this thesis no exact multiple interferer outage probabiliry

expressions had been presented for the situation where each of the received signals suffers both

Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing simultaneously. However some researchen have used

approximate methods for determining the outage probability in an interference limited environmenl

The more accurate of these approximate methods [4,5] appear to be those which utilise the

approximate methods for summing lognomral signals that were outlined in the previous chapter,

namely the Wilkinson and the Schwartz andYeh methods. An alternative approximate method for

the multiple Suzuki inrerferer siruation is that used by Chan t6l. In this section Chan's method and

methods based on the Wilkinson and the Schwartz and Yeh 'lognormal-sum' approximations are

discussed.

It has been found that by utilising both a multiple lognormal interferer approximation and the

multiple Rayleigh interferer approximations presented in Section 4r4 the outage probabiliry for the

multiple Suzuki interferer situation can be determined to lie between an upper and a lower limit.

Moreover, the margin between these limits is usually small and therefore the outage probability can

be approximared reasonably accurately by this technique. In Section 7'6-3 the accuracy of this

method is compared to that of Chan's method

7 -6-L The Method Used bY Chan

Chan t6l developed an outage probability expression for n Rayleigh interferers for the special case

where the means of the inrerfering signals are the same, narnely equation (4-49). Chan used this

result as the basis for determining the 'interference only' outage probabiliry for the special case

where the mean powers and the variances of multiple Suzuki interferers are the same, that is for

trr=tr2=... = ru = t and o1 =c,2=... = o! = o. Although Chan presented his'interference only'

outage probability expression for n Suzuki interferers as a series of temts rather than as a single

expression his result can be written as

Plu, = ...(7-60)

where, in this case, from equation (4-49),

Pioo,= 1- 
lql

148

+ i r.ner;, i r**,t) Pi,o,,, dyr dyo,9JJ

...(7-61)
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Using the paramerer conversion expression given in equation (7-9) and apPlyrng the 'rotation of

axes' merhod to equation (7-60) the approximate outage probability expression becomes

4o, = 1- expl-u2; ...(7-62)

149

dur(
I

.,/ 7[ J l- -t+2oul
[t*ro-to .J

Although equation (7-62) is exact when n = 1, it is not a very good approximation for larger n.

This is because Chan's technique'inherently presumes that the mean powers of the Rayleigh fading

component of the interfering signals are always equal, that is a single Iognorrral random variable

detemrines this level. The effect of this invalid prcsumption is that equation Q -62) underestimates

the probability of outage, especially when o is large.

7 -6-2 Apptication of the Approximate Lognormal
Summation Metho ds

In this chapter it has been shown that if outage probabilities can be calculated for Rayleigh fading

situations ir is a relatively simple matrer to calculate the outage probability for corresponding

.fading and shadowing' situations. Therefore it would seem reasonable that approximate outage

probabilities for the Rayleigh fading situarion could be used to calculate approximate outage

probabilities for the 'fading and shadowing' siruation. This is the basis for the approximation

methods discussed in this subsection.

In Section 4-4 approximate methods for determining outage probabiliry in the multiple Rayleigh

interferer situation were discussed. The corlmon feature of these approximate techniques is that

they only require a value for the sum of the mean signal powers and do not require values for the

individual mean signal powers. In the 'fading and shadowing' situation, these mean powers are

lognormally distributed and therefore their sum can be approximated using either the Wilkinson or

the Schwartz and Yeh method (see Sections G3-2 and 6-3-3, respectively).

In other words, the outage probability for a multiple Suzuki interferer situation can be

approximated by determining the approximate lognormal pdf of the sum of the lognormal

componenrs of the Suzuki interferers. The parameters of this pdf can be used in a single Suzuki

interferer outage probability expression such as equation (7-30) and the factor Pl.oo, can be

calculated using either of the approximate methods presented in Section 4-4, namely the 'constant

interference power approximation' or the 'single Rayleigh interferer approximation'.
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When the 'single Rayleigh interfercr approximadon' is used equation Q-27) or (7-35) can be used

to approximate the ourage probability. If the 'constant interference power approximation' is used

the approximate 'interference only' outage probability expression is

dyr dyo ...(7-63)

where t, and or iye determined from the parameters (namely t and o) of each of the Suzuki

interferers using either the Wilkinson or the Schwartz and Yeh method.

After applying the variable transformation given in equation (7-32), equation (7-63) becomes

-tr + ^f2-@t5 *

Pou, = | . dxr ...(7-64)

(Note that the 'constant interference power approximation' can also be used in the general case

where outage is due to both 'noise' and interference. However, the approximation for Plou, wiil be

a piecewise (but still continuous) function. This is because both the minimum required signal level

and the interfering signal power are assumed constant and therefore outage is assumed to be due to

either 'noise' alone or interference alone depending on the strength of the interference power.)

It was shown in Section 4-4 that in the situations of interest in mobile radio systems' namely

where the mean power of the desired signal exceeds both the minimum required signal power and

the mean interference power, the 'constant interference power approximation' always

overes''mates the exact outage probability while the 'single Rayleigh interferer approximation'

always underestimates rhe exact outage probability. This implies that, if the pdf of the sum of the

lognormal component of the interfering Suzuki signals can be approximated with reasonable

accuracy (that is using the Schwartz and Yeh method), then the application of the 'constant

interference power approximation' to the multiple Suzuki interferer situation will result in tCI high

an esrimate of the outage probability. Similarly, the application of the 'constant interference power

approximation' result in too low an estimate of the outage probability for this situation. Hence using

both of these approximations the exact outage probabiliry can be determined to lie between an

upper and a lower bound.

(Also note that an important advantage of using either the Wilkinson method or the Schwartz and

Yeh method to sum the lognomral components of the interfering signals is that any correlation

between these components can be easily incorporated into the approximation.)

+€
1l?,

P^... =l-a lexp(-yo")'oul ' 1r I
I

J

[,
.flt'r,

T I exp(-x1-) exp
.,/ 7E J

+€ l-

f .*n,-r,tl.*pLr
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A Comparison of Approximation Methods

The accuracies of the approximate outage probability methods discussed in the previous two

sections are assessed in this section. For clarity the following nomenclature has been used in

reference to the various approximation techniques used:

i5i

7 -6-3

wilk-sRI

S&Y-SRI

S&Y-CIP

The Wilkinson method has been used to determine the approximate (lognormal) pdf

of the sum lognormal components of the interfering signals. This pdf and the

'single Rayleigh interferer approximation' form the basis of the multipte Suzuki

interferer outage probability approximadon'

Schwartz and Yeh's method has been used to determine the ap'proximate (lognormal)

pdf of the sum lognormal components of the interfering signals. This pdf and the

'single Rayleigh inrerferer approximation' form the basis of the multiple Suzuki

interferer outage probability approximation-

Schwartz and Yeh's method has been used to dercrmine the approximate (lognormal)

pdf of the sum lognormal components of the interfering signals. This pdf and the

'cons6nt interference power approximation' form the basis of the multiple Suzuki

interferer outage probability approximarion.

In this section the situation where there are six Suzuki interferers is considered and the Wilk-SRI,

S&Y-SS and S&Y-CIP methods are used to approximate the outage probabiliry for a range of

different signal stengths and variabilities. These methods all require that the sum of the lognormal

components of rhe Suzuki interferers be estimated using either the Wilkinson or the Schwartz and

Yeh method. Table 7-l presents the equivalent interferer parameters (t"o and oeq) for a rangc of

situations where trr=tz=... = Id=I and 01 =C2=... =Or=O. These equivalent interferer

paramerers are used to calculate the approximate outage probabilities presented in Table 7-2.

Outage probabilities calculated using Chan's approximate method (namely equation (7'62)) are

also presented in Table 7-2 and all the approximations presented can be compared to the values

caiculated from the exact outage probabiliry expression, namely

Plur=1- ...(7-6s)

exp(-u2)

-r -{zo(yo-u)

# IexP(-vo2) [rcYol]u 
av.

I
I

../ 7t
duwhere I(yo)

1 + 10 l0
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Equivalent lognormal parameters determined by the Wilkinson and the Schwartz and

Yeh methods for the sinrarion when there are six interfering signals. (All values

given in dB)

It has been assumed thatfr = trz= ... ="86=tr and O1 = O2= ... = oi6 = Cl.

r52

Table 7-1
rl

ActualPammeten

o

Wilkinson

t€q Oeq

Schwara & Yeh

teq Oeq

15
20
25

20
25
30
35

30
35
40
45
50

3
3
3

6
6
6
6

t2
t2
L2
L2
L2

6.39
11.39
16.39

1.35
1.35
1.35

9.53 3.s6
14.53 3.56
19.53 3.56
24.53 3.56

18.33 10.50
n33 10.50
28.33 10.50
33.33 10.50
38.33 10.50

6.389
r 1.389
r6.389

1.33
r.33
1.33

9.23 2.98
14.23 2.98
19.23 2.98
24.23 2.98

13.06 6.74
18.06 6.74
23.6 6.74
28.06 6.74
33.06 6.74

Note that the outage probabilities presented in Table 7-Z are for the 'interference only' situation. In

practice, because equation (7-65) can be evaluated so easily, it would probably not be worth using

an approximation. However, in the general situation where outage results from both 'noise' and

interference the approximate methods are more useful. Table 7-2 presents 'interference only'
outage probabilities primarily because the results illustrate the accuracy of the approximation

methods most cleadv.

From Table 7-2 it can be seen that the approximate methods based on the Schwa:tz and Yeh

methd generally provide the most accurate estimates of the outage probability for the situation

where there are six Suzuki interferers. It can also be seen that, as expected, the exact result lies

between the S&Y-SRI and the S&Y-CPI approximations (and tends to be closer to the latter

approximation). The approximation method used by Chan is the least accurate of the methods

considered here, especially when o is large. In general, all the approximation techniques are less

accurate for larger o values.

The accuracy of the methods based on the approximate Wilkinson or the Schwarrz and Yeh

lognormal summation methods can be improved, at the expense of numerical computation time.

This improvement is achieved by treating the interfering signals in smaller groups. 561saemFlo,

when there are six interfering signals these can be considered in two groups of three. The

Schwartz and Yeh method can be used to find the parameters (t"o and o"o) of an equivalent
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interfering signal for both of these groups. These equivalent parameters can then be used in an

exact ourage probabiiiry expression for rwo suzuki interferers.

Table 7-2 A comparison of outage probabilities calculated for the interference limited

situation where there are six Suzuki interferers. Approximate outage

probabilities have been calculated using the Wilkinson, the Schwartz and Yeh'

and rhe Chan methods. The exact outage probability, calculated from

equation (7-6t, is also shown.

It has been assumed that t, = trz= ..' =a6= I and og = ol = ('2= "'= o5 = 6'

Interferer
Parameters

or

wilk-sRI
(approx.)

Plu. (o)

S&Y.SRI S&Y.CP
(approx.)

v6our 1uo1 tfu, {ao)

Chan
(approx.)

Plu, Vo)

Exact

Plu, Vo)

J

3

15

20

25

20

25

30

35

6

6

6

6

12 30

L2 35

12 40

12 45

12 50

2t.r
8.4

2.9

r7.6
8.0

3.2

t.2

15.0

9.4

5.5

3.1

1.6

2t.r
8.4

2.9

r7.9

8.1

3.2

1.1

20.4

t2.6
7.2

3.8

1.8

24.2

8.9

3.0

21.0

9.1

3.4

t.2

23.6

t4.7
8.4

4.4

2.L

22.1

8.5

2.9

16.1

7.4

3.0

1.1

13.2

8.2

4.8

2.6

1.4

23.3

8.E

3.0

r9.6
8.7

3.4

r.2

2r.6
13.5

7.8

4.2

2.r

To illustrate this point' consider the case when trr=tr2= "' = to=tr = 25 dB and os = 6t = o2 =

... - 6i6 = o = 6 dB. If the six interfering signals are split into nwo gtoups of three the equivalent

parameters of each group (as determined by the Schwartz and Yeh method) will be 7q= 20-42 dB

and o"n = 4.62dB. Using these equivalent parameters in equation (7'42) the approximate value of

the outage probability due to the six interferen is calculated to be 8.4 To. This is closer to the exact

result of 8.7 Vo thanthe S&Y-SRI approximation shown in Table 7-2, nanely 8.1 4o. Similarly, if
the six interferers are divided into three groups of wo (and equation (7-53) is used) an even more

accnrate approximation is obtained, namely 8.5 Vo.

In summary, the technique of dividing interferers into sub-groups gives a significant amount of

flexibiliry ro rhe approximarion process so that when this approximation method is used an

appropriate compromise between computation time and numerical accuracy can be reached.

Moreover, if the weaker interfering signals are grouped together but the sEonger interferers are
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treated separately then the probability of outage due to all of the interfering signals can be assessed

quickly and without any significant loss in accuracy'

7.7 SUMMARY

In previous chapters the Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing situations were treated

separately but this chapter has considered rhe general mobile radio situation where signals suffer

both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing simultaneously. General outage probabiliry

expressions for this situation have been derived and it has been found that the form of these

expressions is such that they are well suited to Gauss-Hermite numerical integration.

For the siruation where ourage results from both interference and a failure to meet the minimum

signal requirement the outage probability expression for n interferen involves a (n+1)-dimensional

integral. However, for the 'interference only' situation an outage probabiliry expression for n

interferers can always be wrirten as a two-dimensional integral and can therefore be rapidly

evaluated using numerical integration-

It may sometimes be convenient to use faster approximate methods for calculating the outage

probability in multiple interferer sinrations. From the results presented in this chapter it appean that

the most accurate approximate methods for the 'fading and shadowing' situation are those which

combine the approximate methods for the 'Rayleigh fading only' and 'lognormal shadowing only'

situations presented in Chapters 4 and 6 respectively.

In the next chapter the outage probability expressions presented in this and previous chapters arc

used to illustrare how the use of outage probability calculations can aid the understanding of the

effects of cochannel interference in mobile radio systems-
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CHAPTER 8

ESTIMATING THE EFFECTS OF COCHANNEL
INTERFERENCE IN MOBILE RADIO STSTEMS

8.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the primary reasons for developing outage probabiliry formulae is to allow the mobiie

radio systems engineer to assess the effects noise and cochannel interference on the quality and

reliability of service provided by a mobile radio system. Outage probability provides a tool which

the cellular mobile radio systems designer can use to aid the design of efficient, high qualiry

systems by allowing the effects of different system configurations and operating conditions to be

examined.

In this chapter the outage probability formulae developed in the previous chapters are used to

illustrate the effect of various mobile radio conditions such as the variability of the received

signals. In a real sinradon the area served by a cellular mobile radio system will probably include

many d.ifferent geographic feanues which effect the strength and variabiliry of the received signals.

However, for the pu{poses of illustration, the results presented in this chapter are for an 'idealised'

environment where the terrain is flat and the land-use is constant, that is the signal variability is

taken to be the same throughout the service area. The modified plane earth propagation model has

been used to determine the 'area mean' strength of the desired and interfering signals (see Section

z-D.

Outage probability contours are lines connecting locations where the probability of outage is the

same. In the 'idealised' examples presented in this chapter, the outage probability at any location

within a pafricular outage probability contour surrounding a desired base station will be less than

the value of rhat contour. Consequently, outage probabiliry contours provide a good indication of

the qualiry of service provided by a base station, for example the area within the 10 Vo outase

probability contour around a base station might be regarded as the service area of that base station-

By examining the effect of cochannel interference and signal variability on the position of outage

probability contorus the effect of these factors on the service areas of base stations can be

ascertained. The following section presents a few simple examples of these effects.

It is also interesting to observe how the qualify of reception varies within the service area of base

stations in the idealised mobile radio systems considered in this ehapter. For this purpose, average

outage probability expressions are presented in Section 8-2.
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8.1 SERVICE AREA ESTIMATION

In Section 3-7 the concepr of service area estimation was introduced by determining the radius of

the 10 Vo outage probabiliry conrour around a desired base station for the situation where the

desired signal suffers both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing simultaneously (see Figure

3-7). It was shown that larger propagation exponents and larger signal variabiliry (that is larger o)

decrease the effective service area of the base station in an interference-free environment. In this

section the effects of cochannel interference on the effective service area are also examined.

8-1-1 The Service Area of a Base Station in the Presence of
a Single Cochannel Interferer

To appreciate the effect of a single cochannel interferer on the effective service area of a base

starion it is best to begin by considering rhe 'interference only' siruation. In this situation it is

found that a constanr outage probability conrour is a circle [1]. However this contour is not centred

on the desired base station but is offset in the direction away from the cochannel interfsring station.

If da is the distance from a mobile receiver to the desired base station and di is the distance from the

mobile to the interfering base station then, in an idealised 'interference limited' mobile radio

sysrem, constanr outage probabiliry occurs along a contour where the ratio fr (= k) is constant,

that is where the relative mean levels of the received signal powers remain constant.

In order to calculate the average outage probabiliry within a constant outage probabiliry contour an

expression for the distance between the base station and the sontour, R"(e), is necessary. In other

words, a relationship between the distance daand the angle,0, between the mobile and the

interfering base station relative to the desired base station is required. If the distance between the

two base stations is normalised to uniry then this relationship is given by

da= - cos(O) +
. . .(8- 1)

k
iE-Tt'

r57

k

As illustrated in Figure 8-1, equation (8-1) is the equation of a circle with aradius of

centred on the point ( o, *zf l. The area inside this circle is equal to Gffit.

In the outage probabiliry expressions presented in this thesis the parameter t has becn used to

represent the mean strength of the interfering signal reladve to the mean strength of the desired

signal (see equation (6-11)). The ratio k in equation (8-1) is directly related to the parameter t'
namely

k2 - sin2(o)
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t = 10n logro(k) 10lo916(ro)

where ro is the interference protection ratio and n is the propagation exponenL

k=*

..k
racuus = GzT

1
C=- k"- I

Figure 8-l In an interference limited mobile radio syst€m with a single interferer, a

constant outage probability contour around the desired base station is a chcle

which is offset in tle direction away from the interfering base station. Such a

contour is a locus where the tam f is constanl (d6 is the distance between

the mobile receiver and the desired base sArion and di is the distance between

the mobile and the interfering base station.)

For the idealised radio systems considered in this chapter the area bounded by a constant outage

probability conrour is a circle for both totally coverage ('noise') limited and totally interference

limited (single interferer) systems. However the service area, defined by a constant outage

probabiliry contour, in which outage is due to borh 'noise' and interference will not be a circle

(although it is generally circular). This is illustrated by Figure 8-2 in which (for ttre general 'fading

and^ shadowing' siruadon and for o = 6 dB) rhe l07o outage probabiliry contours are drawn for

three cases; coverage only, interference only (single interferer), and coverage and interference

considered jointly. For both Figure 8-2(a) and Figure 8-2(b) the desired base station and the

interfering base station transmirters are assumed to be identical and separated by a distance of

1335 km. The base stations have an EIRP sufficient to give t}Vo outa$e probability at a distance

of 3 km in the absence of interference.l (This is consistent with Figure 3-7.) The frequency reuse

distance (namely 13.75 km) is that used in a seven-cell-repeat cellular mobile mdio system wherc

the cell radius is 3 km (see Table A-1).

1 As an example, 107o ourage probability in the presence of fading and shadowing (o = 6 dB) will occur at a

distance of 3 km for the following system parameters:

r58

...(8-2)

base station EIRP :

cluner factor:
63.5 dBm

-45 dB

minimum required signat -97 dBm

base station antenna heighu 30 m

mobile antenna gain: OdBmobile antenna heighr 2 m
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For Figure g-z(a) rhe interference protection ratio has been taken as 6 dB and for this situation the

I0To ,coverage only' outage probability contour (for which outage caused by interference is

neglected) lies entirely within the L07o'interference only' outage probabiliry contour (for which

outage due to a failure to meer the minimum signal requirement is neglected). Even so' the l07o

outage probability contour for the general 'coverage and interference' situation is significantly

smaller than the ,coverage only' contour. This illustrates that in general the effects of 'noise' and

interference need to be considered jointly.

For Figure S-2O) the interference prorection ratio has been taken as 10 dB and for this situation the

l12o ,coverage only' outage probabiliry contour and the 107o 'interference only' outage probability

contour cross each other. The combined 'coverage and interference' llvo outage probabiliry

contour is coverage limited for most of its length but in the region nearest the interfering transmitter

the contour is limited by cochannel interference.

Figures g-3 and 8-4 are for the same situadon as that described for Figure 8-2. However Figures

g-3 and g-4 presenr borh the 10 7o and the 5 vo outage probability contours around a desired base

station (at locarion (4 km, 0 km)) for the case where there is no cochannel interference and for the

case where a single cochannel interferer is present. Equation Q-n) has been used to calculate the

outage probability and cochannel interference protection ratios of 6 dB and 10 dB have been used

for Figures g-3 and 8-4 respectively. Outage probability contours are shown for a range of o

values in order to illustrate the effect of signal variability.

The most obvious feature of Figures 8,3 and 8-4 is that the radii of the outage probability contours

are smaller for larger signal variabilities, that is at any specific location, the greater signal

variability, the higher ourage probabitity. The signal variability also has an influence on the effect

of cochannel interference. In the examples shown, when o is small the effect of the cochannel

interference on the outage probability contours is minimal. However, when o is large the effect of

the cochannel interference is considerable. Clearly then, in a mobile radio system where the signal

variabiliry is great (such as in an urban environment), in order to provide an acceptable quality of

service the frequency reuse distance must be larger than that required in a system where the signal

variability is small (such as in an:ral area).

Figures 8-3 and 8-4 also illustrate the effect of the cochannel interference protection ratio. For

Figure 84 the protection ratio is higher rhan for Figure 8-3 and the single cochannel interferer can

be seen to have a significantly greater effect on the outage probability contours. Consequently

sysrems which (because of the modulation scheme they employ) require a larger degree of

protection from cochannel interference will require a larger frequency reuse distance than those

svstems which are more immune to the effects of cochannel interference.

159
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L}Vo Oatageprobability contours around a desired base station. An interfering
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g-L-Z The Effect of Multiple Cochannel Interf erers on the

Service Area of a Base Station

The trends which appear when just one cochannel interferer is considered become even more

apparent when the effects of several interferers are considered. In a mature cellular mobile radio

system a base station may be surrounded by up to six nearest cochannel interfering stations. The

effect of these interferers is to limit the service area of a base station to an approximately circular

area centred on the base station. In other words ttre shape of the sewice area is essentially the same

shape as that in the absence of interference, but it is smaller.

1.0 2.0 3.0

X CO-ORDINATE (km)

Figure 8-5 l\Vo oatage probability conours of a desired base station ar (0 km'O km) in

the presence of 6 cochannel interferers in a seven-cell-repeat cellular mobile

radio system with a cell radius of 3 km. (All base station transmitter powers

are sufficient to give 107o outage probability at 3 km in the absence of

interference. lnterference protection ratio = 6 dB.)

As an example, consider a mature seven-cell-repeat cellular mobile radio system in which the

nominal rad.ius of a cell is 3 km. In such a system a desired base station will be surrounded by six

cochannel interfering base stations each at a distance of 13.75 km from the desired base station.

Assume that each base station transmits at a power level just sufficient to give lOVo outage

probability at the perimeter of iu cell (that is 3 km away) in the absence of interference. (Note that

the actual power level will depend upon the propagation characteristics such as the propagation
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exponenr (n) and o.) Figure g-5 illustrates how the l\vo outage probabiliry contour for the desired

base station contracts from 3 km when the six surrounding cochannel base stations are

transmitting. The extenr of the contracrion is dependent upon the propagation environment with the

effect of the interference being greatesr in environments where o is high and n is low. (It should be

noted rhat the trend with the propagation exponent is opposite to that for interference-free

systems.) An interference protecrion ratio of 6 dB has been used for this example. If a higher

protection ratio was employed the effect of the interference would be more severe.

Figgre g-6 is for essentially the same sinration as that described for Figure 8-5. The only difference

is that Figure g-6 is for an 'inrerference limited' system with a propagation exponent of 4. Figure

g-6 shows both rhe ourage probability contours for fading and shadowing together and for

shadowing alone. The 'shadowing only' contours are of interest because it is possible to mitigate

the effect of Rayleigh fading through diversity reception techniques (see Chapter 9). Therefore

when divenity reception is employed rhe acrual outage probability contotu is shifted out towards

the 'shadowing only' contour. (Theoretically the actual 107o outage probability contour might even

lie beyond the .shadowing only' conrour if the diversity reception increased the effective mean

received power of the desired signal sufficiently.)

1.0 2.0

X CO-ORDINATE (km)

Inlerference limited I0{o oulaEe probability contours of a desired base station at

(0 km,Q km) in lhe presence of 6 cochannel interferers in a seven-cell-repeat

cellular mobile radio system with a cell radius of 3 km. (All base station

transmitter powers have been assumed o be equal. An interference protection ratio

of6dB and a propagation exponent of4 have been used.)
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An important feature of the 'interference limited' outage probability contolus presented in Figure

g-6 is that they are independent of the absolute transmitter power levels. In other words, in a real

cellular mobile radio system there comes a point when increasing the power ourput of the

transmitters no longer improves rhe reception quality because the reception becomes limited by

cochannel interference rather than 'noise'. Hence, outage probability calculations may help the

system designer to determine at what transmitter power levels this interfcrence limitation begins

and thereby avoid the costs associated with excessively powerful transmitters. In order to improve

reception qualiry in an interference limited system the system designer must use other techniques

such as diversiry reception, directional antennas, transmitter power control, and"/or a greater

frequency reuse distance.

8.2 AVERAGE OUTAGE PROBABILITY AND THE
DISTRIBUTION OF SERVICE QUALITY

In this section outage probabiliry calculations are used to investigate how the quality of radio

reception varies within base station service areas in 'idealised' mobile radio systems. The

investigation of 'average outage probability' is useful since it enables the general quality of

reception in the service area of a base station to be assessed and compared to the qualiry of service

at the boundary of the service area- This is important to a mobile radio system designer who needs

to consider both the overall qualiry of service and the quality being provided to the areas on the

murgtn of service.

Of course, in a practical siruation, the calculation of the average outage probability in a service area

will require many more factors to be considered than those considered in this section, for example

the land-use pattern, the distribution of traffic and the use of transmitter power control. Moreover,

a single average outage probability value may not be particularly useful to the designer of a real

mobile radio system because of the inegularities and non-linearities involved in propagation and

reception. However, for the purpose of understanding the effect of signal variabiliry and cochannel

interference, the concept of average outage probability, as it is applied in this section, remains

useful.

Given a method for calculating the probability of outage anywhere within a specified area, the

average outage probability can be calculated by integrating the probability of outage at locations

within that area and dividing by the area of integration, namely

r65

1l
arca J

DI out avg Pous(location) . d(area) ...(8-3)
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where Pour avg is the average outage probability and Poor0ocation) is the outage probabiliry at a

point within the area being considered.

For the .idealised' mobile radio systems considered in this chapter, the service area of a base

station under such condirions will generally be circular. Hence it is convEnient to calculate average

outage probability using polar coordinates (r,0) so that equation (8-3) can be rewritten as

Pout avB = ...(8-4)
Zrc &(0)

J J' drdg

where R.(0) is the function which describes the boundary of the area being considered.

8-2-L Average outage Probability Expressions for Mobile
Radio systems in the Absence of cochannel
Inte rfer ence

In an .idealised' mobile radio system with no cochannel interferers present, the calculation of

outage probability using equation (8-4) is simplified because the function R"(e) is a constant.

Hence, the perimeter of the area serviced by a base station is a circle centred on the base station.

Equation (8-4) can thus be reduced to
R"

tlpourav' = + | pou,(r).r.dr ...(8-5)

&- oJ

where R" is the radius of the service area (which is defined by a contour of constant outage

probability).

Rayleigh Fading Only

Equation (8-5) requires outage probability to be expressed as a function of the distance from the

base station. However until now this thesis has expressed outage probability as a function of

received signal levels. For example, for the Rayleigh fading situation the probability of outage is

given by equation (3-3), namelY

r66

2n &(0)fr
I lr.Poul(r,0).drdO

00

pout = 1 - expt+]
LI J

where yo is the minimum required CNR and f is the average CNR.

...(8-6)
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In the absence of lognomral shadowing f is inversely dependent on the distance (r) from the base

station, narnely

T'= 1

- c.rt
where c is a constant and n is the propagation exponenl

167

Substituting equation (8-7) into equation (8-6) gives the expression for outage probability as a

function of the distance (r) from the base station, namely

Po,r,(r) = I - exP[-To.c'r" ] ...(8_8)

If the outage probabiliry ar rhe boundary of the service area is Poud&) then from equation (8-8) it

is found that

..-(8-21

...(8-e)

...(8-10)

To'c =

whereaisaconstant.

Substiruting equation (8-8) into equation (8-5) yietds the average outage prcbability expression for

the Rayleigh fading sihration, nanely

=A
Rs

When n = 4 (as it does in the mod.ified plane earth propagation model) the integral in equation

(8-10) can be evaluated analytically and the average outage probability expression can be written as

Pout av8 = ...(8-1 1)

Because the outage probabiliry wiu be lower at locations closer to the base station it may be of

interest to know not only rhe average outage probability within the service area of a base station as

a whole, but also the average ounge probability within a fraction of that service area. The average

outage probability in the best fraction, f, of a senrice area (namely in an area where r < n*.{F ) is

given by

R"

Poutav' = t-#J exP[-a'n]'r'dr'

tt-l
errlr . { -ln Ll - P"",(&U 

J

, fiI-T

^17T.Pout av8 = I ...(8-12)
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Lognormal Shadowing OnlY

Expressions similar to equations (8-11) and (8-12) can be obtained for the situation where signals

suffer lognormal shadowing only. In this situation equation Q-n) is the expression for the outage

probability ar a parricular location. The expression for the average outage probability within a

contogr with a value of Poo,(Rj can be found (using the method glven in [2] ) to be

poutavs = Poo,(R") 1..*O[U.tZ"+U)].erfc[a*O] '.'(8-13) 
l

. ct(R") ^n o ln(10)
where ^=6 , D=-Tffi- '

and cr(R") is the margin (in dB) by which the median of the received signal power at the boundary

exceeds the minimum required signal power. ct(R") is directly related to Pou,(R.), namely

Po,,,(&) = 1."*ciffi] "(8-14)

The average outage probabiliry within a fraction, f, of the area within radius R" of the base station,

is found by replacing a(R") in equation (8-13) with a(r1)' where

a(rr) = c(R.) - +.1og,o(0 "(8-15)

Rayleigh Fading and Lognormal S hadowing

In the general situation where signals suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing

simultaneously, the ourage probability at a specific location is given by equation (3-33)' nartely

+-- ; -(a+{Toy)lpout=1-#J*nuyle.el-tto 10 
lot 

...(8-16)

Equation (S-16) can be rewritten as a function of the distance (r) between the mobile and the base

station'namely 
+€ 

[ F_ 1n -a(Rc)_{-2aylt ( | r f rl to-I6-ldv....(8-17)Pou,(r) = I -:r lr*p(-t')expl - ri L*l to rv 
I11r J L 

L-v- I

The average outage probabitiry within radius R" of the base station is found by substituting

equarion (8-17) into equation (8-5). For example, if the propagltion exponent (n) is 4 then the

average outage probabiliry expression can be written as

168
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...(8-18)

- a(R") - '/-Z o Y

where a(y) = t0 10

The average outage probability within a fraction, f, of the area within radius R. of the base station

may be found by the same method that is used for the 'shadowing only' situation, namely by

replacing cr.(R") in equarion (8-18) with cr(Q (where a(r;) is given by equation (8-15)).

Figure 8-7 shows the average ourage probability over a fraction (0 of the area bounded by a

constant ourage probabiliry contour for the situation where the received signal suffers both

Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing simultaneously. For Figure 8-7(a) o has been taken as

6 dB and for Figure g-Z(b) o has been taken as 12 dB. The results for o = 6 dB show that in the

area inside the LyVo outage probability conroru rhe average outage probabiliry is 3.67o but in the

central half of this area the average ourage probability is only 1.07o. n1i5 implies that the average

ourage probability in the outer half of the area is 6.2Vo. The results for o = 12 dB indicate that the

average ou6ge probabiliry inside the l\Vo outage probability contour is 4.5Vo. The average outage

probability is I.gVo in the cenrral half of this area and, therefore,'7.ZVo in the outer half. These

results illustrate that the parameter o has a significant effect on the average outage probabiiity and

that knowledge of the outage probability at the very edge of a service area does not provide

complete knowledge of the d.istribution of outage probability within that service area.

8-2-2 Average Outage Probability Expressions for Mobile
Radio systems in the Presence of cochannel
Inte rfer ence

In order to calculate rhe average outage probability within a constant outage probability contour

using equation (8-a) an expression for R"(0) is necessary. In the 'interference only' single

interferer siruation the expression for R"(0) is given by the right-hand side of equation (8-1).

Hence by substituting this expression into equation (8-4), expressions for the average outage

probability within an outage probability contour can be derived.

Rayleigh Fading OnlY

Equation (a-8) is the 'interference only' outage probability expression for the single interferer

situation where the received signals suffer Rayleigh fading only, namely

Pou,av' = 1 - # j"*ur', # dY
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DlIrout - A,
1+i

rp

where A is the mean CIR of the desired signal and ro is the interference protection ratio'

An average outage probability expression for the 'interference only' situation can be derived by

first expressing equation (8-19) as a function of the distance (r) from the desired base station and

then substituting the resulting expression into equation (8-+;. If the propagation exponent (n) is 4

and rhe outage probability at rhe boundary is 11u,6"10)), then the average outage probability

wi*rin the boundary can be shown to be

t71

...(8-19)

z.oJ - r)z
D- out avg ,2ttK

'll

4r+
J
0

l-
4

J
0

.7
(l + r'- 2.r.cos(O) )-

r
P

.dr. de ...(8-20)

where 16 =
["[*-

(= *)

Lognormal Shadowing

For the situation where both the desired signal and the interfering signals suffer lognorrral

shadowing and the variability of these signals is the same, the 'interference only' outage

probability is given by equation (6-16)' naurely

...(8-21)

where t is given by equation (Gl1) but can also be expressed in temrs of the parameters r and 0,

namely

pfu,= l.e,tct;r]

[^m-i .^,,\
'c, - lOn.log,of-l - lOlog's(ry' '

z.(uz - t)2D-outavg .Z7[K

.-.(8-22)

Hence the expression for the average outage probability within an area defined by a constant

ourage probability contour with the value pl"r@"(g)) can be shown to be

tlJJ00

;-
- cos(0) +j!l: rin-(ol

kt-l

...(8-23)



Rayleigh Fading and Lognormal S hadowing

An average outage probability expression which is similar to equation (8-23) can be found for the

general mobile radio situation where signals suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing

simultaneously, namelY

ChaPter 8

where 16 = G.rofi'erfc-'[ei"'cn"rell] (= * )

2.(k2-L\2
Houtav8 = 

"T

.,o l- -o*l-t

rf.,6"1e;1 = hlexp(-x2) lt. Hl .*
lLr
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n &(0)rr.l I liu,1r,e;.r.drdo
JJ00

...(8-24)

...(8-26)

For the single interferer sinration where the variabilities of the desired and interfering signals are

the same, the'interference only' outage probabiliry is given by equation (7-38)' namely

exp!x2)- .dx ...(8-2s)
t-2ox

I + 1o lo

where r is given by equation (6-11). However, in order to calculate the average outage probability

using equation (6-24) r must be expressed in terms of the Parameters r and 0- The relationship

between these parameters is the same as that for the 'shadowing only' situation, namely

equation (8-22).

Given the outage probability at the boundary of an area (namely plo,(R"(o)) ) the distance ratio k in

equation (g-74)must be calculated numerically because the relationship between k and plt,(n (g))

is

+€

,lf
Po,r, = C J

Equations (S-20) to (g-26) are functions of o, ro and k. This implies that in interference limited

systems outage probability depends on the signal variability, the interference protection ratio, and

the relative (not absolute) distances of the desired and the interfering transmitters from the mobile.

However absolute nansmitter power levels, unlike those in coverage limited systems, are not

important in totally interference limited systems.
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Figure g-g shows the average ourage probability in a fraction of the area bounded by a constant

outage probability contonr for the (lognormal) 'shadowing only' and the (Suzuki) 'fading and

shadowing, situations. The results are for an interference protection ratio of 6 dB, a propagadon

exponent (n) of 4, and o = 6 dB.

The average ourage probabiliry within rhe l}Vo outage probabiliry contours in Figures 8-8(a) and

g-g(b) are3.gVo and,4.4Vo respectively. Clearly, the nature of the signal variation has an effect on

the distribution of reception quality within an area with a particular reception quality at its

boundary.

The average outage probabilities in Figure 8-8(b) are higher than those in Figure 8-8(a) and, in

general, it is found that average outage probabilities are higher in systems with larger signal

variability. For example, for o = lZdB and an interference protection ratio of 6 dB, inside a laVo

outage probabiliry contour the average ourage probability is 5.37a for the 'fading and shadowing'

situation and 5.lVo for the 'shadowing only' sinration'

For the .fading and shadowing' siruation where o = 6 dB the average outage probabilities are

higher for the .interference only' siruation shown in Figure 8-8(b) than they are for the 'coverage

only, situation shown in Figr:re 8-?(a). This difference is primarily attributable to the position of

the outage probability contour that defines the boundary of the area being considered' For the

.interference only' situation the circular boundary contour is not centred on the desired base station

and consequenrly there is a larger area in which high outage probabilities occur than there is for the

'coverage only' situation.

tNoise' and Interference

In the general situation where outage is due to both 'noise' and interference, a contour of consunt

outage probabiliry is not a circle (see Figure 8-2). Consequently, it is not possible to give a simple

analytical description of a particular outage probability contour, &(e). This makes the analytical

evaluation of equation (8-4) impossible and the average outage probability within an outage

probability contour must be calculated numerically. Of course, in practice a constant outage

probability contour will not usually define the area that a base station is intended to service. In an

.idealised' mobile radio system with omnid.irectional antennas the intended area of service is

essentially circular and centred on the desired base station. Therefore, the radio system designer

may be more interested to know the average outage probability within a particular radius of a base

station rather than wittrin a constant outage probabiliry contour.
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245810121416
Interference Protection Ratio (dB)

Figure 8-9 Average outage probabiliry within a 3 km radius of the desired base station as a

function of the interference protection ratio.

For rhe single cochannel interferer mobile radio sysrcm described for Figure 8-2

and for the 'coverage and interference' situarion.

(See Figr:re 8-10 for rhe corresponding average oulage probability at 3 krn.)

Outage probability at 3 km from the desired base station in the absence of cochannel

interference is: a: 2OVo b: l0% c:SVo

In mobile radio systems which suffer from both noise and interference, average outage probability

is more easily calculated when R"(0) in equation (8-4) is a constant rather than a non-constant

function. For the mobile radio system configuration that was described for Figure 8-2 the average

outage probabiliry within a 3 km radius of the desired base station is plotted in Figure 8-9. Once

again, three transmitter power levels have been considered, these being sufficient to give outage

probabilitie s of 20Vo,I\Vo and 5Vo ata distance of 3 km in the absence of cochannel interference.

In Figure 8-9 the interference protection ratio is the abscissa and serves as a means of quantifying

the vulnerability of reception quality to cochannel interference. If 'adequate' reception of the

received signal requires that the mean level of the desired signal is considerabiy higher than the

mean level of the interfering signal then a high protection ratio is appropriate. Conversely, if just a

small difference between the desired and the interfering signals is sufficient to give 'adequate'

reception then a low interference protection ratio is sufficient. (Section B-1-6 discusses the

selection of an appropriate interference protection ratio.)
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If the interference protection ratio is small the mobile radio system considered for Figure 8-9 is

essentially coverage limited and the average outage probabilities within a 3 km radius of the desired

base station are onry slighrly higher than those glven by Figure 8-7(a) (for 1007o of the area within

the boundary). If the protection ratio is large (rhar is if radio communications are vulnerable to the

effects of interference) the radio system is essentially inrcrference limited and the average oumge

probabiliry is very dependent upon the protection ratio'

Figure g-10 is a companion graph to Figr:re 8-9 and presents the average outage probability around

the perimeter of the area being considered for Figure 8-9. That is Figure 8-9 shows the average

outage probabiliry at a distance of 3 km from the desired base station- The same trends that appear

in Figure 8-9 are also apparent in Figure 8-10, namely the average outage probability at the

boundary is not affected significantly by cochannel interference if the interference protection ratio

is small but is affected considerably when the protection ratio is large'
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Average outage probability at a 3 km radius from the desired base station as a

function of the interference protection ratio.

For the 'coverage and interference' case of the single cochannel interferer mobile

radio system described for Figure 8-2.

(see Figure 8-9 for the corresponding average outage probability within thc 3 krn

radius.)

Outage probability at 3 km from the desired base station in the absence of

cochannel interference is: a:. 204o b: l07o c:SVo
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8.3 SUMMARY

The presence of cochannel interference in a mobile radio sysrem will degrade the quality of

reception. outage probabiiiry calcularions can be used to estimate the extent of this degradation. In

this chapter the outage probability expressions developed in the previous chapters have been used

in a few simple examples to demonstrate the effects of cochannel interference. It has been shown

rhat in cellular mobile radio systems where the propagation exponent is low and the signal

variability is high the effect of cochannel interferers can be considerable-

In .traditional' mobile radio systems it is advantageous if the propagation exponent is small rather

than large because signals will carry further and therefore lower transmitter powers can be used'

However, in mobile radio systems where there is significant frequency reuse (such as cellular

systems) it may be advantageous if the propagation exponent is large because, although higher

transminer powers may be required, signals will attenuate more rapidly with distance and there will

be less chance of cochannel interference.

In this chapter average outage probability expressions have also been presented and these have

been used in a few simple examples. The average outage probability within an area bounded by a

constant ourage probability contour was found to be dependent on the variability of the received

signals. Hence it can be concluded that knowledge of the quality of radio reception at the boundary

of an area is not in itsetf sufficient to describe the average quality of reception within that area

It is emphasised that the examples presented in this chapter are for very simplified systcms. [n

practice many more factors may have to be considered in order to obtain reliable estimates of

recepdon qualiry through the use of ourage probabiliry techniques. (Primarily these factors relate to

the estimation of the mean strength and variability of the received signals.) However the general

trends indicated by the resuls presented in this chapter can be expected to apply to practical mobile

radio systems generallY.
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CHAPTER 9

EXTENS/ONS OF OUTAGE PROBABILITY CONCEPTS

9.0 INTRODUCTION

The primary focus of this thesis has been the development of outage probability expressions for

multiple interferer mobile radio systems where outage is attributable to both cochannel interference

and a failure to meet a minimum signal requirement. Although outage probability has been

discussed from the viewpoint of analogue mobile radio systems, the concepts of outage probabitity

can be extended to digital mobile rad.io systems. In the next section the close relationship benreen

service reliabiliry calculations for analogue systems and those for digital systems is bniefly outlined

in order to introduce this subject as an area for future research.

This thesis does not (and. was not inrended to) present a detailed study of mobile radio system

design strategies and techniques. However, the outage probability expressions presented in this

thesis are intended to be used for mobile radio system design and analysis. For exartple, outage

probability calculations can be used to assess the effectiveness of measures taken to improve the

quality of service provided by a mobile radio system. Such measures may inciude the use of

directional antennas, transmitter power control, and diversity reception techniques' The

improvement resulting from the use of directional antennas and power control can be determined

by relarively simple extensions to the computational techniques used to deterrrine the area mean

levels of the desired and interfering signals t1-31. However, the calculation of the improvement

resulting from the use of diversity reception is more difficult and is closely related to calculation of

outage probability discussed in previous chapters.

Section 9-2 discusses the use of ideal selection diversity reception as a way of improving

communicarion reliabiliry in an interference limited environment. Prior to the research reported in

this thesis, only the situation where interference was due to a single interferer had been treated

analytically [4,5]. However, following directly from the outage probability expressions presented

in Chapter 4, analytic expressions for calculacing the probability of outage in a multiple interferer

mobile radio environment have been derived. Moreover, these expressions can be applied to the

general siruation where signals suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing.
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9-1 OUTAGE PROBABILITY IN DIGITAL SYSTEMS

If outage probability concepts are to be used in the design and analysis of mobile radio systems'

suitable measures of reception qualiry are required. In digitat mobile radio systems, bit (or symbol)

egor rates provide a convenient measure of reception quaiify. The use of short-term bit error rates

(BER,s) in the analysis and design of narrowband mobile radio systems is outlined in Section

9-l- l, while in Section g-l-Z the use of medium-renn (or average) BER's is discussed-

There is an interesting relationship between the mathematics used to derive 'interference-free'

outage probability expressions for analogue mobile radio systems and the mathematics used for the

digital situation where the asymptotic performance of M-ary orthogonal modulation in fading

channels is considered. This relationship is discussed in Section 9-1-3'

9-1-1 The use of short.Term Bit Error Rates

The outage probabiliry expressions that have been presented in this thesis can also be used in the

digital situation. In this situation the minimum signal requirement and the cochannel interference

protection ratio are grven by the short-term mean CNR and the short-term mean cIR, rcspectively,

required to achieve a specific short-term BER. In orda to determine the short-tern mean CNR and

rhe short-term mean cIR all that is required is the relationship between the cNR and the BER for a

non-fading signal in a Gaussian noise environment. This relationship depends on the digital

modulation scheme and expressions for the most common modulation schemes are well

known [6].

As an example consider the situation where a system designer requires that the short-terrr BER

(that is the BER measured over a few birs) not exceed say 10'2 at more than 5 7o of locadons' If

Gaussian noise is the primary source of error then this BER (namely 10-2) can be converted into a

minimum required cNR (namely To). If say differential phase shift keying (DPSK) is being

considered then the BER in a Gaussian noise environment, P", is given by t6l

Pe = lr*p(-yo)

where yo is the minimum required CNR for a non-fading signal in a Gaussian noise environment.

Rearranging equation (9-l) gives

...(e-1)

.-.(e-2)
Yo = - ln(2 P") .

Therefore, if p" = l0-2 then yo = 3.91 (= 5.9 dB). Now the ounge probability is dependent on the

short-terrn mean CNR of the received signal. In the Rayleigh fading situation, for example, the

required short-term mean CNR (f) can be found from equation (3-3), namely
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so if yo = 3.g1 *d pou, = 5 7o then I =76.3 ( = 18.8 dB). In other words, if the designer of a

digital mobile rad.io system using DPSK modulation is to ensure that the short-term BER is not

greater than l0-2 ar more rhan 5 7o of locations in a Rayleigh fading environment, then it is

necessary to ensure that the mean power of the desired signal is at least 18.8 dB greater than the

mean noise power.

The margin required between the mean power of the desired signal and the mean power of a

cochannel interfering signal can be deterrrined in a similar manner by using outage probability

expressions for the single (or multiple) interferer situation. But first an appropriate value of

interference protection ratio must be found. The method for determining the protection ratio is the

same as rhat used to determine the minimum required short-term CNR. For example, if outage due

to cochannel interference is not to exceed 10-2 at more than a specified percentage of locations in a

digrtal mobile radiro system employing DPSK modulation, then a cochannel interference protection

ratio of 5.9 dB should be used in the appropriate outage probability calculations.

g-I-2 The Use of Average Bit Error Rates

It is also possible to specify the qualiry requirements of a digltal mobile radio system in terms of

med.ium-term BER's (or average BER's) [3,7-10]. Such BER'S can be detemrined by averaging

the short-tenn BER over the distribution of the received signal variability or, more precisely, the

distribution which describes the multipath fading, typically the Rayleigh disribution. This

approach may be appropriate when the mobile is navelling quickly and an average BER is more

useful to a digital system designer than a short-term BER.

Reference [6] illustates how average BER's are determined for the case when the received signal

suffers Rayleigh fading. ffpu is the BER for a non-fading signal in a Gaussian noise environment

then the average BER, (P), is given bY

r80

:
I(PJ = | P". p(y) dT

J
0

where p(y) is the pdf of the short-term CNR given in equation Q-5), namely

r [-vl
P(r) = 

= 
t*Pl+l

I LT J

where f is the short-term mean CNR.

...(e_3)

...(e-4)
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In the DPSK case, for example, P" is given by equation (9-1)' From equation (9-3) the

correspond,ing average BER for the Rayleigh fading situation is found to be [6]

lim
M+o

...(e_5)

Expressions such as equation (9-5) can be used in the same manner as the short-term BER's

discussed in section 9-1-1. consider, for exampre, rhe multiple suzuki interferer situation. In

order to find the values for t (where r is defined in Chapter 6) required to give a specified average

BER at a specified percentage of locarions, equation (9-5) can be used to determine a value R'

where R = l0log16(f). The required t values can rhen be deterrnined from outage probability

calculations for the multiple lognorrral interferer situadon (see Chapter 6) using R as the cochannel

protection ratio. This method has been used in [8]'

9-L-3 The Asymptotic Performance of M'ary orthogonal
Modulation in Fading Channels

Recently expressions for the asymptotic performance of M-ary orthogonal modulation in fading

channels have been presented [11,12]. The mathematical method used to derive these expressions

is very similal to the method used in Chapter 3 to derive outage probability expressions for mobile

radio systems for the 'interference-free' sinration'

The theoretical performance of M-ary orthogonal modulation in additive white Gaussian noise is

grven asymptotically for large alphabet size M and fc'r both coherent and non-coherent channels by

ltzl
I r, S< ln(2)

lim p"[F, r"rl = { "o "'(9-6)
r"r--+- -LNo ' - -l 

Lo, fr< ln(2)

where P" is the probabiliry of symbol Error, E6 is the energy per bit, and No is the one sided noise

power spectral densitY.

The symbol error probability for a fading channel, P.,1, is found by averaging the non-fading

symbol error probability over the underlying random variable, namely [12]

,M] '"[#''] ]

(P") =#

= Jgt{'"'lfr
= r{ ;g-t"[#,t] ]

..{9-7)

where E is the expectation operator and s is the magnitude of the fading signal voltage envelope'
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Now from equation (9-6) il can be seen that

182

sr.[H,'] = ...(e-8)

...(9-10)

...(e-11)

...(9-12)

< ln(2)

and from equations (9-7) and (9-8) the asymptotic perfonnance of M-ary orthogonal modulation in

a fading channel is found to be [12]

lim
M+€

where Y = ln(2). Iis
E6

rtr..'Fp"rlffi, M.l = J n(s) as

and p(s) is rhe pdf of the magnitude of the voltage envelope of the fading signal-

Equarion (9-10) is essentially the same as the general outage probability expression for the

.interference-free' situation, namely equation 2-28.Tlrconly difference is that the minimum signal

requirement in the outage probability expression is replaced by the tenn y (as given in equation

(9-l l)). Consequently, in order to obtain expressions for the asymptotic performance of M'ary

orthogonal modulation in the various rypes of fading channels considered in Chapter 3 (namely

Rayleigh, Nakagami-m, Rice, Weibull, lognormal, and Suzuki fading channels) it is only

necessary to replace the minimum signal requirement in the ouage probabiliry expressions

presented in Chapter 3 with the term y. Moreover, the approximate methods for calculating outage

probability that were presented in Chapter 3 remain valid in the digital sinration.

For example, in the absence of cochannel interference the outage probability expression for

Rayleigh fading is given by equation (3-3), namely

Pour=1-explor]

By replacing the ,rro, p in equation (9-12) with the term y (given in equation 9-11) the
r

asymproric result for M-ary orthogonal modulation in a slow non-selective Rayleigh fading channel

is found to be

;Ei r"',[fr, nr] = | - r*p[-h(2) *J

{,

W<h(2)

Equation (9-13) is the result presented by Hedge and Stark [11].

...(9-13)
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Similarly, if rhe received signal is assumed to suffer Nakagami-m fading then the asymptotic result

can be determined directly from equation (3-6), namely

183

lim
M-to

P",rlfr ,M] =
m-lz"-' exp (- z) dz = f"(m) ...(9-14)1f

r(m) 
oJ

where u = m.ln(r) * and lu(m) is an incomplete gamma function (see Appendix E).

Equation (9-14) is the expression that has been presentedrecently by Crepeau [12]'

g.2 SELECTION DIVERSITY RECEPTION

Selection diversity reception has long been recognised as a practical means of removing most of the

deeper fades the received signal suffers due to the multipath effect in mobile radio propagation

[13,14]. By mitigating the effects of 'Rayleigh fading'reception quality can be improved

markedly. Diversity reception has also been found to be useful in combatting the effects of

cochannel interference in the mobile radio environmenl

In the usual mobile radio situation where the received signals suffer multipath fading (that is

Rayleigh fading), selection diversity exploits the fact that if two or more independent inputs

(branches) to a radio receiver are available it is possible, by switching between inpus, to achieve a

bener reception qualiry than can be achieved with just a single input. The improvement in reception

quality depends on the number of branches that are employed, but dual brranch receiving systems

are probably the most arrractive due the increased cost and complexity of systems with more input

branches.

Ideally the branch with the largest instantaneous CIR should be selected in order to provide the

largest possible CIR to the input of rhe receiver. This rype of selection diversity reception is called

SlI d.iversiry . However it is very difficulr ro measure the CIR of each individual branch

conrinuously t5l. Fortunately, the branch with the largest CIR is also most likely to have the

largest total received power. A selection diversity system which selects the branch with the greatest

received power is known as S+/ d,iversity. Because it is much easier to measure the signal power

received at each bnanch, S+I selection diversiry reception, although less effective, is much easier to

implement than SA diversity [51.

ln this section outage probability expressions are derived for the situation where a radio receiver

employs M independent reception branches. It is assumed. that signals from the desired transmitter

and n cochannel interfering transmitters are present at the receiver. Whilst, in general, the mean
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level of each of these signals will be different from one another, it is assumed that the mean level

of the desired signal or an interfering signal is the same at all reception branches. This is a realistic

assumption since signals wirh independent fading characteristics can be obtained by a space

diversity receiver with antenna separations small enough for the received signals to have identical

lognormal shadowing characteristics-

Outage probability expressions for the multiple interferer 'interference only' Rayleigh fading

sinradon are derived for both SA and S+I selection diversity schemes in Sections 9-2-1 and 9-2'3'

respectively. It is shown that it is a simple matter to extend these outage probability expressions to

the general 'fading and shadowing' siruation.

9-2-l Ideal S/I Selection Diversity

If the branch with the best CIR is always selected then the overall outage probabiliry, Pout, can be

read.ily calculated. If there are n Rayleigh interferers then the outage probability at any individual

branch, Pil,oots, is given by equation (4-48)' namely

Pfi,o,r,e = I (e-1s)

where A; is the mean CIR for the ith interferer and ro is the interference protection ratio.

ff pil.oo,s is the same for each branch, and each branch is independent, then for an M-branch

diversity system

Pt#, = [ril".,,r]" ...(e-16)

where the superscript'nJVI' implies that n cochannel interferers and M diversity reception branches

are being considered.

Equation (9-16) is, of course, only the outage probability for the Rayleigh fading sinradon'

However, the outage probability expression for the situation where signals suffer both Rayleigh

fading and lognormal shadowing simultaneously (that is Suzuki fading) can be derived in the same

manner as the ourage probability expressions in Chapter 7. For the general case in which M-branch

diversity reception is employed, the probability of outage due to n Suzuki interferers, {# , it

found using equation (7-7), namelY

n-il
i=1
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where Pi'#,

-(l+r) 
.; 

6
-nM 2Pli,T= n " lexP(-Yo')

_!

pt;I=1*+i.,.nu*',f i fl,-,,'f fIrltv,,vdl l*,-our - {r J | 1?r \../ Lr-=-r J J

*

f€ +€
(^(
I r*p(-y't) | .*p(-yrt) ...
JJ

... x i-r.n,-r"') 4#, dv,,...dyrdyr dyo

J

[, -U,+,,.,,J

-tr1 - {7(ooYo-orYr)

...(e-17)

...(e-18)

...(9-le)

...(e-zr)

and Br.(Yo,Yt) = 1+10 10

Equation (9-17) can be reduced ro a rwo dimensional integral if a binomial expansion is applied to

equation (9-1 8), nanelY

M

p1#, = 1+,i (T)(-1),[.U,"-tJ' ...(e-20)

Substituting equation (9-20) into equation (9-17) gives the general outage probability expression

for the 'fading and shadowing' sinration, namely

where Ii$o,yr) =
1

{'l
...(e-22)

when M = L equation (g-zz)reduces to the 'interference only' outage probability expression for n

Suzuki interferers presented in Chapter 7.

Results obtained from equation (9-21) are shown in Figure 9-1. Two plots are presented; Figure

9-1(a) is for the situation where outage is due to just one Suzuki interferer, and Figure 9-1(b) is for

the situation where outage is due to six Suzuki interferers (that is n = 6). For both plots the

variability of the desired and interfering signals has been taken to be the same, that is 60 = ot =

62= ... = oc = o = 6 dB, and for Figure 9-1(b) the mean power of each of the interferers has also

been taken to be the same, that is trr = trz = . .. = trc = tr'
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(a) Outage probability for a single Suzuki interferer
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(b) Ouage probability for 6 Suzuki interferers

The probability of outage in an interference limited, suzuki fading mobile radio

situation where ideal M-branch S/I selection diversity is employed'

Equation (9-21) has been used and it has been taken that rl = 12= "'= fe = t and

OO= 6t = f,2=... = 06 = O =6 dB.
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Figures 9-1(a) and 9-1(b) illustrate the advantage of using selection diversity. For any specified

value of t, the effect of diversiry reception is to lower the outage probabiliry significantly. The

more diversity branches that are employed (that is the larger the value of M) the lower

the outage probabiliry. However the 'law of diminishing returns' applies and the reduction in

outage obtained using nro branches instead of one is not matched by the improvement obtained

using three branches instead of two, and so on.

The diversity gain is defined as the difference (in dB) between the desired signal mean powers

required to obtain the same outage probability with and without diversity reception. In Figure 9-1

the diversity gain corresponds to the horizontal separation between the curve for M = 1 and a curve

for M > 2. Clearly the diversiry gain is dependent on the level of outage probability, that is on the

value of r. The horizontal spacing between the curves in Figure 9-1(b) is less than the spacing in

Figure 9-1(a). This implies that the diversity gain in the multiple interferer situation is smaller than

in the single interferer situation. For example, from Figrue 9-1, at the 10 Vo outage probabiliry level

the diversity gain for two-branch diversity is approximately 7 dB for the single interferer sinradon.

By comparison for the multiple interferer situation the diversiry gain for two-branch diversity is

only 5.5 dB. The difference in diversity gains can be attributed to the smaller variability of the total

interfering signal in the latter situation 1.

9-2-Z IdeaI S+I Selection Diversity for a Single Interferer

Bond and Meyer [4] were the first to derive outage probability expressions for interference limited

mobile radio systems in which dual selection diversiry reception is employed to mitigate the effects

of Rayleigh fading. Both S/I diversity and S+I diversity were considered. Later Bond and Meyer's

treatments were extended to M-branch selection diversity by Schiff [5]. In order to illustrate the

general method used to derive outage probability expressions for S+I selection diversity, Schiffs
result is derived in this section. Schiff's technique has been used in Section 9-2-2 to derive an

outage probability expression for the situation where there are n cochannel interferers and M
reception branches (see Sectio n 9 -2-2).

For M-branch S+I selection diversity the probability that the short-term CIR exceeds the protection

rafio, rn, is [5]

The variability of the total interfering signal is smaller in the multiple Suzuki interferer situation than in the
single Suzuki interferer situation for essentially the same reasons that were discussed in Section 4-4-l for the
multiple Rayleigh interferer situation.
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- rs 
I = i rr[+=rorsi+ri2 arl orhers].nrs,+ri>auotherslrt li = to1 i?r Lri

...(e_23)

where si and Ii are the short-tenn powers of the desired signal and the interfering signal,

respectively, received at the ifr branch.

Because the mean power of any signal is assumed to be the same at all branches, equation (9-23)

can be written as

rs ''l r.q.erfit .nJ = *Lt2 rol s,+I, > sj+11, for i = 2, 3,"', MlI

= M.Pr[+)rp, S,+I, > Sj+I1 , for j=2,',"'' *] "'(g-24)
Lrt

Lening u =|, v = S + I, and taking p(u,v) to be the joint probabiliry density function of u and v'

equation (9 -24) becomes

,,[i> ,0] = u I J 
nc","r'[Prrs + I< vtf-'au a''n ' ...(e-zs)

[=tp V=0

Because equation (9-25) does nor depend upon any particular statistical description of the received

sigual it can also be used for the situation when there are multiple interfering signals (that is the

distribution of the sum of the interfering signals can be used). Hence, using the same notation as in

Section 9-2-1, equation (9'25) implies that

pl'#, = 1 - *" j ,J 
o,o'',-[e'ts * r' "]lM-'u'ou ' ...(e-26)

For the Rayleigh fading situation where there is a single interferer the pdf's of S and I are

exponential distributions, namely

P(S) = loexP(-S?ro)

and P(I) = Ir exP(-IIr)

where the mean of p(S) is fr ana the mean of p(I) ts i '

If u =i *U v = S +I, then I=#, S =ffi, *Athejointpdfp(u,v) in equation (9-25)is

...Q-n)

...(e-28)

...(e-ze)p(u,v) = p(S[u,vl) . p(I[u,v]) . J
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where J is the Jacobian of the transformation, namely

J=

AS AS

du dv

AI AI
du dv

vu

- 
-(u+l)' u+r

-v 1

-
(u+l)' u+r

v
= 

-
(u+1)'

,..(e-30)

...(9-31)

...(e-32)

...(e-34)

Xo It

-

(uc+P)'

...(e_3s)

Hence the joint pdf in equation (9-29) becomes

p(u,v) = r.oexPt+.t ].1.1 expt#{ *ty
l,n I, v [-v ''l

ffit'*PLfr' (uf,o + r')J '

Now from equation (+31) it can be shown that

p(s+I(v) = I - ffi ifi, . -'*Pt -ur')]'

The temr [X, * , . 
" )]*-t t equation (g-26)is found using the binomial expansion, namely

[n<, 
* r < v)] "-' = ; fl;')t#, ]' [, - 

@'
= E (";1;5' .i Ci*]*'* [-u rti-t)ro*n1'11

...(e-33)

Therefore the integrand of equation (9-26) can be written as

p(u,v).forr+r <,,]" =,8 (";')[#'t (t[f-
xsi"*o[-ut#]l

where s = L(l+i-k) +1,,k and F = L(i-k) +l,t (1 +k)'

when equation (9-34) is integrared with respect to the variable v it is found that

jnr","r 
[prrS 

+ r < vr]*-'a' = ; fl;')[#]' i (':)t&^J

v=0
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and when ihis expression is integrated with respect to the variable u it is found that the outage

probabiliry expression for ideal M-branch S+I selection diversity, namely equation (9-26)'can be

written as

ol'M -r Rout -

190

M-1

1_ MT
i=0

(" ')[-r, 
'l'

\ I /Lh-1.,J ; ct.3J
Io trt

...(9-36a)

"'[*. *]'

namelY rr 1 k

,i,#,= , - M^5 f;')[,_^]' E [)e,r-tt^] ;i,--,z (e-36b)

where A = 1 +i-k+Ak and B = i-k+A(l+k)'

Equation (9-36b) is equivalent to rhe expression presented by Schitr [5]'

When M = Z,equation (9-36b) reduces to the expression presented by Bond and Meyer [4] for

dual-selection diversitY, namelY

Equation (9-36a) can be expressed in terms of rhe mean CIR of the desired signal 1n = f ),
Ao

1', ^.r 1Pio-',=1-2Al 

-
lrp+A
L

1l-
'-n L

(1 +A)2[',.#]
. '.(9-37)

When there is only one reception branch (that is when M = 1) diversity reception is no longer

possible and equation (9-36b) reduces to the familiar 'interference only' outage probability

expression, namely equation (4-8).

g-Z-3 Ideal S+I Selection Diversity for Multiple [nterferers

Equation (9-26) remains valid. in the multiple inrerferer situation. However in this situation the

forrr of the interfering signal pdf, p(I), is d.ifferent from that used in the single interferer situation.

In the multiple interferer situarion, because each interfering signal has an exponential pdf similar to

that in equation (9-28), p(I) is the distribution of the sum of a number of exponential random

lr;*n*n:r:*:'rwithmeanpowers"r * 
' L" ' and f ''r'"n p(I) is given

sr
p(I) = LboLrexp(-Il.n)

k=1

...(e-38)
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where un = fI Ai "'(e-3e)
; = 1 A1-Ag
irtk

1.
and Ar = S ir the mean CIR of the desired signal with respect to the kn interfering signal.

i{

The pdf of the desired signal, P(S), is still given by equation (9-27) and, after making the same

variable tm.nsfonnation that was made in the single interferer sihration, the joint probability densiry

function p(u,v) is found to *r,

p(u,v) = *53 i o-rsexp[-"["Tit^-]] "'(e-40)
\u-rir k = 1

Using Laplace rransforms (see Appendix C) it is a straighrforward maner to show that

+
p(S+I(v)= 1- Lu:l'sexp(-vX'.;) "'(9-41)

j=0

n

where ui = fI 
Ai "'(g-42)

i = o Ai-Aj
ir.j
 

and r1" =3= 1.
lo

When M> Z,repeated binomial expansions can be used to express equation (9-41) raised to the

power of M - 1. After the first binomial expansion it is found that

r -.rM-l \:l /M-r\ ,[+ .  .'l'o
le'1s+I < 

"f l L I r J(-1)"1 L^urexp(-u1i,)l "'(e-43)
L -l io=g \ Lq-o I

191

Now t-| ai, exp(-"x,,)]u = *'o.r*ne',,u1[r . ,4 *"*o[-v (rq- ],.)l]

= aob.exp(-vhL),i tllre *e*p[-v (lq - ],.) l]

and similarly

tE #.*n[-v(i.o-].u l]" =[*]",*ng-ui,(x,-url[r. -e ]..4-"(rn- t,)]] 
'
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= lil"exp[-vir(r,-ru],i 0[E],*r[-".^c- rr]] 
'

Repeating the binomial expansion yet again it is found that

i-4f"*P[-"(\-]'rl] I

= [*]",*p[-, i,(Lz-r,,],i 0[-1 f",.n[-'o-- D]]

The process of expanding the frnal term (in which a summation is raised to an integer power) is 
r

repeated until the final temr is

Ii * e*p[-ro"-x"-,) l'.| = fP]'nr*[-ui,,(],,,-ro-,) ]
LA tft'*n[-'(xo-1.-') Jl = 1""-J '

Equation (9-43) can therEfore bc wrinen as

r--- - -rM-r=5f",')(-r)iotff)f f'\ Sr"-')
frrts+I < vll = 

,"4 t " ,/(-r)-" ,loVJ r!*\r,) 
"',fo \t"

x a,,i'tfr "r(irit.')] ,*f"t; ^.,,*-,..,,]] 
, ."(s44)

and the integrand in equation (9-26) can be written as

,Ebr?ur,3, fl;'l(-1)'o,i Cl,i G)

,"!, tl;') 
* 

[ fr ar(irit*'r] 
"*n !" [" 

g: P".J]

.,.(e-4s)

where a = L +Loir,. E lr(ir-ir+r)
k=0

and F = I: +x'ir,. i l.rGx-it+r) = a-xo +f,j '
k=0
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when equation (g-45) is integrated with respect to the variables u and v over the ranges shown in

equation (9-26), the general outage probabiliry expression for ideal M-branch s+I selection

diversity for the multiple interferer sin:ation is obtained' namely [151

" ts fM-r\. ..il + f..\ + f,)p1#, = t - *-I btAt I [;')(-1)'o,] ,',, a^\u)"'

distribution, namely

PG) = #exP(-Il') '

The pdf of the desired signal, p(S), is given by equation (9-27) and after making the same variable

transformation as in the previous derivations the joint probability density function p(u,v) can be

found to be

tsl
where A = 1+A,.irr+ ). Aj(is-ip1).

k=0

when n = I equation (9-45) reduces to the single interferer expression grven by equation (9-36b)

and when M=zequation (9-45) becomes the mulriple interferer outage probabiliry expression for

dual selection diversitY, namelY

....(e-46)
Ai+A
1+Ai

interferer, namely equation

Because equation (9-39) requires that A; * A1 for i * k, and equation (9'42) requires that A; * A1

for i ,s j, no two X, values can be permitted to be equal' If the mean Powers of nvo or more

Rayleigh interferers are equal, then PG) is not gtven by equation (9-38) but can be derived through

the use of Laplace transforms (see section at-2-2 and Appendix c).

For the special case when Ir = L E . . .3 lr, the pdf of the total interfering signal, p(I)' is a gamma

+ nil2 
fro

for a single

,5 fi;,) "",i[ fr un(ir,rr]

n

=0 (l

to Schiff's result

...(e-47)

p(u,v) = 6ffi- v' exp[-"["tirt' ]] ...(e-48)
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pr(s +r ( v) = t - [*r-] exp(-v tr 
=j 

(v (]'r--l'o))r 
D, exp(-v]'') " '(e-4e)

where ^=* and o,=[#_J"-[#-J'

When M ) 2, repeated binomiat expansions can be used to €xpreEs equation (9-49) raised to the

power of M - 1, namelY

[e,rs+r< ",]" = 5 fl;')(-,ri fr)r-,,",i tl,i 0 ,i,G:l)

x t#J 
nn-'o'"*n 

[-v ]'1(ft-io) + io^l] 
[ fr oJ'*-."1

' "r (x,-Lo)r
,( \un-1., .-ifl

ff *i*l= 
I
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n-1s
where J= Li..

w=1

When equations (9-48) and (9-50) are substituted into equation (9'26) the outage probability

expression for the case when all the interfering signals have the same mean Powercan be found O

be

Pl'#, = I - M An; fil c-rf ,i 6l (-l)io l#J 
n(k- io)

...(e-sO)

x A-'-l[,n* ?] ,i fi),i 0 ,"8,G::)

t-[ o*(i''i'r]x[+]' n-l

fI *'*
w=l

T: sr f-:.j) (1 + ro) r 
..1D*,;tt-t . T! Z

i=d \ t ) f- B'
Ltn 

* E1

...(e-s1)

1+k-io+ioA 
- 

andwhere [ = B = k-io+(io+1)A
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Equations (g-45) and (9-51) appeaf rc be complicated expressions' However they can be evaluated

efFrciently and exactly on a computer. It is also a simple matter to derive the S+I selection diversity

outage probability expression for the multiple Suzuki interferer situation from equation (9-45)

using the method described in Chapter 7. But because of the form of equation (9-51) the 'Suzuki'

outage probability expression will take significantly longer to evaluate numerically than the

corresponding erpression for S/I diversity.

Res ul ts

Table g-1 shows how the use of ideal s+I selection diversity can substantially reduce the outage

probabiiity in an interference limited, multiple Rayleigh interferer situation. In all of the cases

presented in Table 9-1 (that is for n = I to 6) the total mean interfering power is the same (for

example a single interfering signal with mean CIR, A, = t6 (12 dB) will have the same mean

power as six interfering signals each with A = 96 (19'8 dB) )'

From Table 9-1 it can be seen rhat S+I diversity systens (M > 2) yield a significantly lower outage

probability than a non-diversiry system (M = 1) (Note, however, that SA diversity will yield an

even lower outage probability). It can also be seen rhat if several interferers contribute to the

overall interfering signal then the outage probability obtained from a diversity system is

significantly lower than that which would occur if the interference was dominated by a single

interferer. This is attributable to the higher variability of the interfering signal that occurs in the

latter case.

Table 9-l Ouage Probability for S+I selection diversity (7o)

Theresultshavebeencalculatedfromequation(9.51)widtrn=4.

A n M=1 M=2 M=3 M=4

16

32

48

64

80

96

I
2

3

4

5

6

20.00

20.99

21.35

2r.53

2r.65

21.72

8.14

6.86

6.30

5.98

5.79

s.65

4.10

2.74

', )')

1.98

1.78

r.67

2.35

r.25

0.89

0.71

0.61

0.54
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9 -3 SUMMARY

This chapter has illustrated how outage probabiliry concepts can be extended' In particular' the use

of ourage probabiliry concepts in digital mobile radio systems and the use of ideal selection

diversiry as a means of combatting the effects of Rayleigh fading have been discussed'

The discussion of rhe reladonship between outage probability calculations for analogue mobile

radio systems and those for digrtal systems was intended only to introduce the subject as an area

for further research. But even from the brief discussion presented in this chapter it is clear that

there are both conceptual and mathematical parallels between the assessment of reception qualiry in

analogue and in digital systems.

selection diversity reception has been considered in this chapter because it is closely related to the

material presented in chapters 4 and 7. .Interference only' ourage probabiliry expressions have

been derived for the multiple interferer situation where ideal M-branch selection diversity is

employed. Both sA and S+I selection diversiry have been considered- Results obnined from these

expressions indicate that when selection diversiry is used to combat cochannel interference the

resulting ourage probability is dependent on not only the total mean interfering signal power but

also on the number of interferers contributing to that total.
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CHAPTER 10

SU MMARY

Good engineering requires good tools - and mobile radio systems engineering is no exception'

This thesis has presented a mathematical tool that can aid the design of effective and efficient

mobile radio systems. Outage probability is a tool which permits the engineer to estimate the

effects of noise and cochannel interference on reception qualiry. Mathematical tools and techniques

of this kind are becoming more important as engineers are forced to adopt new design strategies in

order to provide spectrally efficient mobile radio systems'

This thesis has presented expressions and techniques for calculating the probability of failing to

achieve adequate reception, narnely outage probability. The research has been stimulated by the

emergence of cellular mobile radio systems which achieve qpectral efficiency through extensive

frequency reuse. Consequently particular attention has been paid to multiple cochannel interferer

situations. Exact outage probability expressions for such situations have been derived' kior to this

research, although exact outage probability expressions had been presented for single cochannel

interferer situations, multiple cochannel interferers had been treated by approximate techniques'

The calculation of outage probabiliry must be based upon statistical descriptions of the received

signals because the typical mobile radio signal is subject to large fluctuations and its stnength at any

specific location can only be estimated. The Rayteigh distribution adequately describes the rapid

multipath fad.ing of the received signal. Simitarly the lognormal distribution describes the signal

variability due to the shadowing caused by obstmctions in the signal path. The derivation of outage

probabiiity expressions for situations where signals suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognormal

shadowing simultaneously (narnely the Suzuki fading situation) has been the major aim of the

research reported in this thesis. However outage probabiliry expressions have also been derived

for situations where the received signals suffer either Rayteigh fading or lognormal shadowing

alone. Because distributions other rhan the suzuki distribution may sometimes be more appropriate

staristical descriptions of the received signal, outage probability calculations based on the

Nakagami-m, Rice and weibull distributions have also been considered for completeness'

Outage probability expressions for specific statistical descriptions of signal variabiliry have been

derived using the general outage probability expressions presented at the beginning of this thesis'

These expressions Eeat three general situations; namely the 'interference-free' situation, the

.interference only' situation and the joint situation where outage results from both cochannel

interference and a failure to meel a minimum signal requirement.
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The ,interference-free' situation corresponds to that of "traditional" mobile radio systems in which

there is no frequency reuse. The calculation of outage probabiliry in the absence of cochannel

interference is relatively straighrforward because the variability of only one signal, namely the

desired signal, musr be considered. outage probability expressions for this siruation have been

presented previously and results from these expressions show that the outage probability is

dependent on two factors; namely the margin between the mean of the received signal and the

minimum required signal level, and the variability of the received signal. Specifically, the greater

the margin and the smaller the variability, the lower the outage probability'

similar trends are found when cochannel interferers are considered' In general, it has been shown

that the smaller the signal variability and the gfeater the margin by which the mean of the desired

signal exceeds the mean of each interfering signal, the lower the outage probabiliry' However in

situations where outage is due to both 'noise' and interference the outage probability can be limited

by just one of these factors. For example, if the mean CIR (carrier-to-interference ratio) remains

the same then increasing the mean CNR (carrier-to-noise ratio) will only reduce the total outage

probability so long as 'noise ' remains a significant source of outage' There will come a point when

increasing the cNR further will not reduce the total outage probability because outage will be

almosr entirely attributable to cochannel interference. In other words the outage probability will be

' interference limited' .

An ability to recognise when 'interference limiting' is likely to occur may be very useful to the

designer of a mobile radio system. For example, in a cellular mobile radio system where there is

extensive frequency reuse the qualiry of radio reception may be limited by cochannel interference

rather than by .noise'. In this situation increasing the output powers of all the transmitters will not

improve rhe reception quality because the cIR's will remain the same' outage probability

calculations might allow the design engineer to recognise when (or where) this interference limiting

is likely to occur and rhus the costs associated with the use of excessively powerful transmitters

could be avoided.

Although ourage probabiliry calculations are intended for mobile radio system design and analysis

only a few simple examples of the applicarion of these calculations have been presented' This is

because the primary focus of this thesis has been rhe development of the outage probabiliry

expressions and techniques themselves.

Multiple interferers have been reated by considering the statistical descripdons of each of the

interfering signals. This differs from most previous reamlents which generally grouped all the

interfering signals rogether and used a single, approximate statistical description of the total

interference. Exact outage probability expressions have been developed for multiple Rayleigh

interferers and for multiple Suzuki interferers. An exact outage probability expression for nvo
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lognormal interferers has also been presented and the reatment of multiple Nakagami-m interferers

has been discussed.

Among the distributions considered in this thesis, generally the suzuki distribution best describes

the statistical variability of mobile radio signals and" for this reason, outage probability calculations

for the ,fading and shadowing' situation have been of panicular interest. But it has been found that

the outage probabiliry expressions for this situation are fundamentally related to the expressions for

the multiple Rayleigh interferer situation. Exact outage probability expressions for this latter

siruation have been derived and can be read.ily evaluated analytically. The exact 'interference only'

ounge probabiliry expression for the multipte Rayleigh interferer situation has been found to be

particularlY sirnPle.

The exact outage probability expressions for the multiple Rayleigh interferer situation form the

basis of the corresponding expressions for the multiple Suzuki interferer situation. Indeed, once

certain parameter relationships are recognised the outage probability expression for a particular

.fading and shadowing' situation can be determined virtually by inspection of the corresponding

expression for the Rayleigh fading situation. However, unlike the Rayleigh expressions' the

multiple Suzuki interferer outage probability expressions have to be evaluated numerically'

Fortunately the expressions are welr suited to Gauss-Hermite numerical integration and can

therefore be evaluated efficiently. For the situation where outage results from both interference and

a failure to meet the minimum signal requirement the outage probabiliry expression for n interferers

is a (n+1)-dimensional integral. However the 'interference only' outage probability expression for

n interferers can always be written as a two-dimensional integral and can therefore be rapidly

evaluated numerically regardless of the number of interferers.

It may sometimes be convenient to use faster approximate methods for calculating the outage

probabiliry in the multiple interferer situarion. several approximate methods for treating multiple

Rayleigh and mulriple lognormal interferers have been discussed and their accuracy has been

assessed by comparing results with those from exact outage probability expressions' For the

Rayleigh fading sinration the exacr outage probabitity can always be detemrined to lie bemeen an

upper and a lower bound and in most mobile radio situations of interest these bounds are

reasonably close. In other words the exact outage probability can be approximated reasonably

accurately.

For the lognormal shadowing siruation, three approximate methods for calculating the outage

probabiliry have been considered, namely the Chan, Wilkinson, and Schwartz and Yeh methods'

All these methods approximate the distribution of the sum of a number of lognormal random

variables by a lognormal distribution. However the Schwartz and Yeh method appears to be the

most accurate.
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Approximate outage probability calculation methods for multiple suzuki interferer situations have

also been considered. From the results presenred in this thesis it appears that the most accurate of

these methods are those which combine the approximate urethods for the 'Rayleigh fading only'

and'lognormal shadowing only' situations'

outage in mobile radio systems can be reduced by several methods, one of which is the use of

diversiry reception to mitigate the effects of Rayleigh fading. Ideal M-branch selection diversity

reception was considered as a way of improving communication reliabiliry in an interference

limited environment. previously, only the situation where interference is due to a single cochannel

interferer had been treared analytically. But in this thesis analytic expressions for multiple interferer

situations have been derived. Moreover, these expressions can be applied to the general mobile

radio situation where signals suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing

simultaneouslY.

Although outage probability has been discussed from the viewpoint of analogue mobile radio

systems, the concepts of outage probability can be extended to digitat mobile radio systems' The

relationships between analogue and digital situations have been discussed briefly but this is an area

which walTants more extensive research.

There are several other areas with potenrial for future research. For the multiple interferer situation

there are a range of diversity reception techniques yet to be treated analytically' For examplc'

outage probabiliry expressions could be developed for the various rypes of switching diversity and

it might be possible to also include a minimum CNR requirement in the analysis'

Exact outage probabiliry expressions have been developed in this thesis for the general mobile

radio situation where the desired signal and the signals received from multiple interferen suffer

both Rayleigh fading and lognormal shadowing simultaneously. But expressions for the situation

where ttre signals suffer Rice or Weibull fading have not yet been presented. This too could be an

area for future research but it is suspected that the mathematics involved would be considerable'
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APPBNDIX A

ASPECTS OF CELLULAR MOBILE RADIO SY STEMS

A. O INTRODUCTION

In Section I-2 of this thesis a brief overview of cellular mobile radio systems was presented.

Detailed discussions of cellular mobile radio systems may be found elsewhere [1-11]. However

for convenience, this appendix briefly outlines aspects of cellular mobile radio systems that are

reievant to the research presented in this thesis.

A-1 CELLULAR GEOMETRY

Section 1-2 discussed how the area covered by a cellular mobile radio system is divided into a

number of cells with each cell served by a base station. In an idealised environment, where the

terrain is flat and the morphostnrcture (namely the nature of the streets, buildings and land use) is

constant, the service area of a base station using an omnidirectional antenna would be circular.

However, for convenience, circular service areas (or cells) are usually represented by hexagons.

Although it is recognised that in practice it is not possible to define the service area of a cell
precisely, the use of hexagons remains useful for the purposes of engineering design and analysis.

To understand the relationship between a cellular repeat pattern and the cochannel reuse distance it
is necessary to discuss 'shift parameters' [4]. All the channels available to a cellular system are

distributed over some given number of cells, N (N is known as the 'cluster size' or the size of the

repeat pattern). Once N has been selected, every Nth cell is assigned the same set of channels, that

is every Nth cell is a cochannel cell. One method for optimising the allocation of channels (that is

ensuring that all cochannel reuse distances are approximately equal) is to begin with a hexagonal

grid representing all the cells in the cellular system (see Figure A-1).

If any cell is selected as a reference it is possible to find the cochannel cells using two integers

known as 'shift parameters'. Both the cluster size (N) and the cochannel reuse distance are

related to these shift parameters. Having selected wo shift parameters, i and j, cochannel cells can

be found by moving out i cells from the reference cell in any of the six possible directions; turning

anti-clockwisel; and moving out a further j cells. This process, represented in Figure A-1, can be

I It is also possible to turn clockwise - it makes no difference so long as the same direction of turn is used
consistenrly.
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repeated for each of the six possible starting directions. Note that no matter what shift parameters

ale used, there will always be six nearest cochannel cells'

Figure A-1 The use of shift parameters to determine cochannel cells' ( i = 3' j = 2)

Once the cochannel cells of the initial reference cell have been found, the whole Process can be

repeated for the other cells in the system until all the cells have been allocated a set of channels'

Clearly, the use of larger shifr parameters results in larger frequency reuse distance and cluster

size (I.f. The relationship between N and the shift parameters, i and j, is [4]'

|.{= i2+ii*jz = (i+j)2-ij. ...(A-1)

If the cochannel r€use distance (D) is expressed as a multiple of the radius of a cell (R) then it can

be shown that [4]

D
R =.F ...(A-2)
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Thus the cluster size determines the cochannel reuse distance, and, because the shift parameters are

integers, only certain cluster sizes are possible. A few examples are presented in Table A-1'

Table A-l The Reladonship Between ttre Shift Parameters (i and j), Cluster Size (N) and

tlre Cochannel Reuse Distance *0" [R]'

Figr'es A-2(a) and A-2(b) illustrate the stnrcture of cellular mobile radio systems with cluster sizes

of 3 and 12 cells, respectively. Note that the frequency reuse distance inseases in proportion to the

square root of the cluster size so that the reuse distance for a 3-cell-repeat pattern is half that of a

l2-cell-repeat panern. However, the 3-cell-repeat pattern will provide four times the number of

channels per cell.

Reuse Disunce

[t*] =*Cluster Size

N=i2 + ij + jz
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(a) 3+ell-repeat Pauern

(b) l2+ell-rePeatPaltem

Examples of different repeat patterns (cluster sizes) in cellular mobile radio

systems.

(Note that systems with larger cluster sizes have larger frequency reuse

dismnces but fewer channels available per ce[')

Figure A-2
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A-2 suPERVrsoRY AUDrO TONES (SAT',S)

Various control techniques are required by cellular mobile radio systems [5]. Supervisory Audio

Tones (SAT',s) provide a means of monitoring the condition of the radio channel' They can be

used to deterrrine if the desired signal is too weak or the cochannel interference is too strong for

reliable communication over the voice channel. If these conditions can be detected remedial action

can be taken, for example .handing off' the mobile to another base station, or blanking out the

audio signal when reception is seriously impaired'

ln the AMPS system three frequencies are used for SAT's, namely 5970 H4 6000 Hz' and

6030 Hz. Each cell uses one of these frequencies so that every thhd cell and' more importantly'

every third cochannel celr uses the same sAT. Figure A-3 illusrates the allocation of sAT's in a

seven-cell-repeat cellular systenl Notice that although every seventh cell uses the same set of voice

channels, only every third cochannel cell uses the same SAT' Therefore the frequency reuse

distance of the sAT's is effectively {3 times the reuse distance of the voice channels themselves'

This is tnre for all repeat patterns (not just seven-cell-repeat patterns) and provides the SAT's with

greater immunity to cochannel interference than the voice channels.

The arrangement of Supervisory Audio Tones (SAT's) in the AMPS System. Tkee

different tones are used, giving an effective frequency reuse distance for the sAT's

of fi times that for the voice channels.

o
Cochannel cells

Figure A-3
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Throughout a call the base station transmits the SAT. If the mobile receives it, the mobile transmits

it back to the base station (that is the mobile 'closes the loop'). If the base station receives a SAT

other than the one it transmitted it is clear that cochannel interference is a problem on either the

uplink or the downlink and appropriate action should be taken.

The round trip delay time of the SAT can also be measured by rhe base station and used to

determine the gross range of the mobile. This could be useful for locating a mobile and would aid

the process of decid.ing whether to hand the mobile over to another base station (so as to improve

the signal to noise performance of the communication channel or to reduce the cochannel

interference experienced by other subscribers) [51.

A.3 THE USE OF DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

When a cellular mobile radio system is first established it is likely that the radio traffic will be

relatively light, cells will be large and little frequency reuse wiil be employed- In such a system it is

economical to locate base stations at the centre of cells (that is use 'cenEe-excited' cells) and to

provide these stations with omnidirectional antennas. However in mature cellular systems where

there is heavy traffic and considerable frequency reuse, directional antennas could be employed to

make better use of existing cell sites and to provide improved spectnrm efficiency [4].

When 120" directional antennas are used they are located at three of the corners of cell rather than

at the centre. Each base station, therefore, operates three 120" directional antennas each of which

serves a different cell. Referring to Figure A-4, a mobile located in ceil A may communicate wittt

any of the three surrounding base stations. Because there are three separate antennas, located at

three different posirions around the cell there is a degree of protection against the shadowing

effects of hills, buildings and other obstnrctions within the cell.

Directional antennas also provide some protection against the effects of cochannel interference. A

directional antenna can cover its service area just as effectively as an omnidirectional antenna'

while causing less interference outside its beam width. For example, of the six cochannel cells

surrounding cell A in Figure A-4, the two shaded cells are the major sources of cochannel

interference in cell A. In a system employing omnidirectional antennas, all six surrounding

cochannel cells would contribute cochannel interference.

Directional antennas can help to reduce rhe probability of cochannel interference in another way as

well. If da is the distance between the mobile and the desired base station, and dt is the distance

bet'ween the mobile and an interfering base station, the worst cochannel interference will occur
,{.

when the ratio fr is at a minimum.
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Figure A-4 The use of direcdonal anrcnnas in a cellular sysrcm gives greater immunity to the

effects of cochannel interference than that afforded by systems with omnidirectional

antennas. In this example three 120' direcdonal antennas are used to illuminate each

cell from three of its corners. In this example a 4-cell-repeat paoem has been used and

only ttre two shaded cells cause significant coctnnnel interfercnce to cell A'

Note: x2 = D2 + R2 where R is the cell radius

In a cellurar system with centre-excited cells and omnidirectionar anrennas the minimum otio fr
occurs when the mobile is at the very edge of a cell, and trence ft = "+L ' where D is the

cochannel reuse distance and R is the cell radius'

If L2O. d.irectional antennas are employed, as shown in Figure A-4, the mobile will probabiy

experience the worst cochannel interference when it is a d'istance R from the desired base station

and on the boundary of the cell (point b in Figure A-4)' In this case' the worst cochannel

interference colresponds to the ratio

which is greater than the cofiespond.ing rario for the omnidirectional case. That is the cochannel

interference will be ress in a system using directionar antennas than in a system where

omnidirectional antennas are used.

di
dd

t
I

x
;
I
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Because of the grearer immunity of a system using directional antennas to the effects of cochannel

interference, such a system can operate with a smaller frequency reuse distance than can a System

with omnidirectional antennas. This implies that more channels can be available to each cell and

therefore fewer base stations will be required to meet the total traffic load. Although systems with

120. directional antennas are popular, it is also possible to use six 60' directional antennas from a

base station at the centre of each cell. This configuration provides even greater protection from

cochannel interference than that provided 120' directional antennas, but in a system where the

traffic is not evenly distributed the use of directional antennas can result in greater blocking

probabilities than those which occur in omnidirectional systems [10'11]'

A.4 POWER CONTROL

In order to keep cochannel and near-end-to-far-end [9] interference to a minimum it is necessary to

use some fomr of transminer power control. Cellular mobile radio systems have the ability to vary

the transmined power level of either the base station or the mobile. In other words the power level

may be increased when the received signal is too weak, or decreased when excessive interference

to other stations is likely [12]. Of course there are limits to the maximum transminer power that can

be used, especially at the mobile.

Mobile transmitten are divided into several classes. Handheld portables can be carried to positions

(such as high up in tall buildings) where they have the potential to transmit over considerable

distances, therefore the maximum permissible transmi$er powel for handheld portables is lower

than that permitted. in vehicles. @artery limitations and human safety factors also place limits on

maximum transmitter power levels for portables.) In systems with large cells, mobile units are

permitted to use higher transmitter powers than those in systems with smaller cells. In the TACS

system, for example, there are four classes of mobile each with a maximum permitted effective

radiated power (ERP) level. These are listed in Table A-2 [8]'

Table A.2 TACS Mobile Classes and their lvlaximum ERP I-evels

Class of mobile Effective Radiated Power (ERP)

I
2

3

4

40 dBm (10 sD

36 dBm (4 w)
32 dBm (1.6 w)
28 dBm (0.6 sD
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A.5 OPERATING PARAMETERS OF AMPS AND TACS

The (American developed) AMpS and the (British developed) TACS systems are becoming the

world,s leading cellular mobile radio systems [10]. one of these systems is usually selected by

counuies establishing a cellular mobile telephone service. The final choice is usually dependent on

existing systems and the availability of frequency spectrum. A comparison of the major radio

system paramerers of both the AMpS and the TACS systems is presented in Table A-3 [8'10]'

Tabte A.3 A Comparison of AMPS and TACS Radio System Parameters
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APPENDIX B

EFFICIENCY AND QUALITY

B-O INTRODUCTION

cellular mobile radio systems attempt ro provide a quality of service comparable to that of the

conventional landline telephone network in a specrrally efficient manner. However, it is very

difficult to compare wo analogue mobile radio systems covering the same area and using the same

arnount of frequency spectnrm if one system provides many poor quality radio channels and the

other provides fewer channels but of a higher quality. Hence specral efficiency can only be

properly considered once certain minimum radio reception quality levels have been established.

Because it is not possible to discuss the spectral efficiency of a mobile radio system without

considering the reception qualiry offered by that system, the definition of what constitutes adequate

reception quality in an analogue mobile radio system is discussed in Section B-1. Then in

SectionB-2 the concept of spectral efficiency, as it relates to cellular mobile radio systems, is

examined.

8.1 DEFINING QUALITY . WHAT IS ADEQUATE ?

B-L-1 Noise and Interference

In the mobile rad.io environment there are several factors which influence reception quality [1].

However the impairments on mobile radio reception can be considered in two broad groups -

' noise' and'interference'.

.Noise' includes 'pseudo-Gaussian' noise, 'click' noise and random FM, as well as environmental

noise such as automotive ignition noise [1]. Because of the large number of noise sources in

mobile radio systems, it is difficult to treat noise in a deterministic or even a statistical manner.

Usually mobile radio system designers simpty consider that there is some threshold power levcl

below which noise will seriously impair communications. The actual level of this threshold is

dependent upon the environment and the operating frequency. Reference [2] presents the following

signal levels as the lowest acceptable for UFIF systems:
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- 108 dBm (high noise environment)

- 115 dBm (average noise environment)

- 116 dBm (low noise environment).

2t3

.Interference, includes ,cochannel' and 'adjacent channel' interference, but because adjacent

channel interference is related to the abiliry of the receiver to r€move out-of-band radiation energy

from the received signal (that is adjacent channel interference is very equipment dependent), it will

not be d.iscussed further here. on the other hand, cochannel interference cannot be suppressed by

the receiver since it is not possible for the receiver to distinguish betvreen desired and undesired

signais. Indeed, which signal is 'desired' and which signals are 'undesired' depends on the

viewpoint of the radio listener.

Cochannel interference is of special concern in a cellular mobile radio system since, in the interests

of spectral efficiency, channel frequencies are reused over relatively short distances' In order to

properly receive the desired signal it is necessary that it be stronger, by some margin, than the

cochannel interfering signal. In other words, the ratio of the desired signal to the interfering signal

(carrier-to-interference ratio or CIR) needs to exceed a threshold level known as the cochannel

interference protection ratio. This protection ratio is often expressed in logarithmic units'

namely dB.

B-L-z Considerations in the Discussion of Quality

In order to predict the effect of noise and cochannel interference on reception quality it necessary to

relate CNR (carrier-to-noise ratio) and CIR levels to reception qualiry, but these relationships are

complicated by the nanrre of the mobile radio environment. Because of the variabiliry of mobile

radio signals, the temrs 'CNR' and'CIR' must be defined carefully'

when a cNR or CIR is specified it is important to know whether the value represents the ratio of

.long-term,, .medium-term' or 'short-term' signal levels. If the mobile is in motion a 'long-term'

level corresponds to the level of the 'medium-term' signal. A 'medium-term' level corresponds to

rhe level of the .short-term' signal and will generally be a lognonnally distributed random variable'

A ,short-term' level corresponds to the 'instantaneous' level of the signal envelope and will often

be a Rayleigh distributed random variable.

A funher complication to the discussion of reception quality arises when the speed of the mobile is

considered. A slow moving or stationary mobile (such as a hand-held portable) experiences only a

slow rare of fading, whereas rhe fading rate for a mobile moving at relatively high speeds
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greater I [3]. If the mobile is ravelling slowly then the qualiry of the channel will vary noticeably

over distances of a few centimetres. If the mobile is fast moving the short-term variation in the

signal level will be averaged out by the response of the human ear and will be experienced more as

an overall degradation to qualiry rather than one that depends upon the position of the mobile.

However, for the case of a fast moving mobile, the medium-term (lognormal) variation of the

signal level may be noticeable [4,5].

As well as the complications that arise from the variations in the received signal strength and the

mobile's speed, there is yet another factor that must be considered when radio reception quality is

discussed, namely the modulation scheme. The transmission of intelligible voice requires a

baseband of only a few kilohenz but analogue modulation schemes use more than this when

transmitting over a radio channel. The received voice quality is dependent on the channel

bandwidth t6l. A channel which occupies a bandwidth of 25 kHz will have geater irrmunity to

degrading factors such as cochannel interference than a channel with a 5 kHz bandwidth.

However, from the viewpoint of spectral efficiency, a wide channel bandwidth may not be

desirable. In mobile radio systems frequency modulation (FM) and single sideband (SSB) are the

most popular modulation schemes. Of these, FM usually requires the greater bandwidth (typically

I2.5 - 30 kHz compared to 5 kHz for SSB) [7].

B-l-3 Subjective Quality Testing Experiments

A mobile radio system designer must determine what levels of protection against noise and

cochannel interference are needed to provide the desired quality of service. Because the mobile
radio system user will be the frnal judge of reception quality it is necessary to perform subjective

tests to determine acceptable CNR and CIR levels. However, because of the number of variables

to be considered (such as listener variability, propagation characteristics, mobile speed and

modulation scheme) it is not possible to draw definitive conclusions from subjective tests [7].

Subjective tests usually require a group of listeners to categorize samples of radio reception into
various classes based on the intelligibility of transmined speech [3,8- 1l]. For example, Lymer and

Gosling [10] investigated the effect of cochannel interference using the European Broadcasting

Union impairment scale. This required users to grade the impairment to speech quality on a six

point scale, namely

1 knperceptible

2 Just perceptible

1 This fading occurs in both transmission
transmission paths are identical.

directions (i.e. base-to-mobile and mobile-to-base) because the
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3 Definitely perceptible, but not disturbing

4 Somewhat objectionable

5 Definitely objectionable

6 Unusable

Grade 3 (definitely perceptible, but not disturbing) is considered to be the worst level permissible

in a public radio telephone system [10].

Lymer's experiment involved both an interactive test and a non-interactive test. In the non-

interactive test, participants simply listened to recorded transmissions and graded them according

to their intelligibiliry. In the interactive test the participants were given control over the levels of the

desired and undesired signals and asked to select the relative levels corresponding to specified

grades of intelligibility. The nro experiments yielded slightly different results but it was thought

that the results of the interactive experiment were the more reliable.

Motley [8] used subjective tests to investigate the effects of cochannel interference for a range of

different conditions, namely modulation scheme, signal strength, fading depth, fading rate,

ignition noise and audio level. Two subjective quality experiments were perforrred; the first was

performed in the absence of cochannel interference, while the second included cochannel

interference as a variable. It might be expected that the results for the second experiment would

correspond to the results of the first experiment when the cochannel interference (in the second

experiment) was very low. In fact it was found that listeners perceived the intetligibility of speech

under exactly the same conditions to be better in the second experiment than in the f,ust. Motley

called this the 'enhancement effect' and it illustrates how difficult it is to obtain reliable rcsults from

subjective testing programs.

B- 1-4 SINAD - An Objective Quality Measurement

In order to avoid the uncertainties and variabitty associated with subjective tests of radio reception

quality, SINAD ratios are sometimes used because SINAD is both an objective and repeatable

measure of channel quality [6]. SINAD relates the signal oulput from a receiver to the noise and

distortion that is also output, namely

SINAD lologrofffi*o 
_l 
dB ...(B-1)

where S is the signal power, I is the interference power, N is the noise power, and D is the

distortion.

215
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The input signal is often a 1 kHz tone input to the baseband of the transmitter. For FM an input

level producing a 3 WJz peak deviation might be used. A very niurow notch filter centred on 1 kFIz

is used at the output of the receiver to remove the 1 kHz signal and leave only the interference,

noise and distortion, which give the denominator of the ratio in equation (B-1). Hence by

measruing the ratio of the unfiltered and filtered output levels the SINAD value can be calculated.

If it is to be useful to a radio system designer a SINAD ratio must, at some stage, be related to a

subjective assessment of reception quality. It should not be relied upon as the sole measure of
system quality but can be reated as a useful design tool [6].

B-1-5 Selecting an Acceptable CNR

In Section B-l-Z the difficulties associated with choosing a single CNR as a measure of reception

quality were discussed, namely the variabiliry of the received signal, the speed of the mobile, and

the modulation scheme. Howeverit is still possible to determine approximate minimum acceptable

CNR's for various conditions.

Halpern [3] relates the quality of a signal received in a mobile radio environment to the percentage

of time the fading signal spends below some specified minimum required signal level. (Note that in

the absence of interfer€nce this is the definition of outage probability used in this thesis.) On the

assumption that whenever the signal strength (as measured by an SAT 1 ) drops below the required

minimum it will be muted, subjective tests were conducted with Rayleigh fading signals.

Frequency modulation with a channel bandwidth of 30 kFIz was used in the experiment because

this modulation scheme is used in the AMPS system. The results from Halpern's experiment were

as follows: [3]

o For less than LVo oatase, qualiry was comparable to a land-line call with few

noticeable baseband impairments.

o For outages between l%o and 3Vo, qaality was fair with some noriceable

baseband impairmenr

o For outages between 3Vo and L0Vo, quality was poor but useable. Some words

needed to be repeated-

o Foroutages in excess of lOVo, the quality is unacceptable with many gaps in
speech requiring many words to be repeated.
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MacDonald [12] has presented results from another subjective experiment that used the same

modulation scheme, namely that of AMPS. It was found that in the Rayleigh fading situation most

listeners considered the intelligibility of speech provided by a CNR of 18 dB to be good or

exceilent. This CNR corresponds to an outage probability of approximately 1.67o in the Halpern

experiment, namely "fair quality with some noticeable baseband impairment".

B-1-6 Selecting an Acceptable CIR

The minimum acceptable CIR is known as the protection ratio. However in Section B-1-2 it was

stated that the definition of 'CIR' depends on whether the long-terrr, medium-tenn, or short-term

signal level is being considered. Moreover, the speed of the mobile also needs to be considered as

this has an effect on the rate of fading and the subjective assessment of speech quality.

Consequently, the definition of 'protection ratio' needs to be qualified. For example, Nagata and

Akaiwa [13] distinguish beween three different types of protection ratio, namely

absolute protection ratio -

2r7

cNerage protection ratio -

the minimum acceptable CIR under nonfading

conditions.

the minimum acceptable CIR (based on

medium-term signal levels) in the presence of
Rayleigh fading.

insmntutuoas proteaion ratio - the minimum acceptable CIR (based on short-

temt signal levels) in the presence of Rayleigh

fading.

Given the subjective nature of nansmission qualiry tests and the variery of conditions under which

these tests can be performed, it is not surprising that the protection ratios reported by researchers

appear to vary significantly [7,8,14-19]. Generally speaking, however, it is found that na:rower
channels and greater signal variability mean that greater margins berween the desired and

interfering signals are required for acceptable communication. For example, Conn and Maciejko

[15] have found that for the Rayleigh fading situation an articulation scor€ of less thanS}Vo results

for CIR's less than 15 dB for 30 kHz FM channels and less than22 dB for 5 kHz SSB channels.

If signals suffer both Rayleigh fading and lognomral shadowing (o = 6 dB) simultaneously then

these CIR's rise to 26 dB for 30 kHz FM and 33 dB for 5 kHz SSB channels. In the mobile radio

situation the CIR's for the 'Rayleigh fading only' case would be regarded as 'medium-term' (or

'shoft-term' mean) CIR's, and those for the 'fading and shadowing' case would be regarded as

'long-term' (or 'medium-term' mean) CIR's.
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Using Nagata's terminology the CIR's presented by Conn and Maciejko for the Rayleigh fading

case (namely 15 dB andl2dB) would be described as 'average' protection ratios if the minimum

acceprable intelligibiliry of speech was specified to be 807o ariculation. An average protection ratio

can be converted into an equivalent 'instantaneous' protection ratio when the fading conditions are

known. For example, if the desired and the interfering signals are assumed to be Rayleigh

distributed and 807o articulation corresponds to 107o oumge, then the oaverage' protection ratios of

15 dB and22dB correspond to 'instantaneous' protection ratios of 5 dB and 12 dB respectively'

These values can be calculated using the relationship

inst.prot.ratio(dB)-avg.prot.ratio(dB)_10log1g[#"-; ...(B-2)

where Pou, is the probabiliry of outage (e.g. l07o) that corresponds to the minimum acceptable

speech quality over a Rayleigh fading channel.

The study of outage probabiliry calculations presented in this thesis is not dependent on any

particular value(s) of protection ratio. However, if a mobile radio system designer is o use outage

probability as a design tool then an appropriate prorection ratio will need to be chosen- The results

obtained using a par:ticular protection ratio should only be interpreted with regard to the conditions

for which the protection ratio applies.

8.2 SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY IN CELLULAR MOBILE
RADIO SYSTEMS

Because of the limited frequency spectmm available to meet the ever growing demand for mobile

radio services it is very imponanr thar mobile radio systems provide an adequate qualiry of senrice

without being spectrally ineffrcient. In order for the design engineer to meet these requirements

measures of both reception quality and spectral efficiency are needed. Measures of reception

quality have been outlined in the previous section and in this section suitable measures of spectral

efficiency are briefly considered.

Before a measure of spec6al efficiency can be properly defined it is necessary to defrne the

measure of the intensity of communications traffic known as the 'erlang':

"An erlang is a unit of communication traffrc load equal to the traffic load whose

calls, if placed end to end, will keep one path continuously occupied"

Dictionary of scienific andTechnical Terms, New Yorh McGraw-HilL,1974.
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Hence one erlang of traffic will occupy one channel L00Vo of the time, while 0.4 erlang will
occupy one channel 40Vo of the time. In other words, the erlang is a measure of traffic intensity

that relates directly to the channel usage in a communications system.

Spectral efficiency requires that good use is made of all channels. 'Erlangs per megahertz' can

been used as a measure of channel efficiency and allows systems with different channel

bandwidths to be compared. However the use of nilrower channel bandwidths will not necessarily

lead to improved spectral efficiency because channel efficiency is not the same as spectral

efficiency. Spectral eff,rciency is defmed as the maximum number of calls which can be serviced in

a given area [19]. The units of spectral efficiency will therefore be 'erlangs per megahertz per

square kilometre' (erlangs.MHz-1.Lm-2).

In cellular mobile radio systems channels may be reused a number of times within relatively short

distances. Spectral efficiency in such systems is based on the number of channels per cell. Given

that there are a limited number of different channels available to the cellular system as a whole,

larger frequency reuse distances imply that fewer channels will be available per cell. On the other

hand, systems with greater immunity to cochannel interference (namely systenx with modulation

schemes which require smaller protection ratios) usually require greater channel bandwidth.

Consequently there has to be a tradeoff between the frequency reuse distance and the channel

bandwidth. This complicates the design of a spectrally efficient mobile radio system because the

selection of the number of channels to be available to each cell requires that a compromise be made

17 ,I3,L5,t7 ,L9-26f.

Even the measure 'erlangs per megahertz per square kilometre' is not a definitive measure of
spectral effrciency since it does not include the effects of channel 'blocking' that occurs in a

congested network. If mobiles are concentrated in one part of a cellular system then the cells

serving that part may be overloaded with calls while in other parts of the system channels may be

unused. If all the available channels in a congested cell are in use then no new calls may be

established, that is new calls will be 'blocked'. In such a situation the capacity of the system as a

whole will be limited by the capacity of the congested cells and the spectral efficiency will be less

than the theoretical ma:<imum of the system [20].

In conclusion, the design of a spectrally efficient cellular mobile radio system involves many

variables. The measure 'erlangs per megahertz per square kilometre' can be used by the cellular

mobile radio system designer to assess the spectral efficiency of a systern However the designer

also needs to consider other factors such as the quality of the voice channels and the geographic

distribution of the communications traffic.
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APPENDIX C

INTEGRAL TRANSFOR MS AND RANDOM VARIABLE
A LGEBRA

C- O INTRODUCTION

In order to derive service reliability or outage probability expressions for cellular mobile radio

systems an understanding of the principles of the algebra of random variables is required. This

appendix outlines the mathematics involved in finding the distribution of the sums, differences,

products and quotients of random variables. A more comprehensive treatment of this subject can

be found in [1].

C.1 INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS

Although it is possible to perform algebraic processes upon random variables without using

integral transfonns, the use of integral transforms can reduce considerably the difficulty of random

variable algebra. (Note that tables of many integral transforms and their inverses are available, for

example t2-51). In this section three basic transforms (and their inverses) are defined, namely the

Laplace, Fourier, and Mellin transforms. The use of these transforms for the algebraic

manipulation of random variables is discussed in Section C-2.

The Laplace transfonn provides a means of finding the distribution of the sum of a number of
nonnegative random variables while the Fourier transfonn can be used to find the distribution of
the sum or difference of random variables whose sign is not necessarily positive. The Mellin

transform can be used to find the distribution of the product or quotient of nonnegative random

variables and, as such, is the counterpart of the Laplace transform. The definition of these

transforms is given in the following subsections.

C- f - f The Laplace Transf orm

If f(x) is a real function, defined and single valued almost everywhere for x > 0 (with x a real

variable), and is such that the integral

J
U

I f(x) | e-tx dx ...(c-t)
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converges for some real value h then f(x) is said to be Laplace transformable, and

t€

fIl(x)) = I t-o f(x) dx ...(C-2)

_!

is a Laplace transform of f(x), where r is a complex variable. The inverse Laplace transform or

invenion integral is []
cti-

rl
f(x) = ; I t-* L(f(x)) dr ...(C-3)

.-i-
which, together with equation (C-2), constitutes a transform pair. (Note that the 'c' that appears in

the limits of the integration is a real number that defines part of the Bromwich contour [1].)

Note that some authors use different definitions of the Fourier transform and its inverse, namely

223

C-I-2 The Fourier Transform

If f(x) is a real function, defined and single valued almost everywhere for --"" < x < +"" (with x a

real variable), and is such that the integral

*o

r
| | f(x) I ek dx ...(C-4)

J

"orrlr"rr*i- some real value k, then f(x) is said to be Fourier transformable, and

+€

F1(f(x)) = | "to 
f(x) dx ...(C-5)

.!
is the Fourier transforrr of f(x). The inverse Fourier transforrr, or inversion integral, is [1]

+6

r(x) = # [r-toF(f(x)) dt ...(c-6)t'" 
_ 

J_

which, togetherwith equation (C-5), constitutes a ransformpair

(
F(f(x)) = | e- io. f(x) dx

J
...(c-7)
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is defined as the Fourier transform of f(x) and the corresponding inverse Fourier nansforrr is

defined as [1]
f6

1l
f(x) = ui I eio F(f(x)) dt .

-.v J
...(c-8)

C- L -3 The Mellin Transf orm

If f(x) is a real function, defined and single valued almost everywhere for x > 0 (with x a real

variable), and is such that the integral

€
r
| *k- I lf(x) | dx ...(C-9)
I

{

converges for some real value k, then f(x) is said to be Mellin transformable, and

;
M5(f(x)) = | *'-1 f(x)dx ...(C-10)

d

is the Mellin transform of f(x), where s is a complex number. The inverse Mellin transfomr or

inversion integral is It]
c+i-

tf
f(x) = ; | *-' Ms(f(x)) ds ...(C-1 1)

!

which, together with equation (C-10), constitutes a transform pair.

C.2 RANDOM VARIABLE ALGEBRA

This section outlines the mathematics involved in finding the probability density function (pdo of
the sum, difference, product or quotient of two independent random variables X1 and X2 with
pdf's of ft(x,) and f2(x2). Integral transforms provide a useful tool for perforrring this process

efficiently. Both the convolution method and the integral transform methods are discussed.

C-z-l The Distribution of Sums and Differences of Random
Variables

If g(w) is the sum (W = Xl + X) of the independent random variables Xr and X2 then g(w) can

be found by applying the transformation [1]
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W = Xr*X2

x2=xz

to the jointprobability element

f(x1,x) dxt dxz = fr(xr) fz(xJ dxr dxz

to yield the joint probability element g(w,xJ dx2 dw, which is given by

g(w,xJ dxz dw = fi(w - xJ fdxJ I J I dx2 dw .

J is the Jacobian of the inverse of the eansformation (C-12), that is the Jacobian of

Xt = lil-X2

x2=x2'

Axr d*t

Hence J =
1 -l
01

225

dw

ax"
ctw

=+l ,

and therefore
+€
r

g(w) = | g(w,x)dx2
J

Fa

r
= | f,t* - x2) f2(x) dx2

.!
+€

I
I, ft(xt) fdw - xr) dxr .

J

Equations (C-17) and (C-18) are known as Fourier convolutions.

;
B(w) = | f,f* - x) f2(x) dx2

J
0

A.t

ax,
AE

. ..(c-12)

...(c-13)

...(c-14)

...(c-15)

...(c-16)

...(c-17)

...(c-18)

If the random variables X1 and Xzdre always nonnegative then W will always be nonnegative and

equations (C-17) and (C-18) can be written as Laplace convolutions, namely

...(c-le)
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...(c-20)

Using the same method the pdf of the difference between nvo independent random variables can be

found. If W = Xr - Xe then the transforuration [1]

W = Xt-Xe

x2 - x2 ..(C-21)

is used. The inverse of this transformation is

xr = W*xz
xz = x2 ...(C'22)

and the Jacobian of this inverse transformation, J, is unity.

The joint probability element

f(x1,x) dxt dxz = fi(xJ flxd dxr dxz ...(C-23)

can be transformed into the probabiliry elemenr g(w,xJ dx2 dw, narnely

g(w,xJ dxz dw = fr(w + xJ flxJ I J I dx2 dw ...(C-24)

and therefore

...(c-2s)

...(c-26)

To find the pdf g(w) of the sum of n independent random variables Xr, Xa ,.. X" with pdf s f.;(xi)

(where j = 1, 2, ... n), it is possible to use equation (C-17) or equation (C-18) repeatedly.

However, use of the Fourierintegral uansf,ormation can grcatly simplify the task tll. If
ns\!= LX: ...(C-27)

j= I

then [1]

f
= | f,(xr) fz(w - xr) dxr

J
0

r
g(w) = | B(w,xJdxz

J

f€

r
= | f,t* + xr) fr(x) dx2

J

*;

= | f,tx,) f2(w + xr) dxr
J

-6
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t€

+ I,'"*if F(r1(x;))dt . ...(c-28)8(w) =

In other words, the Fourier transform of g(w) is the product of the Fourier transforms of each of

the pdf's f;(xp. Therefore, if the transforms of the pdfs l(x.;) can be found and the resulting

product transform can be inverted, then g(w) can be found. Tables of integral transforms and their

inverses can often assist in ttris process and remove the need for any direct integration.

If the independent random variables X1, X2.... X1 are all nonnegative then equation (C-28)

becomes [1]

That is, Laplace transforms can be used in the same manner as Fourier transforms (and should be

used if all the random variables are nonnegative).

Similarly, For:rier transforms can be used to find the distribution of the difference between nvo

independent random variables. If W = Xr - Xz then [1]
+€

rlg(w)= fr le-it*F(f,(x,))F(fr(-x))dt. ...(C-30)

C-2-2 The Distributi on of Products and Quotients of Random
Vari abl es

If h(y) is the product (Y) of two nonnegative independent random variables X1 and Xz then h(y)

can be found by applying the transformation [1]

Y = xrx2

xz = xz ...(C-31)

to the joint probability element

f(x1,x) dxt dxz = fr(xJ f2(x) dx1 dx2 ...(C-32)

to yield the joint probability element h(y,xJ dxz dy, given by

h(y,xr)dxzdy = f,F)f2(x)lJldx2dy. ...(C-33)
\^2,/

c+16

# [*lI{ i=lc-l€

...(c-2e)8(w) = L{f;(xf) dr.



J is the Jacobian of the inverse of the ransformation (C-31), that is the Jacobian of

vxr=f-
^2

xz = xz ..(C-34)

Hence f =

1

X2

0

-v
a

[xr]'

I

I
= X2'

and therefore
€
(

h(y) = | h(y,*t
,

0

XeV

01
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axr
;&
d*t
&

dxt
ry
dx"
Ay

dx2

...(c-35)

...(c-36)= I *u("")rdxd dx'

0

=l *r,(-,lr{tld'
0

...(c-37)

Equations (C-36) and (C-37) are known as Mellin convolutions.

Using the same method the pdf of the quotient (Y) of two nonnegative independent random

variables X1 andX2 can be found using the ransfomration []
t=A'x2
xz = xz ...(C-38)

The inverse of this transformadon is

xr = YXz

xz = x2 ...(C-39)

and the Jacobian of this inverse transforrnation, J, is given by

Ext
4.,

dxt
A,.t

dxt
;y
a&
at

J= ...(c-40)
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The joint probability element

f(x1,x) &, dx, = fr(xr) f2(x) dx1 dx2 ..-(C-41)

is transformed into the probability element h(y,xr) dxz dy, given by

h(y,xr) dxz dy = fi(Y x) f2(xr) | J I dx, dy , "'(C-42)

and therefore
€@(r

h(y) = | tt(y,*r) 0*, = | *, f,(y x) flx) dx2 ..(C-43)
JJ00

Equation (C-43) is also known as a Mellin convolution.

To find the pdf h(y) of the product of n independent nonnegative random variables Xr, Xz. ... X"

with pdf's f.;(x.;) (where j = L,2, ... n) it is possible to use equation (C-36) or equation (C-37)

repeatedly. However, use of the Mellin integral transfomration can greatly simplify the task [1].

Ir t=fIt,
j=1

then

...(c-44)

Equation (C-45) implies that the Mellin transform of the product h(y) is the product of the Mellin

transform of each of the pdf s f;(x.;).

Mellin integral transforms can also be used to find the distribution of the quotient of two

independent nonnegative random variables with pdf's fr(xt) and flxJ t1l.

rf y=F ...(c-46)xz

then Msft(y)) = Ms(f,(x,)) M-s+z(fdxJ) , ...(C-47)

so that

229

h(y) =
rr

Zni J
, -' fI M,(r1(xi)) ds

j=1
...(c-45)

1l
.i I rr-SZni lrh(y) = M5(f,(x')) M-s+z (flxJ) ds ...(c-48)
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In other words, the variable s in the Mellin transform of fz$) is replaced by -s+2 and the resulting

Mellin transform is multiplied by that of f1(x1) to give the Mellin transform of h(y).
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APPENDIX D

GAUSSIAN NUMERICAL INT EGRAT ION

D. O INTRODUCTION

This appendix outlines the numerical integration techniques used in this thesis. Numerical

integration has been used when analytic solutions to integral problems have not been found (or do

not exist). For example, the evaluation of outage probability expressions for multiple lognormal or

multiple Suzuki interferer situations requires numerical integration. Gaussian quadranrre methods

have been used because these represent 'the ultimate in interpolatory fomrula' [1]. Essentially these

formulas estimate the value of an integral of a function based on the ordinates (y values) of that

function at particular abscissae (x values). These ordinates are weighted and summed to give an

approximate evaluation of the integral. Of course, the larger the number of abscissae (points) that

are used, the greater the accuracy of the result. The accuracy also depends upon the nature of the

integrand. Generally the integrals evaluated in this thesis are well suited to this type of numerical

integration and sufficient accuracy has usually been obtained with the use of only a moderate

number of points, typically 8 to 16 points.

The following sections outline the Gauss quadrature methods used to evaluate integrals over finite,

semi-infinite, and doubly infinite limits using Gauss-Legendre, Gauss-Laguerre, and Gauss-

Hermite numerical integration, respectively.

D.1. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OVER FINITE LIMITS

Gauss-Legendre integration can be used to evaluate an integral over finite limits. Gauss' classical

result states that, for -1 < x < +1, the "best" accuracy with n ordinates is obtained by choosing the

corresponding abscissae at the Zeros x1, ..., Xn of the Legendre polynomials P"(x). With each x; is

associated a constant wi such that [2]
+1
I

I f(x)dx = w1 f(xr) + w2f(x) + ... + wnf(xJ .
I

-i
...(D-1)

The Gaussian quadrature formula for evaluating an integral with arbitrary limits (a,b) is given by

b
(
I f(x) dx
I

=+,i.*,r[.,+*U, ]i= I
...(D-2)
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Gauss' formula with n ordinates provides an approximation as good as would have been obtained

by using a polynomial of degree2n- 1 [2]. Appropriate values for xi and w1 are tabulated in [3].

D.2 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OVER SEMI.INFINITE
L IMIT S

Gauss-Laguerre integration can be used to evaluate an integral over semi-infinite limits, that is

where one limit is finite and the other is infrnite. The method is very similal to Gauss-Legendre

integration except that the weights (w) are the "Christoffel numbers" corresponding to the zeros of
the Laguerre polynomial (namely the abscissae (xJ) [4].

Hence, forthe range of integration 0 < x ( @, the Gaussian quadrature formula is [1]

1?)

Fo'r an arbitrary lower limit, a, the variable x is changed to x + a and equation (D-3) becomes [1]

e-x f(x) dx = e-a ...(D4)

Equation (D-4) can be used to evaluate exactly any function which can be expressed in the fomr

2n-l

B(x) - e-bx I ., *t .

i=0

Once again appropriate values for x1 and wi are tabulated in t3l.

...(D-5)

D.3 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OVER DOUBLY
INFINITE LIMITS

Gauss-Legendre integration can be used to evaluate an integral over doubly infrnite limits, that is

over the range -oo to +"o. The Gaussian formula is very similar to that for semi-infinite integrals

except that the weights and abscissae are based on Hermite polynomials.

For the range of integration (- *, + oo) the Gaussian quadrature formula is [1]

I
a

rrt
I e-xf(x)dx= I*,f(xi)

d i=l

f€r_+
I exp(-x2) f(x) dx = L *rf (xi )
J i=l

s
L ntf (x1 + a).

i=1

...(D-3)

...(D_6)
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Equation (D6) can be used to evaluate exactly any function which can be expressed in the form

t€t
E(x) = exp [-u.1x - u)2] Z ti *t

i=0

Appropriate values for xs andwi 4ro tabulatedin t3l.

...(D-7)
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E-1 THE GAMMA DISTRIBUTION

The gamma distribution was presented in Chapter 2 (equation (2'23)) as

APPENDIX E

NOTES ON T HE GAMMA DISTRIBUT ION

m m-t l- m Im u "*PL Tu.l
P(u) =

f(m) ii-
...(E-1)

where the mean is E and the variance is 82.

If the variable transformation x = m u is made, then dx = m du and

p(x) =

m-l I xlx exp 
L- -fl ...(E-2)

I(m) E 
*

The mean of p(x) is m iI and the variance is m u2.

Equation @-2) is the form of the gamma distribution presented in most rcferences, e.g. [1,2].

8.2 THE INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTION

Making the variable uansformation z = + in equation @-2) yields the gamma disuibution p(z),

namely
m-l

p(z) = z SxD. \- z) ..@-3)
f(m)

Now the incornplete ga.mrrufunction,Iy(m), is defined as [1]

f t f --r 'I](m) = | pQ) az = * | i" exp (- z) dz , ...(E-4)

I r(m) 
oJ

and generally has to be evaluated numerically. However when m is an integer fr(m) can be

evaluated without recourse to numerical techniques, as is shown below.
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Using integration by pans equation (E-4) can be wrinen as

f,(m) = 1 
f- expcz) "--'lt + m- 1 

i*pt-a ,^'' d,Y' f(m) ro r(-) d

= -exp(-u)v--l + I](m-l),
tr(m)

and ttrerefore 
m_l

Iy(m) - Il,(*- 1) = -exP(-Y) Y

f(m)

\(m) can be evaluated exactly when m is an integer greater than or equal to 2. That is, from

equation (E-5),

m m r-l
rF

! ltrt'l - Ir(r- r)] = -exp(- fi ,1, ft, ,

and therefore
m r- I

Iy(m)-Iy(l) = -exp(-y)I -r=2 f(m)

v

But ll,(t)= f expl-z)dz=l-exp(-y)
J

0

and therefore
m-r

I](m) = t-exp(-y) I #, ...(E-6a)
r=1

t:.l t

or ly(m) = l-exp(-y) ). L . ...(E-6b)",?o t! ' '

where m is a positive integer.
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...(E-s)
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APPENDIX F

NOTES ON THE INCOMPLETE BETA FANCTION

F.1 THE BETA DISTRIBUTION

The beta disribution can be wrinen as [U

a-l ,. .p-l
p(u) = u (r-u) for0su5l (p(u)=0otherwise) ...(F-t)

B(cr,F)

where a and B are both positive and B(q,F) is the beta function, narnely

B(a,B) = r(a) r(F)
f(cr + F)

...(F-2)

The mean of p(u) is + and the variance is =" 
P

0+p (o+F)2(a+p+1)

If cr = F = 1 the beta distribution reduces to a uniform distribution.

If p tends to e and s remains finite then the beta distribution tends towards the gamma

distribution.

F.2 THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION

T'he incomplete betafunctbn, L(a,F), is defined as [1]
xx

I*(a,p1 = Jx"la" = -hJ uo-'(t-o)F-'do ...(F-3)

If either c or p is an integer then l*(a,p) can be evaluated exactly, as is shown below.

If p is an integer then 
p_l

I*(a,p; = -+ t (P-'.) t-tf x.,+r 
..1r-4)B(a,F),-*(. r )' s+r



If cl is an integer then

L(c,F) = I
B(a,F)

Appendix F

o-1

t ("-r') r-ry (l-x)F+r
,-=ol r )' F+.
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...6-5)

If neither ct nor F is an integer then the incomplete beta function can still be evaluated efficiently. If
a binomial expansion is perforrred on the factor (1-o)f -t, then the integral in equation 1f-3) can

be evaluated and the incomplete beta function can be wricen as [U

-
...(F_6)

Although equation (F-6) involves an infinite series it converges rapidly and just a few terms will
give the required accuracy [1].
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